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Temperature-dependent resistance of a finite one-dimensional Josephson junction array
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We study theoretically the temperature and array-length dependences of the resistance of a finite
one-dimensional array of Josephson junctions. We use both analytic approximations and
numerical simulations, and conclude that within the self-charging model, all finite arrays are
resistive in the low-temperature limit. A heuristic analysis shows qualitative agreement
with the resistance obtained from Monte Carlo simulations, establishing a connection between
resistance and the occurrence of vortices in the corresponding 111D XY model. We
compare our results with recent experiments and conclude that while the self-charging model
reproduces some of the experimental observations, it underestimates the superconducting
tendencies in the experimental structures. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The one-dimensional Josephson junction array is a pr
example of a system exhibiting a zero-temperat
superconductor–insulator quantum phase transition~QPT!.
Various investigations of the system, using different appro
mations for the capacitance matrix and dissipation,1–5 have
revealed a rich phase diagram. Most theoretical studies s
have focused on the limit of infinite system size and z
temperature. This sequence of limits by definition exclud
finite size effects and is therefore mathematically simp
lending itself to standard quantum statistical mechanics tr
ments. Recent experiments6 on chains consisting of 63 to
255 junctions show results suggestive of the predic
infinite-system QPT. However, the measured array re
tances were found to depend both on the number of junct
and the temperature in a non-obvious fashion. In particu
the resistance of a given array varied nonmonotonically a
function of temperature and exhibited regions of pronoun
quasi-reentrant insulating and superconducting behavior
this paper we investigate this as yet unexplained nonmo
tonicity in terms of a familiar path integral treatment of th
problem. We also discuss the effects of finite chain length
both sides of the nominal superconductor–insulator tra
tion point.

Finite one-dimensional arrays of Josephson juncti
have previously been analyzed by Inoueet al.,3 who dis-
cussed the zero-temperature behavior in terms of real-
phase slips. They calculated the length dependence of
crossover between low- and high-resistance regimes,
found qualitative agreement with the measurements of Ch
et al. Explicit resistance values were calculated only in t
N→` limit, though. Our results agree with those of Ino
et al. in that we also find a resistive low-temperature beh
ior, but in contrast to the earlier work we also analyze
finite-temperature behavior of the array.
11063-777X/2002/28(1)/5/$22.00
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The paper is organized as follows: Sec. 2 presents
model. In Sec. 3 we present a qualitative analysis of
dependence of the linear-response resistance on param
such as system length, temperature, and Josephson cou
The qualitative results are put on a firmer footing in Sec.
in which we present Monte Carlo data in support of the p
ceding arguments and make a comparison with existing
perimental data. Conclusions and discussion follow in Sec

2. MODEL

Among the simplest models incorporating both charg
and Josephson effects is the self-charging model1 in which
only the self-capacitanceC0 of the individual islands is taken
into account~Fig. 1!. The Hamiltonian in this case takes th
simple form

H5(
i

@ECn̂i
222EJcos~ ŵ i 112ŵ i !#,

where EC5(2e)2/(2C0) is the charging energy;EJ is the
Josephson energy, andŵ i is the phase conjugate to the num
ber of Cooper pairsn̂i on graini.

Quite generally, the behavior of a quantu
D-dimensional system can be understood in terms of aD

FIG. 1. Regions marked withSdenote superconducting grains, separated
tunnel junctions. Each grain is capacitively coupled to a ground pl
through a capacitanceC0. The response to the externally applied volta
V(t) is measured by a fictitious ideal current-meterA between any two
grains. The total number of Cooper pairs on the array is conserved.
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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11-dimensional classical system, where the extra dimen
is imaginary time.7 As was shown by Bradley and Doniach1

the self-charging model maps onto a 2DXY-model on a
cylindrical8 lattice of lengthN and circumferenceNt}T21 in
the imaginary-time~t! direction. The equivalent coupling
constant of theXY model is given byK[AEJ /EC. Hence,
the QPT is of the Kosterlitz–Thouless–Berezinskii~KTB!
type,9 corresponding to the unbinding of vortices in the 2
spin field w(x,t)— in real-time formalism the vortices cor
respond to phase slips.3 Note that the vortices that appear
the analysis of 2D Josephson arrays are real vortices of
field w(x,y) and hence are quite different from the structu
that we focus on, which are vortices ofw(x,t) or phase slips
of w(x,t).

The step sizeDt in the imaginary time direction is so
chosen that the resultingXYmodel is isotropic. This approxi
mation is valid provided that the characteristic time scale
variations ofw(x,t) is slower thanDt, i.e., provided thatK
is not too small.

The currentI (x,t) arising in response to an applied vo
age V(t) can be obtained by standard linear respo
formalism.10 In the 2DXY model this requires a knowledg
of spin–spin correlations.

3. QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS

3.1. Introduction

It is well known1,7 that the appearance of resistance
Josephson junction arrays can be associated with isol
vortices in the two-dimensionalXY model. However, the
quantitative connection between the number of isolated v
tices and resistanceR is not clear, but the resistance is b
lieved to be a monotonic function of the number of indepe
dent vortices.7 In this Sec. we use this connection
determine the qualitative temperature and system size de
dences ofR for finite one-dimensional arrays of Josephs
junctions.

Since the vortex excitations and spin waves decoupl
the 2D XY model, we can write the partition function asZ
5Zsw(n50

` Zn , whereZsw is the spin-wave contribution an
Zn is the contribution from a spin configuration withn vor-
tices (Z051). In general it is unclear which of the vortice
should be classified as isolated~and hence contribute signifi
cantly to the resistance! and which of them belong to closel
bound vortex–antivortex pairs. However, we know that
the limit of largeK the free energy cost of creating an is
lated vortex is very high, and most vortices occur
vorticity-neutral pairs, and we can therefore approxim
Z2n11'Z1Z2n . Hence, for largeK, the number of unbound
vortices is approximatelŷ NV&'((n51

` Z1Z2n)/((n50
` Zn)

5Z1 /(11Z1)'Z1. In the opposite limit of smallK all vor-
tices are nearly independent, and̂NV&'((n50

` nZn)/
((n50

` Zn). In this limit the vortex gas can be described a
collection of indistinguishable particles, so thatZn

5(1/n!)Z1
n , and we again find̂NV&'Z1. Consequently, we

useZ1 as an estimate for the number of free vortices in
system.

The partition functionZ15*Dw(x,t)e2H@w# ~where the
integration extends over single-vortex configurationsw(x,t)
only! is estimated by calculating the typical energyEtyp of a
n
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single vortex and multiplying e2Etyp by an entropic factor
which gives the number of possible places where a vor
may appear. This argument by Kosterlitz and Thouless9,11

demonstrates the existence of a phase transition in an infi
2D XYmodel, and for the present purposes we extend it t
cylindrical geometry. A typical vortex configuration, center
at (x0 ,t0), that satisfies periodic boundary conditions in t
imaginary time direction is (utu,Nt/2)

w~x,t!5arctanFcothS p

Nt
~x5x0! D tanS p

Nt
D G

1
p

Nt
t1p sgn~t!@12u~x2x0!#,

where we choose the principal branch of arctan and wh
the last two terms were added to guarantee that the
directions end up in the proper quadrant.12 Using a con-
tinuum approximation for the energyEtyp and taking the en-
tropy Styp to be; ln NNt , we find, apart from uninteresting
constants, a typical free energy

F5Etyp2Styp'KpH lnFsinh~p~N/Nt!!

sinh~p~2/Nt!! G2
p

2

N

Nt
J

2 ln~NNt!. ~1!

In the following two Sections we investigate the depe
dence ofF on the chain lengthN and temperatureNt

21.
In order to facilitate a direct comparison wit

experiments,6 we fix the charging energy toEC5500 meV
and varyK by varyingEJ . Experimentally,EJ can be tuned
by means of an external magnetic field. For simplicity, w
ignore the temperature dependence ofEJ .

3.2. Results

Keeping the aspect ratioA[Nt /N}(NT)21 fixed in Eq.
~1! and sendingN to infinity, we get

F'~pK22!ln N1O~N21!1const,

and we recover the familiar infinite-system result for a co
tinuum: a phase transition occurs atK5KKTB[2/p. Note,
however, that the limitsN→` and T→0 do not commute.
The experimentally relevant limit whereN is kept fixed asT
is lowered is

F'~Kp21!ln N2 ln Nt2K
p2

2

N

Nt
1const→

T→0

2`.

~2!

Hence, in the limit of low temperatures, free vortices a
always present in a finite array, suggesting that the lo
temperature behavior of finite arrays is insulating rather th
superconducting. This is an immediate consequence of
periodic boundary conditions in the imaginary-time dire
tion, which remove the customary logarithmic divergence
Etyp .

While the limit F→2` asT→0 is independent of both
the coupling constantK and the array lengthN, the number
of free vortices at a particular temperature, and hence
resistanceR(N,T,K), depends onN andK as shown in Fig.
2. However, in the limitNt@N, the value ofF is roughly
independent of the chain lengthN at a special value ofK
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FIG. 2. Variation ofZ1 with K for different chain lengthsN at a very low temperature. Note that the quantity on the vertical axis is not the actual resis
but the number of free vortices in the system, a quantity that is related to the resistance. ForK.K* 51/p the number of free vortices decreases with cha
length, while forK,K* , Z1 decreases with increasingN ~a!. Corresponding measured resistances.~Reproduced from Ref. 6 with permission.! ~b!.
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5K*[1/p, which is different from the critical coupling o
the infinite system,KKTB52/p.1! This suggests the possibi
ity of a length-independent resistanceat this special value o
K. Furthermore, in the insulating regime (K,K* ),
Z15e2F(;R) increases with increasing array length, wh
in the superconducting limitZ1 seems to decrease with cha
length~Fig. 2a!. This is indeed what experimentalists repor6

The observed value of the special couplingKexp* '0.5 lies in
between these two valuesKKTB andK* .

The preceding analysis disregards the effect of vorte
antivortex pairs on the free energy of isolated vortices. Th
pairs partially screen out the spin–spin interactions, he
lowering the energy of vortex configurations, or equivalen
renormalizing the coupling constant to an effective va
Keff(K),K. This effect is more pronounced belowK* , when
vortex–antivortex pairs are abundant, effectively bending
curves in Fig. 2a upwards for smallK. However, this argu-
ment does not explain whyKeff(K) should reproduce the ex
perimentally observed similar slopes of the different curv
in the two regimes separately~Fig. 2b!.

4. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

4.1. Methods

The v→0 limit of the intrinsic linear-response condu
tance of the array can be compactly expressed as

s052
1

i\

]

]v
x j j

ret~q50,v!uv50 . ~3!

As usual,10 the retarded response function is obtained fr
the analytic continuation

x j j
ret~q50,v!5 lim

ivn→v1 id
E

0

\b

dteivnt(
x

x j j ~x,t!

of the corresponding temperature Green’s functi
x j j (x,t)5^ j N2x(t) j N(0)&. Here vn[n2p/b denotes the
nth bosonic Matsubara frequency, and j x(t)
5(2e/\)EJsin@w(x,t)2w(x21,t)# is the local current at
(x,t).
–
e
e
,
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,

Using the Wolff algorithm,13 a sequence of equilibrium
configurations was generated, from which the desired co
lation function could be evaluated. The number of upd
steps taken was typically of the order of 107.

The problem of analytically continuing imaginary-tim
Monte Carlo data to real frequencies is notoriously difficu
and sophisticated statistical methods have been develope
deal with it.14 However, in accordance with earlier work o
two-dimensional Josephson junction arrays,15 we have found
it sufficient to fit the MC data to a functional Pade´-type form
that can easily be analytically continued,

x j j ~q50,ivn!5
A

Bvn
21Cuvnu11

.

This functional form is motivated by analytic calcula
tions on the superconducting1 and insulating16 sides of the
superconductor–insulator transition in infinite arrays at z
temperature. It has the required symmetry and accurately
the low-frequency part of the MC data.

4.2. Results

The conductance is now obtained straightforward
Conditions for the fitting parameters are imposed by the
quirements that the resulting real-time Green’s function
causal, and that the conductance be positive. A typical fi
shown in Fig. 3.

The simulations suffer from noise problems and the
fore become quite time-consuming, particularly at low te
peratures. This problem becomes rather pronounced, s
the dependences we wish to examine typically vary o
logarithmically. We were therefore forced to consider on
small systems~typically, N510 and values toNt ranging
from N/2 to 8N! and to focus on the temperature depende
only. A plot of the resulting resistance, together with t
corresponding heuristic result, is shown in Fig. 4. Compa
son between the MC data and the heuristic argument~Fig. 4!
suggests that the connection betweenR and Z1 is roughly
R(K,T)5R0(K)@Z1(K,T)#a and a'2, where R0(K) is a
coupling-constant-dependent resistance scale.
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4.3. Comparison with experiments

In the experiment by Chowet al.6 the mutual capaci-
tanceCm between grains was much larger than the grou
capacitanceCg , and therefore the experiment does not e
actly correspond to the self-charging model we have inve
gated. TheCm@Cg case was analyzed by Bradley an
Doniach,1 who concluded thatCm-dominated arrays are a
ways insulating in theT→0, N→` limit, as opposed to
Gg-dominated arrays, which become superconducting
large values ofEJ /EC . Consequently, we expect that inclu
ing nonzero mutual capacitances would result in an incre
of the resistance at finiteN andT.

The large values ofN used in experiments render a dire
MC analysis unfeasible; we therefore compare the exp

FIG. 3. Example of a Pade´-type rational polynomial fit tox j j (q50,ivn) for
small Matsubara frequencies. In this particular case,N510, Nt540 and
K51.2. ~The correlation function is given in units of the critical curre
squared,I c

2!.

FIG. 4. The resistance obtained from Monte Carlo calculations for a c
of length N510 ~dashed-dotted lines are included as a guide to the e!.
From top to bottom, the data correspond toK50.65, 0.8, 0.93, 1.2, and 1.5
respectively. The solid lines plot the quantityR0(K)@Z1(K)#2 of Sec. 4.2.
for the two lowest values ofK. For larger values ofK, both the MC data and
the analytic expression display few features, and a comparison become
meaningful.
d
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ments with the simple analytic estimates in Sec. 3. Figure
shows the estimated number of isolated vorticesZ1 plotted
as a function ofT for several different values of the couplin
constantK. For low values ofK, which are consistent with
the charging and Josephson energies in the experiments
find that Z1 increases monotonically with decreasing te
perature, suggesting a monotonically increasingR(T). For
large values ofK,2! the number of isolated vortices varie
nonmonotonically with temperature, reaching a minimum
a low temperatureTmin that is roughly independent ofK, and
exhibiting a local maximum at a higher,K-dependent tem-
peratureTmax. This is indicated in the inset of Fig. 5a, whe
the shaded area corresponds to regions with]Z1 /]T.0.
This is in qualitative agreement with the experimental resu
by Chowet al.6 shown in Fig. 5b. However, since this stru
ture appears for very largeK and is rather weak, it is no
clear that it can be identified with the experimentally o
served re-entrant behavior.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

We have studied the linear-response resistance of a fi
one-dimensional array of Josephson junctions as a func
of the array lengthN and the energy scalesEC , EJ , and
kBT. The model we have used is the simplest one that inc
porates both charging phenomena and phase coupling
tween adjacent superconductors. Using a standard map
onto a two-dimensionalXY model on a cylinder, we can re
late the resistance to phase fluctuations or vortices in theXY
model. We have analyzed the model both using analytic
proximations and by means of numerical Monte Carlo cal
lations.

We find that the low-temperature resistance is indep
dent of the array length forEJ /EC'1/p2'0.1, which can be
compared with the experimental value of approximately 0
We also conclude, based on analytical and numerical res
that the array becomes highly resistive in the lo

in

ess

FIG. 5. The quantityZ1 ~;number of isolated vortices! for a N563 chain.
The different curves correspond, from top to bottom, to increasing value
the coupling constantK5AEj /EC ~0.5, 1, and 2, respectively!. Inset:
‘‘phase diagram’’ showing regions where]Z1 /]T.0 ~shaded area! for a
N520 array. The location and width of the shaded region both scale asN21

~a!. Experimentally measured linear-response resistance versus temper
R(T), for two chains of respectively 63~dashed line! and 255~solid line!
Josephson junctions. From top to bottom in each set of curves, the
EJ /EC increases.~From Ref. 6! ~b!.
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temperature limit for all values ofEJ /EC . This is in appar-
ent contradiction with the experiments that indicate a satu
tion of resistance at low temperatures. However, since
temperature dependence that we find is quite weak~logarith-
mic!, one has to be careful in identifying the measureme
at a low but finite temperature as the zero-temperature li

The experimentally observed resistance saturation at
temperatures is puzzling and may be due to processes
are not included in our model. A possible explanation is t
random background charges result in frustration, hence
ducing the charge order and, consequently, the resistanc
the array.17 Resistance saturation may also arise with
self-charging model as a result of an external coupling s
as charge transfer between the array and external electro
Since the internal dynamics of the model only leads to lo
rithmic dependencesF; log(N,1/T), the system is very sen
sitive to any perturbation that leads to free energy contri
tions that are linear in 1/T and possibly even inN. Such a
term arises, e.g., from the coupling between the array and
external electrodes and is expected to affect the behavio
the array in the limitT→0. Specifically, if the free energy
acquires a formF'2 ln Nt1g/T @cf. Eq.~3!#, the free energy
acquires a minimum atT5g, and for temperaturesT,g the
number of free vortices~and hence the resistance! is reduced.
It should be possible to determine experimentally if the sa
ration of the resistance at low temperatures is due to s
coupling to the external leads—if this is the case, the sat
tion temperature should vary with the strength of the c
pling.
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1!A standard finite-size scaling argument would imply size-independent

havior atK52/p. However, such an argument applies toisotropic rescal-
ing, where bothN andNt are changed.

2!Non-monotonicity appears forK*1.6323.4N211O(N22).
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Pinning of Abrikosov vortices on dislocations and the critical current in high-
temperature superconductors

É. A. Pashitskiı̆* and V. I. Vakaryuk

Institute of Physics of the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, pr. Nauki 46, 03022 Kiev, Ukraine
~Submitted September 6, 2001!
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The microscopic mechanisms for single-particle core pinning of quantum vortices on the
insulating cores of isolated dislocations are investigated for both parallel and mutually tilted
orientations of the vortex and dislocation and also for pinning on an infinite periodic
chain of edge dislocations. The theoretical results are consistent with experiment in regard to the
temperature and orientation dependences of the depinning critical current in low magnetic
fields, when the interaction between vortices is exponentially small, and they also predict strong
anisotropy of the pinning force along and transverse to the chains of edge dislocations.
© 2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1449179#
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INTRODUCTION

In an external magnetic field the critical current
type-II superconductors is determined by the pinning fo
on the vortex lattice at defects and inhomogeneities of
crystal lattice.1,2 The elementary pinning forces of individua
vortices can be due to various causes: interaction of the
mal core of the vortex with microscopic cavities~pores! in
the superconductor,3,4 magnetic interaction of the vortex cu
rents with their mirror images near the surface of t
superconductor5 and with small ferromagnetic particles,6 lo-
cal variation of the Ginzburg–Landau parameterk or the
upper critical fieldHc2 due to nonuniformities of the electro
mean free path2,7 for scattering on point defects~so-calledd l
pinning!, paraelastic and dielastic interactions of vortic
with dislocations and with other defects of the crystal latt
due to the change of the specific volume and elastic mo
at the phase transition from the normalN to the supercon-
ductingSstate,8–11and the change of the electrostatic ener
of interaction of the normal core of the vortex with charg
cores of dislocations in the ionic lattice of a metal as a re
of the change of the screening properties of the conduc
electrons at theN–S transition.12

The question of the value of the critical current has b
come particularly topical since the discovery of hig
temperature superconductors~HTSCs!.13 The problem of in-
creasing the critical current densityj c in HTSC materials
based on layered cuprate metal-oxide compounds~MOCs!
and the study of the specific physical mechanisms that l
the superconducting currents in various HTSC samples h
been the subject of a colossal number of papers~see, e.g., the
reviews14,15!. In particular, it is necessary to understand w
the critical current densityj c in thin films of cuprate MOCs,
as a rule, is much higher than in rather perfect crystals.16–18

The key to this puzzle may be the fact that the systems
types of structural defects of the crystal lattice in thin film
and bulk samples are different, as can be observed by e
tron and scanning tunneling microscopy.15

In the growth of layeredcrystals of cuprate MOCs a
large-scale block structure can arise, with rather larger an
111063-777X/2002/28(1)/6/$22.00
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of mutual misorientation of the blocks (u>5°) both in the
plane of the layers (ab) and with respect to the direction o
the c axis. Here Josephson weak links can be formed at
boundaries between blocks, substantially suppressing the
perconducting current and leading to a dependence ofj c on
magnetic field.

Epitaxial films of cuprate MOCs deposited by variou
methods on single-crystal substrates with close values of
lattice constant, as a rule, contain a certain number of gro
screw dislocations~SDs! and a much larger number of edg
dislocations~EDs! oriented both along thec axis and in the
ab plane, parallel to the two-dimensional CuO2 layers. In the
process of polygonization or thermal annealing of the film
is energetically favorable for pileups of linear EDs parallel
the axisciz and perpendicular to the substrate to align in
quasiperiodic chains~dislocation walls! with Burgers vectors
B perpendicular to the plane of the wall, since in that ca
the energy of the elastic deformations of the crystal lattice
minimum because of the mutual compensation~annihilation!
of the elastic strains~dilatations! of different sign from the
neighboring EDs.19 As a result of this, an epitaxial film sepa
rates along its entire thickness into a system of single-cry
blocks slightly misoriented in theab plane, separated by
low-angle boundaries with misorientation angles of adjac
blocks u<5° and accordingly with average distances b
tween EDs ofd'uBu/u>45 Å for uBu'a'4 Å. At the same
time, the characteristic dimensions of the blocks, i.e.,
length L of the low-angle boundaries, can vary in differe
films from several hundred to several thousand angstro
(L'300– 3000 Å!, depending on the structure of the su
strate, the method of deposition, and the thickness of
film.

Upon the passage of a transport supercurrent through
epitaxial films the low-angle boundaries can play a dual ro
On the one hand, they lead to a limiting ofj c due an effect
considered in Ref. 20, viz., a local suppression of the sup
conducting order parameterc along the boundaries in a laye
with a thickness of the order of several coherence lengthj,
and, accordingly, to suppression of the local depairing c
rent density j 0;c3 flowing through the superconductin
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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channels between nonsuperconducting~insulating! cores of
the EDs in the low-angle boundaries. The theoreti
results20,21 as to the dependence ofj c on the misorientation
angle u of the blocks and on the parametert512T/Tc

~whereTc is the temperature of the superconducting tran
tion! are in good agreement with the experimental dep
dencesj c(u) and j c(t) in the absence of external magne
field.21,22

On the other hand, the plastically deformed insulat
cores of the linear EDs oriented along the low-angle bou
aries can serve as effective pinning centers for Abriko
quantum vortices and thereby make for an increase of
critical supercurrents in external magnetic fields and in
self-field of the supercurrent, especially in the case of a p
allel orientation of the vortices and dislocations. This is co
firmed by the experimental data on the orientational dep
dence of j c on the angleu between the direction of the
magnetic fieldH and thec axis.23,24 The empirical j c(u)
curves for films are, as a rule, characterized by the prese
of two maxima~peaks! at anglesu50° andu590°, which
corresponds to the maximum pinning of the vortices on E
oriented along thec axis in theab plane. The presence of
maximum in j c(u) at u590° can also be explained by th
pinning of vortices on insulating interlayers between the
perconducting CuO2 layers ~intrinsic pinning!.25 However,
for the HTSC compound YBaCuO, where the coheren
length j is larger than the distance between adjacent Cu2

layers, this effect is apparently not dominant.
In this paper we consider the microscopic mechanis

for single-particle core pinning of vortices on insulatin
cores of isolated EDs and SDs for both parallel and til
mutual orientations of the vortex and dislocation and also
an infinite periodic chain of EDs. We discuss the possibi
of an interaction of vortices with elastic dilatational field
produced by the dislocations. The theoretical results are c
sistent with experiment in regard to the temperature and
entation dependences ofj c in low fields, when the interaction
between vortices is exponentially small, and predict a str
anisotropy of the pinning force along and transverse to
chains of EDs.

SINGLE-PARTICLE PINNING OF VORTICES ON EDGE
DISLOCATIONS

The core of a dislocation in an ionic crystal of a cupra
MOC of the YBaCuO type in the general case has a ra
complex structure, but in the simplest approximation it c
be represented as a nonsuperconducting metallic or ins
ing channel of radiusr 0. The problem of the electromagnet
interaction of a vortex with a cylindrical insulating~or
empty! cavity was considered by Mkrtchyan and Shmid4

under the conditionr 0@j. However, for a dislocation core
this inequality does not hold, and it is therefore necessar
do a more detailed analysis of the core pinning of vortices
dislocations.

According to Ref. 14, in the framework of th
Ginzburg–Landau~GL! theory the energy of pinning of a
isolated vortex is determined by the local suppression of
bulk superconducting order parameter near the defect.
pinning energy~per unit length! of a vortex on an extende
structural defect of the crystal lattice characterized by cy
l
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drical symmetry, e.g., a cylindrical channel~radiation track!
created by a fast ion or the insulating core of an ED~or SD!,
in the case of a parallel mutual orientation of the vortex a
axis of the defect is given by the expression

«pin~u!52E d2rU pin~r !pV~r2u!. ~1!

Here pV(r )512ucV(r )u2 is the structure factor of the vor
tex, cV(r ) is the radial distribution, normalized to the bu
valuec0, of the dimensionless superconducting order para
eter inside the vortex core, andUpin(r ) is the effective pin-
ning potential, which for a hollow channel or an insulatin
dislocation core of radiusr 0.j can be written in the form

Upin~r !5H U0 , r<r 0 ;

0, r .r 0
U05«0/2pj2, ~2!

where«05(w0/4pl)2, w0 is the magnetic flux quantum,l
5l0 /At is the London penetration depth for the magne
field, andj5j0 /At is the coherence length. We will mak
use of the following approximating relations obtained
variational and numerical methods:26

uCV~r !u5
r

Ar 212j2
; pV~r !52

j2

r 212j2 . ~3!

Substituting expressions~2! for Upin(r ) and~3! for pV(r ) in
~1! and doing the integration, we obtain

«pin~ ũ!52«0lnFW~ ũ, r̃ 0!2ũ21 r̃ 0
21

1

2G , ~4!

where

W~ ũ, r̃ 0!5F r̃ 0
41~122ũ2! r̃ 0

21S 1

2
1ũ2D G1/2

;

~5!
ũ5u/2j; r̃ 05r 0/2j.

For a coaxial arrangement of the vortex and channel or
location core~i.e., for u50) expression~4! reduces to the
minimum value of the pinning potential given in Ref. 14:

«pin~0!52«0ln~11r 0
2/2j2!, ~6!

and in the case of a parallel displacement of the vortex to
edge of the channel or dislocation core (u5r 0) we find,
according to~4! and ~5!,

«pin~r 0!52«0lnS 1

2
A1/412~r 0/2j!2D . ~7!

Figure 1a shows the«pin(u) curves calculated accordin
to formulas~4! and~5! for different values of the ratior 0/2j,
and Fig. 1b shows the corresponding pinning forcesf pin(u)
52d«pin(u)/du. We see that the maximum value of the co
pinning force forr 0.j is reached for displacementsu5r 0.

For a cylindrical channel~pore! of larger radius (r 0

@j) the pinning energy both at the center of the channel~6!
and at its boundary~7! increases with increasingr 0, diverg-
ing logarithmically forr 0→`. Formally this means that for a
vortex localized near a plane boundary of a superconduc
an infinitely high potential barrier for its entry into the vo
ume of the superconductor arises. At the same time, h
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ever, the maximum pinning force at the boundary of a ch
nel with u5r 0→` tends toward a constant limit ofA2«0 /j.

The logarithmic divergence of potentials~6! and ~7! for
r 0→` is due to the power-law~quadratic! decay of the form
factor pV}r 22 as r→`, according to Eq.~3!. However, if
expression~3! for ucV(r )u is cut off at a distancer 5l and is
formally complemented in the regionr .l by an exponential
asymptotic expression of the form

ucV~r !u512
pl

2k2r
exp~2r /l!, ~8!

corresponding to the exponential decay of the vortex su
current ~here k5l/j is the Ginzburg–Landau paramete!,
the value of the pinning potential~1! for r 0→` remains
finite and is practically equal to the value obtained in Ref
for the electromagnetic pinning energy of a vortex~a Bean–
Livingston barrier! at the boundary of a semi-infinite supe
conductor:

«pin
el2m~u!52«0H ln~l/u!, j,u,l

Apl/2u exp~2u/l!, u@l
. ~9!

On the other hand, under the conditionr 0,j, which
holds for the cores of EDs and SDs, Eqs.~4! and ~5! imply
the simple expressions for the potential and pinning forc

«pin~u!52«0

r 0
2

u212j2 ; f pin~u!52«0

2ur0
2

~u212j2!2 .

~10!

The result~10! can also be obtained directly from~1!
together with~3! with the use of a 2Dd-function potential
for the insulating core of a dislocation of small radi
r 0→0:

FIG. 1. Energy~a! and the corresponding pinning force~b! as functions of
the displacementu for an isolated vortex at a parallel insulating channel
different values of the dimensionless parametera5r 0/2j: 0.25 ~1!, 0.5 ~2!,
1 ~3!, 2 ~4!.
-

r-

4

Upin~r !5U0pr 0
2d2~r !. ~11!

It should be noted, however, that forr 0<j it is neces-
sary to take the proximity effect into account, so that t
minimum effective radius of the dislocation core is equal
order of magnitude toj ~see Ref. 14!.

According to Eq.~10!, the maximum pinning force on a
vortex at the core of an ED~or SD! is reached at a vortex
displacementu5A2/3j and has the value

f pin
max5

9

32
S 2

3
D 1/2«0r 0

2

j3 . ~12!

Assuming that in thin films in low magnetic fields th
main role is played by the pinning of vortices on the cores
dislocations and not on point defects of the lattice~see Ref.
15!, we can use relation~12! to obtain an estimate of the
maximum depinning critical current atr 0.j for YBaCuO:
j c5c fpin

max/w0'23107r 0
2/j0

2t5/2 A/cm12 for j0'12 Å, l
'1000 Å. If the radius of the insulating core of the disloc
tion is of the order of or smaller thanj, then we should
substitutej for r 0 in ~12! in view of the proximity effect;
consequently, the temperature dependence becomesj c}t3/2

~cf. Ref. 21!.
In concluding this Section we note that in HTSC ma

rials as a result of the strong anisotropic dependence of
critical temperatureTc on pressure, which is manifeste
upon uniaxial compression or extension of the crystals,27,28

the elastic stress field produced by the dislocations can
to a local variation ofTc and of the superconducting orde
parameter. For example, the elastic strain field around
isolated ED parallel to the axisciz is determined by the
dilatation:

e~r !5
uBu~122s!

2p~12s!

sinw

r
, ~13!

wheres is Poisson’s ratio,w is the azimuthal angle in theab
plane, measured from the directionB i y, and r 5Ax21y2.
When the characteristic anisotropy of the pressure dep
dence ofTc in YBaCuO crystals is taken into account, th
local variation ofTc as a function ofr andw in the field of
dilatation ~13! has the form20

dTc~r ,w!52
uBuCsinw

2p~12s!r
@~122s!12bcos2w#, ~14!

where

C5~Ca1Cb!/2; b5~Ca2Cb!/~Ca1Cb!;
~15!

Ca52]Tc /]ea ; Cb52]Tc /]eb ,

and ea and eb are the diagonal components of the stra
tensor along thea andb axes~for Bia). From Eq.~14! we
can find the region within which the local valueTc(r ,w)
5Tc01dTc(r ,w) ~where Tc0 is the critical temperature o
the undeformed crystal! is below the sample temperatureT:

r n~w,T!5R0~T!usinw~11b0cos2w!u, ~16!

where

R0~T!5
Cubu~122s!

2pTc0~12s!t
; b05

b

122s
;

~17!
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t512T/Tc0 .

For parameter values typical for the optimally dop
YBa2Cu3O72d crystal, which is anisotropic in theab plane
(Ca'2220 K; Cb'320 K; s'0.28; Tc0;92 K!, we obtain
estimates for the effective radius of a normal metallic d
main R0(T)'0.43/t Å and anisotropy parameterb'225.
For T'77 K (t'0.16) the maximum value of the radiu
~16! in the direction w52p/4 is r n

max'25 Å. For the
BiSrCaCuO crystal withTc'110 K, which is nearly isotro-
pic in the plane of the layersab (Ca'Cb'300 K, b'0,
ands'0.25), we obtain the estimateR0(T)'1.33/t Å.

The local variations of the superconducting order para
eter c in the vicinity of the boundary~16! of the normal
region arising near an ED in the field of the elastic dilatat
can be found only with allowance for the proximity effe
through a solution of the GL equation with inhomogeneo
coefficients. Here the region of suppressed values ofc near
r n is smeared on a scale of the order ofj, so that the corre-
sponding derivative of the potentialUpin with respect tor,
which ultimately determines the pinning force, is substa
tially decreased in absolute value. This means that the
ning of vortices at metallic domains in the fields of elas
dilatations of EDs and SDs, as a rule, is much less effic
than at dislocation cores found in the insulating state.

PINNING OF VORTICES AT CHAINS OF DISLOCATIONS

As we have said, the low-angle boundaries betwe
slightly misoriented single-crystal blocks in epitaxial films
cuprate MOCs are quasiperiodic chains of EDs with a d
tance between adjacent dislocationsd(u)'uBu/u>45 Å, if
the misorientation angles of the blocksu<5°. Such features
of the crystal structure can play the role of pinning cent
for vortices in an external magnetic field of practically a
valueHÞ0, since the demagnetizing factor of a thin film
close to unity, and the magnetic inductionB'H.

With allowance for~10!, the pinning potential created b
an infinite chain of insulating cores of EDs periodically d
tributed along thex axis takes the form

«pin~x,y!52«0r 0
2 (

n52`

`

@~nd1x!21y212j2#21, ~18!

wherex andy characterize the position of the vortex relati
to the central ED at the pointx5y50. We note that elastic
dilatations of adjacent EDs in the chain have opposite si
and compensate each other, so that the pinning of the v
ces on a collective dilatation of the chain of EDs is su
pressed to an even greater degree than for an isolated E

Doing the summation in~18! with the use of the well-
known formula

(
n52`

`

~n1z!215pcot~pz!, ~19!

we obtain an expression for the pinning potential of a vor
on a periodic chain of EDs:

«pin~x,y!52«0

2p2r 0
2

d2Aj̃21y2

sinhAj̃21 ỹ2

coshAj̃21 ỹ22cosx̃
, ~20!
-
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where

j̃52pA2j/d, x̃52pA2x/d,
~21!

ỹ52pA2y/d.

Figure 2a shows the shape of this potential in thexy
plane. As we see from the figure, the potential has the sh
of a deep ‘‘gully’’ with a periodic spatial modulation of th
‘‘bottom’’ along the x̃ axis. Shown are the cross sections
the potential in different planes corresponding to the perio
behavior of the potential along the ‘‘gully’’~Fig. 2b! and the
minimum and maximum of the modulation in the transve
cross section~Fig. 2c!.

Figure 3a shows the behavior of the maximum pinni
forces f pini

max and f pin'
max along and transverse to the chain

EDs as a function of the distanced between dislocations at
fixed value of the coherence lengthj, and Fig. 3b shows the
ratio of these forces as a function of the parameterj/d. We
see that ford<2j there exists a strong anisotropy of th
pinning force acting on a vortex along and transverse to
chain of EDs, and ford<j the longitudinal pinning force is
exponentially small, i.e., the bottom of the ‘‘gully’’ become
almost flat, which makes for a free ‘‘slipping’’ of the vortice
along the chain of EDs. In the transverse direction the pot
tial barrier and the pinning force fall off asT→Tc by a
power law, which determines the temperature dependenc
the critical current. In particular, fort!1 andj@d it fol-
lows from ~20! that j c}t1/2 for j.r 0 ~cf. Ref. 21!.

FIG. 2. Shape of the pinning potential of an isolated vortex on a perio
infinite chain of edge dislocations~a!; the cross section of the potentia

along the ‘‘gully’’ ~the ỹ50 plane! ~b!; transverse cross sections of th
potential in the planes corresponding to the minimum and maximum of

longitudinal periodic potential~the planesx̃50 ~curve1! andx̃53/2 ~curve
2! ~c!.
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PINNING OF VORTICES ON DISLOCATIONS IN A TILTED
MAGNETIC FIELD

As we mentioned in the Introduction, the critical curre
j c in epitaxial films of cuprate MOCs with thec axis oriented
perpendicular to the substrate in an external magnetic fielH
exhibits a highly anisotropic dependence on the angleu be-
tween the directions ofH andc. As a rule, in such films one
observes two maxima~peaks! on j c(u) at anglesu50°
(Hic) andu590° (H'c), which is apparently indicative o
the existence of two pronounced systems of extended de
~dislocations! oriented along thec axis and in theab plane,
and of the efficiency of the mechanism for the pinning
Abrikosov vortices on such defects.

We shall show that the simplest model of a sing
particle core pinning of vortices atd-function dislocation
core with a potential of the form~11! in a tilted magnetic
field allows one to describe correctly the experimental ori
tation dependence ofj c(u) in cuprate epitaxial films.15,23,24

The total volume energy of pinning of a vortex incline
at an angleu to the dislocation line, which is parallel to th
z axis, is given in Cartesian coordinates by the expressio

«̃pin~u8!5E dxE dyE dzUpin~x,y!pV~r 81u8!, ~22!

where the form factorpV is written in a coordinate system
rotated by an angleu about they axis. Here the displace
ments of the vortices along thex andz ~or x8 andz8) axes
can be neglected, since they correspond to parallel trans
of an infinitely long vortex relative to a rectilinear disloc
tion, and the displacementuy8[uy[u.

Introducing ad-function pinning potential of the type
~11!, with d2(r )[d(x)d(y), at a dislocation core of sma
radius and taking into account the obvious relationx8
5z sinu, we obtain for the form factor~3! as a result of the
integration in~22! ~for uÞ0);

«̃pin~u,u!522pr 0
2U0j2E

2`

` dz

z2sin2u1u212j2

52
p«0r 0

2

usinuuAu212j2
. ~23!

Expression~23! diverges at the pointu50, i.e., for a
parallel orientation of an infinitely long vortex and infinite
long dislocation. To eliminate this divergence it is necess

FIG. 3. Pinning forces for an isolated vortex on a periodic infinite chain
edge dislocations, calculated according to formula~20!: a — pinning force
transverse to~curve 1! and along~curve 2! the chain as functions of the
distanced between adjacent dislocations~for j530 Å!; b — the ratio of the
longitudinal and transverse pinning forces as a function of the param
j/d.
t

cts

f

-

-

ort

y

to cut off the integration overz in ~23! at some finite length
of the rectilinear part of the dislocation and/or vortex.
particular, for symmetric limitsL/2 and2L/2 we obtain the
expression

«̃pin~u,u!52
2«0r 0

2

usinuuAu212j2
arctg

Lusinuu

2Au212j2
, ~24!

which remains finite atu50, where it takes the value~cf.
Eq. ~10!

«̃pin~u, 0!52«0

r 0
2L

u212j2 . ~25!

Figure 4 shows the theoretical angle dependence of
maximum pinning forcef pin

max(u) calculated on the basis o
expression~24! for different values of the dimensionless p
rameterL/j in the angle interval2p/2<u<p/2. We see
that the theoretical dependencef pin

max(u) agrees quite satisfac
torily with the experimentally measured dependencej c(u) in
YBaCuO epitaxial films~Fig. 5!. The difference of the ex-
perimental angle dependences for different systems of di
cations~parallel and perpendicular to thec axis! and in dif-
ferent films may be due to both a different length of t
linear parts of the dislocation~or vortex! lines and to differ-
ent values of the core radiusr 0.

f

er

FIG. 4. Pinning force of a rectilinear isolated vortex at a dislocation core
a function of the tilt angleu of the vortex with respect to the dislocation, fo
various values of the parameterb5L/j: 20 ~1!, 15 ~2!, 7 ~3!.

FIG. 5. Experimentally measuredj c(u) curves for YBaCuO films.15
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CONCLUSIONS

In summary, the simplest models of a single-particle c
pinning of Abrikosov vortices at the cores of dislocations
low magnetic fields permit a qualitatively correct descripti
of the main characteristics of the temperature and angle~ori-
entation! dependences of the pinning force and critical c
rents. Of particular interest is the single-particle pinning
vortices at low-angle boundaries between single-cry
blocks which are slightly misoriented in theab plane in
HTSC epitaxial films. Such boundaries are periodic chain
edge dislocations and have a strong anisotropy of the pin
force along and transverse to the chains at distances bet
adjacent edge dislocationsd<2j. As a result of this, the
depinning critical current density flowing through a low
angle boundary can be much smaller than the valuej c asso-
ciated with volume pinning of vortices at individual disloc
tions.

In closing, we thank V. M. Pan, S. M. Ryabchenko, a
A. V. Semenov for helpful discussions of the results.
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Fluctuation conductivity in YBa 2Cu3O7Ày films with different oxygen content. I.
Optimally and lightly doped YBCO films
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Fluctuation conductivity in YBa2Cu3O72y ~YBCO! films with different oxygen concentrations is
investigated. All of the samples exhibit a clear transition from the Maki–Thompson
mechanism of scattering of fluctuational pairs to the Aslamazov–Larkin mechanism as the
temperature approachesTc . The values of the transition temperature are used to determine the
coherence lengthjc(0) along thec axis and the phase relaxation timetw(100K) of the
fluctuational pairs. Despite the decrease ofTc from 87.4 to 54.2 K with decreasing oxygen content
in the samples studied, a valuetw(100K)5(3.3560.01)310213 s is obtained for all the
samples. It is shown that the dependence ofjc(0) on Tc conforms to the standard theory of
superconductivity. The mechanisms for the scattering of charge carriers and for
superconducting pairing in high-Tc superconductors are analyzed. ©2002 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1449180#
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INTRODUCTION

It is now thought that the property of superconductiv
in high-Tc superconductors~HTSCs! can be basically under
stood by studying their normal-state properties, which
extremely specific.1–4 However, in spite of the significan
efforts of investigators, the physics of superconducting p
ing and the mechanisms for the scattering of charge car
in the normal state are not yet completely clear. Even
results of such classic experiments as resistivity meas
ments and the Hall effect are extremely contradictory. Th
temperature dependence, especially for the optimally do
YBCO systems, is known to be directly opposite. For e
ample, the Hall coefficientRH}1/T and exhibits a pro-
nounced maximum atTon, corresponding to the onset of th
resistive transition to the superconducting state.5 At the same
time, the longitudinal resistivityrxx is a linear function ofT
over an anomalously wide temperature interval. Thus, in
der to explain the experiment, it is necessary to assume
the scattering mechanism can have appreciable anisotrop
to consider at least two different scattering mechanisms,
erating in the absence and in the presence of a magn
field.6 Moreover, the electron–phonon interaction const
leph in HTSCs is too small to account for the high critic
temperaturesTc observed in experiment in terms of the o
dinary electron–phonon interaction,1,7–9 and this also points
to the necessity of considering an alternative scatte
mechanism for explaining the linear temperature depende
of the resistivity. This problem has been the subject of a g
many papers, a detailed analysis of which is given in Ref
These papers can be roughly divided into two groups.

The first group consists of papers based on the assu
tion that the scattering in cuprates is due to the interac
171063-777X/2002/28(1)/8/$22.00
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with two different types of excitations.10–12 In the best-
known and most widely discussed~but extremely exotic!
model of resonant valence bands,13 these excitations are
spinons and holons, which contribute to the resistivity. Ho
ever, the holon contribution is assumed to be the govern
one, whereas the spinons, which are efficiently coupled
the magnetic fieldH, should determine the temperature d
pendence of the Hall effect.

The second group of papers use models based on
concept of anisotropy of the carrier scattering, the cause
which may be the complex band structure of the cuprates14,15

or the influence of spin fluctuations.16–18 However, in spite
of considerable efforts the goal of explaining all of the e
perimentally observed anomalies, primarily the differe
temperature dependence ofrxx andRH , in terms of a unified
theory has long remained elusive. The situation was clari
considerably with the advent of the ‘‘nearly antiferroma
netic Fermi liquid’’ ~NAFL! model.6

According to the NAFL model, the scattering of carrie
in HTSCs is governed by an extremely nonuniform antif
romagnetic interactionVeff. The main scattering centers a
those points of the Fermi surface that intersect the magn
Brillouin zone — so-called hot spots. This naturally leads
appreciable anisotropy in the behavior of the charge carri
since the temperature dependence of the intensity of t
scattering at the hot spots is different from that on the res
the Fermi surface. It is assumed that the intensity ofVeff is
temperature dependent. As a result, three regions with di
ent temperature dependence of the low-frequency magn
behavior in YBCO are found.6,19 These are the mean fiel
~MF! regime at high temperatures, which gives way atTcr to
a pseudoscaling~PS! regime, existing down to a temperatu
T* , and at temperatures belowT* a pseudogap~PG! re-
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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gime, characterized by a change in the spectrum of magn
fluctuations and by the presence of a strong tempera
variation of the band structure of the quasiparticles, wh
should lead to evolution of the Fermi surface.20,21

In this approach the NAFL theory successfully expla
both the anomalous Hall effect and the temperature dep
dence of the resistivity. According to the NAFL theory, in th
MF and PS regimes the temperature dependencerxx(T)
should be linear, as is observed in experiment. In
pseudogap regime the effective size of the Fermi surf
should decrease as the temperature decreases. This ac
leads to a closing of some of the scattering channels
charge carriers, and that can explain the observed devia
of rxx(T) down from a linear trend forT* 0<T* . Thus the
linear dependence ofrxx(T) can be considered a reliab
indicator of the normal state of the system, which, acco
ingly, is characterized by stability of the Fermi surface in t
MF and PS regimes. This conclusion is important for ana
sis of the fluctuation conductivity, in which the determinati
of the normal state plays an important role.

All of the critical temperatures separating the tempe
ture regimes mentioned above depend strongly on the o
gen concentration in the sample and decrease rapidly
increasing oxygen index, probably because of a lessenin
the influence of the magnetic interaction with increas
doping.1,22–24 For the optimally doped YBCO system (Tc

>90 K! the theory6,19 gives T* >110 K andTcr>150 K,
showing that in this case the crossover in the magnetic
havior of the system and the transition to the pseudo
regime occur very close toTc . It should be noted that from
the standpoint of studying the mechanism of supercond
ing pairing it is the pseudogap regime that is of great
interest, since, as we suppose, it is in the temperature inte
Tc,T,T* 0 that the nucleation of the superconducting st
occurs in YBCO systems. However, the parameters of
HTSC in the pseudogap regime vary so unpredictably
neither the NAFL nor the other theories that satisfacto
describe the scattering of charge carriers in the normal
gion, i.e., aboveT* 0, can describe the experiment in th
temperature interval.

At the same time, as we have shown previously,9 for
optimally doped systems the intervalTc,T,Tc05(110
65) K is precisely that temperature region in which t
temperature dependence of the resistivity is governed by
perconducting fluctuations, leading to the onset of fluctuat
conductivity s85s(T)2sN(T). Thus the study of fluctua
tion conductivity~FC! can yield information about the sca
tering and fluctuational pairing mechanisms asT approaches
Tc . The equation determining the FC is conveniently writt
as

s8~T!5@rN~T!2r~T!#/@rN~T!r~T!#, ~1!

wherer(T)5rxx(T) is the actually measured resistivity, an
rN(T)5aT1b is the normal-state resistivity of the samp
extrapolated to low temperatures. Although such a definit
of rN(T) is widely used for calculatings8(T) in
HTSCs,25–31 it has long remained in dispute, especially f
lightly doped systems, for which a deviation ofrxx(T) from
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a linear dependence is observed forT* 0@Tc . With the adop-
tion of the NAFL theory this definition ofrN(T) can be
considered fully justified.

To obtain information about the mechanisms for scatt
ing and superconducting pairing in HTSCs we have analy
the fluctuation conductivity, which was first measured f
well structured YBa2Cu3O72y films with different oxygen
concentrations. There are two fluctuation contributions
s8(T). The direct contribution, which was given a theore
cal foundation by Aslamazov and Larkin~AL !,32 arises as a
result of the spontaneous formation of fluctuation-induc
Cooper pairs aboveTc . An additional contribution, intro-
duced by Maki and Thompson~MT!33 in an extension of the
AL theory, is interpreted as being the result of an interact
of already existing fluctuational pairs with normal char
carriers and is governed by pair-breaking processes in
particular sample. The MT contribution depends on the li
time tw of the fluctuational pairs and is dominant in th
region of two-dimensional~2D! fluctuations,34 especially in
well-structured samples, i.e., in the case of weak p
breaking, whereas the AL mechanism dominates in thr
dimensional~3D! region of fluctuation conductivity nearTc .
In layered structures, including HTSCs, the AL contributi
is usually determined by the Lawrence–Doniach~LD!
model,35 which predicts a smooth dimensional crossov
from 2D to 3D fluctuation behavior forT→Tc . Here the MT
contribution is assumed to be insignificant and, naturally,
question of a changeover of fluctuation mechanisms does
arise.

In the first papers on the measurement of the fluctua
conductivity in HTSCs26–28it was observed that the temper
ture dependence ofs8 is described rather well by the LD
model. However, a significant quantitative discrepancy
tween theory and experiment is observed, probably beca
of the nonuniform flow of current over the sample due to t
inhomogeneities of its structure, which cannot be taken i
account theoretically. Therefore, it has been proposed to
troduce a scaling factor, the so-calledC factor,26 by which
the experimental data are multiplied in order to agree w
the theoretical calculations. Clearly, the more the value oC
differs from unity, the poorer the structure of the sample.

Thus, measurement of the fluctuation conductivity in t
case of observation of a dimensional crossover provide
rather simple method of obtaining reliable information abo
the coherence lengthjc(0) along thec axis, tw , and the
dimensionality of the electronic system of the HTSC, a
also about the structural imperfection of the sample, from
value of theC factor. A comparison oftw and the transport
relaxation timet of the charge carriers is decisive for unde
standing the scattering and superconducting pairing me
nisms in HTSCs. At present, however, except for measu
ments on YBCO–PrBCO superlattices,9,30 it has remained
impossible to observe the MT contribution and, according
the MT–AL crossover in measurements of the fluctuat
conductivity, both in single crystals31 and in thin films.25–29

Besides, all of the previous experiments have been done
optimally doped samples. There are no data on the beha
of the fluctuation conductivity in systems with a lowTc

(;60 K!, even though such information is exceptionally im
portant.
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SAMPLES AND EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

For these experiments it was necessary to prepare YB
films having different oxygen concentrations and dem
strating the explicit presence of the MT fluctuation contrib
tion to the temperature dependences8(T). Samples with
thicknesses from 650 Å~Tc;54.2 K! to 1050 Å (Tc;87.4
K! were prepared at the Max-Planck-Institute in Stuttga
Germany by pulsed laser deposition on SrTiO3 ~100! sub-
strates, a method which is widely covered in the literatur36

and reproducibly yieldsc-oriented epitaxial films of YBCO,
as was monitored by studying the x-ray and Raman spe
To provide for resistive measurements and measuremen
the Hall effect the films were processed photolithograp
cally to yield samples with dimensions of 1.6830.2 mm and
the necessary number of contacts. The resistive meas
ments were made by the standard four-probe scheme
fully computerized setup. Careful shielding of the equipm
lowered the noise level to;500 nV. The special care in
preparing the samples, this made it possible to obtain re
ducible, reliable, and systematic results.

Figure 1 shows therxx(T) curves for the most typica
YBCO films with different oxygen concentrations. To obta
the optimal information we chose samples F1 (Tc>87.4 K!,
close to the optimally doped system, and sample F6Tc

>54.2 K!, representing a very lightly doped system. B
comparing the results with the analogous curves obtained
single crystals,37 one can estimate the oxygen index of the
samples as (72y)>6.85 ~sample F1! and >6.56 ~sample
F6!. As expected, sample F1 exhibits the resistive beha
typical of almost optimally doped systems, for which t
magnetic interaction is gradually replaced by a correlat
interaction as the number of charge carriers increases,1,23,24

and the region of pseudogap behavior turns out to be ra
small.6,22As a consequence, therxx(T) curve is linear above

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the resistivity for samples F1 and
the dashed line is the extrapolation of the resistivity in the normal state
the low-temperature region. The inset shows the resistive transition
sample F1 in zero magnetic field~curve1! and in a fieldH50.6 T ~curve2!.
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T* 05(19060.2) K and in the temperature interval 190–33
K it is well extrapolated by the functionrN(T)5aT1b
~dashed line in Fig. 1! with a relative rms error of 6.52
31024. In accordance with the concepts of the NAF
theory, this linear dependence extrapolated to the lo
temperature region definesrN(T), used in calculatings8(T)
according to Eq.~1!. A similar procedure for determining
rN(T) was used in calculatings8(T) from experiment for
sample F6 as well. We note also thatrN(T) intersects theT
axis near zero, and the ratior300/r100>3.2. Both of these
facts are additional evidence of the good quality of t
samples.36

As the oxygen concentration decreases, one observe
expected rapid increase inTc , which in this case is deter
mined by extrapolation of the resistive transition to its inte
cept with the temperature axis, as is shown in the inse
Fig. 1. At the same time,rxx andT* 0 ~indicated by arrows
on the curves! increase rapidly, in good agreement with th
conclusions of NAFL theory. This means that the scatter
mechanism for normal carriers in the HTSC at lowTc is
determined mainly by the magnetic interaction. Inde
sample F6 exhibits resistive behavior typical for very ligh
doped YBCO systems22,37 and is characterized by a wid
temperature interval (T,T* 0) in which spin fluctuations are
dominant, leading to the observed peculiar shape of the
sistive curve~Fig. 1!. Nevertheless, aboveT* 05(25060.3)
K the rxx(T) curve is linear, as before. According to th
NAFL theory, the extrapolation of this linear dependence
the low-temperature region~dashed line in Fig. 1! defines
rN(T), as before. We note that all of our attempts to to dr
the dashed line in some other way did not give reasona
results for the determination ofs8. In our view, this fact is an
additional argument in favor of the correctness of the defi
tion of the normal state of the system. We also note th
despite the lowTc and low oxygen concentration, especial
in the case of sample F6, the widthDT of the resistive tran-
sition, determined in the presence of an applied magn
field, as is shown in the inset in Fig. 1, is extremely narro
This confirms the good structural quality of our sample
which is important for analysis of the fluctuation conducti
ity. The parameters of the samples are given in the table

ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS

The general theory of the fluctuation conductivity in la
ered superconductors was developed by Hikami and La
~HL!34 and considers both the AL and MT fluctuation mech
nisms. In the absence of magnetic field the AL contribution
given by

sAL8 5@e2/~16\d!#~112a!21/2«21, ~2!

and the MT contribution is given by the theory as

sMT8 5$e2/@8\d~12a/d!#%

3 lnH ~d/a!@11a1~112a!1/2#

11d1~112d!1/2 J «21. ~3!

Here a52jc
2(T)/d252@jc(0)/d#2«21 is the coupling pa-

rameter,«5 ln(T/Tc
mf)'(T2Tc

mf)/Tc
mf is the reduced tempera

ture, Tc
m f is the critical temperature in the mean-field a

proximation,d>11.7 Å is the distance between conductin
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layers in the HTSC, and d51.203(l /jab)(16/p\)
3@jc(0)/d#2kBTtw is the depairing parameter. The fact
1.203(l /jab), where l is the mean free path andjab is the
coherence length in theab plane, takes into account th
clean-limit approximation introduced in the theory of Bie
Maki, and Thompson~BMT!.38 Equation~2! actually repro-
duces the result of the LD model,35 which assumes the pres
ence of a Josephson interaction between conducting lay
This is the most probable situation for the 3D region, sin
jc(T).d nearTc , whereas the MT mechanism dominat
for kB(T2Tc

m f)@\/tw ~Ref. 34!, where pair tunneling be
tween layers cannot occur, sincejc(T),d ~2D region!. Thus
the HL theory predicts both a change in the electron dim
sionality of the sample~2D–3D crossover! and a change o
the fluctuation mechanism~MT–LD crossover! as the tem-
perature approachesTc . Accordingly, the 2D–3D crossove
should occur at

T05Tc$112@jc~0!/d#2%, ~4!

where a51/2, i.e., jc(0)5(d/2)«0
1/2, while the MT–LD

crossover should occur at a temperature whered>a, which
gives

«05~p\!/@1.203~ l /jab!~8kBTtw!# ~5!

and makes it possible to determinetw .34

It follows from Eqs.~2! and~3! that outside the region o
critical fluctuations, s8(T) depends only on «5(T
2Tc

m f)/Tc
m f , with Tc

m f being the temperature that separa
the region of fluctuation conductivity from the region
critical fluctuations. Thus the determination ofTc

m f is excep-
tionally important for analysis of the fluctuation conductivit
We determinedTc

m f by extrapolation of the linear part of th
s822(T) curve to its intercept with the temperature axis26

since in the 3D region nearTc the dependence ofs8(T)
should diverge as (T2Tc

m f)21/2 @Eq. ~2!#. The data points in
Fig. 2 show a plot ofs822(T) for sample F1. One can
clearly see the extended 3D region, extrapolated by a stra
line whose intercept with theT axis immediately givesTc

m f

>88.46 K. The observed deviation of the data to the righ

FIG. 2. Plot ofs822 versusT for sample F1; the solid straight line is th
extrapolation of the 3D region; its intercept with theT axis determinesTc

m f .
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the straight line atT0 can be regarded as a reliable indicati
that the scattering mechanism for the fluctuational pairs
T.T0 is indeed of the MT type. If the fluctuational MT
mechanism is absent in the sample, then the data alw
deviate to the left atT0.26 As we have said, before th
present studies were done, the fluctuation mechanism of
MT type and, accordingly, the MT–AL crossover, had nev
been observed in single crystals and thin films: thes8(T)
curves only show the smeared 2D–3D transition predic
by the LD model.26–30

In contrast to the previous studies, our samples exhib
a pronounced MT–AL transition~indicated by an arrow on
the curves in Figs. 3 and 4!, which, as a rule, is simulta
neously a 2D–3D crossover.9 This fact allows us to deter
mine«0 quite accurately and, using Eq.~4!, to obtain reliable
values ofjc(0). However, we still can’t determinetw @see
Eq. ~5!#, since neitherl nor jab(0) is measured experimen
tally in a study of fluctuation conductivity. To findtw we
proceed as follows: we denote@1.203(l /jab)#5b; we as-
sume as before thattw(T)}1/T,6,9,39 and for our subsequen
estimate oftw(100K) we assume thattwT5const. Equation
~5! can be rewritten as

twbT5p\~8kB«0!5A«0
21, ~6!

where A5p\/(8kB)52.988310212 s. Now the paramete
tw(100K)b is also clearly determined by the measured va
of «0 and can be used for analysis of the fluctuation cond
tivity. Thus in the given case the only adjustable paramete
theC factor. We note that, as compared to the previous st
ies, we introduce theC factor in a more logical manner as th
factor by which Eqs.~2!, ~3!, and~7! must be multiplied for
agreement with the experimental data.

Figure 3 shows the temperature dependences8(T) for
sample F1 in comparison with the calculated depende

FIG. 3. Comparison of the experimental curves of ln(s8) versus ln(«)
~points! for sample F1 (Tc

m f588.46 K! with the fluctuation theories: curve
1 — the MT contribution (C2D50.544, d511.7 Å!, curve 2 — the LD
contribution (C3D50.55, d511.7 Å!, curve3 — the AL contribution~3D!
(C3D51), curve4 — the MT contribution (C2D50.494,d54.2 Å!.
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obtained using the HL theory in the clean limit. The so
curve1 in the figure is the MT term, and the dashed curve2
is the LD term. As expected, the MT–AL~2D–3D! cross-
over is clearly seen on the curve at ln«0>23.92 (T0

>90.22 K!. It is also seen that, in contrast to all the previo
measurements of the fluctuation conductivity in HTSCs,
curve determined by the LD model does not agree with
experimental data in any temperature interval. In additi
the valuejc(0)>0.825 Å determined by the LD model ac
cording to Eq.~4! is extremely small. On the other hand, it
clearly seen that in the 3D region thes8(T) curve is linear
and is extrapolated beautifully by the standard equation
the AL theory~line 3!, which determines the fluctuation con
ductivity in any 3D system:32

sAL8 5$e2/@32\jc~0!#%«21/2. ~7!

This means that the ordinary 3D fluctuation superconduc
ity is realized in HTSCs atT→Tc . The result also mean
that in the case of well-structured samples the relation
tweenjc(0) andd does not so strongly influence the pairin
processes in this temperature region as would follow fr
the LD model.35 Therefore, we denote the observed cro
over as MT–AL, unlike the MT–LD transition predicted b
the HL theory.34 It is clear on physical grounds that wit
increasing temperature the 3D fluctuation regime will per
until jc(T).d.40 Thus in this case the crossover should o
cur atjc(T)>d, i.e., at

jc~0!>d«0
1/2, ~8!

which is larger by a factor of two than is predicted by the L
and HL theories. Now from Eq.~8! we obtain jc(0)
5(1.6560.01) Å, in good agreement with the publishe
data.9,28,29,41As expected, using the value found forjc(0) we
can reconcile the experimental data ons8~T! with the theory
in all the temperature intervals studied~Fig. 3!. The most
important result in this case is thatC3D[1, i.e., in the 3D
region the experimental data are unambiguously descr
by the theory on account of the good structure of the sam
On the other hand, we can conclude from the equalityC3D

51 thatjc(0) has been chosen correctly. In fact, for sam
F1 we did not need to use any adjustable parameters. Fo
reason we take F1 as the base sample.

AboveT0, all the way up to ln«c0>22.3 (Tc0>97.3 K!,
thes8(T) curve is well extrapolated by the MT contributio
of HL theory ~curve1 in Fig. 3! with the parametersjc(0)
51.65 Å andtw(100K)b515.06310213 s determined from
the measured value of«0, andd511.7 Å. As we have said
the temperature region aboveT0 is a region of 2D fluctua-
tions. Thus the result obtained permits the conclusion that
scattering mechanism for fluctuational pairs nearTc , i.e., in
the region of the 3D fluctuation conductivity, is differe
from that in the region of 2D fluctuation conductivity abov

TABLE I. Resistive parameters of the samples.

Sample
d0,
Å

Tc DT Tc
m f r~100 K! r~300 K!

T* 0,
KK mV•cm

F1 1050 87.4 2.3 88.46 148 476 19
F6 650 54.2 3.5 55.88 364 1460 25
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T0, as a consequence of the internal nature of the fluctua
conductivity in HTSCs.9,42 Figure 3 also shows the MT term
calculated ford54.2 Å ~curve4!, which is the distance be
tween the 1D CuO chains in YBCO. We see that in this c
the theory does not agree with experiment, indicating that
1D chains do not contribute directly to the fluctuation co
ductivity even in the case of optimally doped YBCO sy
tems. It must also be emphasized that the fluctuation me
nism of the MT type, corresponding to a 2D electronic st
of the sample, obviously requires that the CuO2 conducting
planes not have defects. Thus the observation of an MT c
tribution can serve as an additional indication of good str
ture of the sample. Nevertheless, in the given case it
necessary to use a factorC2D>0.544 in order for the theory
to correctly describe the experiment. This fact provides
second important result of the analysis of the fluctuation c
ductivity: C* 5C3D /C2D>1.84, from which one may con
clude that the effective volume of the sample in the 2D
gion of fluctuation conductivity is equal to approximate
one-half of the actually measured volume. In fact,sexp8 (T)
}1/d0 @see Eq.~1!#, whered0 is the geometric thickness o
the sample, ands th8 (T)}1/deff . SinceC2D>0.544, we have
sexp8 (T)' 1

2s th8 (T), and hencedeff'
1
2d0. From this result we

can conclude that aboveT0 the fluctuational pairs, like the
normal carriers, lie within the CuO2 planes, whereas in the
3D fluctuation region, wherejc(T).d and pair tunneling
along thec axis is allowed, the fluctuational pairs intera
throughout the entire volume of the sample.

Despite the very low value ofTc , sample F6 exhibits
extremely similar behavior of the fluctuation conductivi
~Fig. 4!, thus confirming the correctness of the analysis
veloped in this paper. At ln«0>22.98 (T0>58.72 K! one can
clearly see the MT–AL~2D–3D! crossover on the plot, from
which the valuesjc(0)5(2.6460.02) Å and tw(100Kb
>5.9310213 s can be obtained with the use of Eqs.~8! and

FIG. 4. Comparison of the experimental curves of ln(s8) versus ln(«)
~points! for sample F6 (Tc

m f555.88 K! with the fluctuation theories: curve
1 — the MT contribution (C2D51.105, d511.7 Å!, curve 2 — the LD
contribution (C3D52.04, d511.7 Å!, curve3 — the AL contribution~3D!
(C3D52).
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~6!, respectively. Using the parameters found and assum
that d511.7 Å, one can match up the experimental and c
culated results both below and aboveT0. NearTc the tem-
perature dependence ofs8(T) is determined, as before, b
the 3D contribution of the AL theory@see Eq.~7!# ~curve3 of
Fig. 4!. The LD term, even when constructed with this sa
value of jc(0) ~curve 2 of Fig. 4! again fails to fit the ex-
periment. AboveT0 the fluctuation contribution of the MT
type @see Eq.~3!# is a good extrapolation ofs8(T) up to
ln «c0.22.25 (Tc0>61.9 K!, although the 2D region itself is
rather short. NeverthelessC* 5C3D /C2D>1.81, as before,
confirming the universality of this ratio for HTSCs. How
ever, the absolute values of theC factors in this case are
twice those for sample F1:C3D52 andC2D51.105. We as-
sume that the main reason for this result is the growth of
resistivity of the sample by nearly a factor of two forT
.62 K ~see Fig. 1!, which, in turn, may be due to sever
causes. These are a strong influence of spin fluctuations6 an
appreciable decrease in the carrier density,1,43 and possibly
the inability of the 1D CuO chains to participate in the tran
port of normal carriers, since, according to Ref. 43,
chains are clearly unlinked in underdoped YBCO systems
the present case most likely all three mechanisms influe
the transport of normal carriers, which, as a result, is
tremely complex.6

Another aspect of the behavior that is common to b
samples is the practically equal values of the relative te
perature at which the experimental data deviate from the
culated results with increasingT: ln «c05lnd>(22.360.05).
We recall that the pair-breaking parameterd was initially
introduced33 as d5(Tc02Tc)/Tc , where Tc0 is the hypo-
thetical critical temperature in the absence of any p
breaking processes. This result also suggests that the
breaking processes and, possibly, the formation
fluctuational pairs are identical in the two samples. Thus
study of the fluctuation conductivity in samples with a lo
oxygen concentration permits the conclusion that spin fl
tuations and other possible types of magnetic interaction
HTSCs, while strongly influencing the transport properti
have practically no effect on the fundamental mechanism
fluctuational pairing in cuprates and, in the final analys
lead only to a proportional increase in theC factors.

Considering these arguments, in the analysis of the H
effect results for sample F6 we, as before, usedC3D51 and
not 2. This approach seems reasonable, since it allows on
obtain a self-consistent picture of the behavior of the t
samples.

In order to obtain the values oftw(100K) in explicit
form, it is necessary to determine the values of the param
b(100K), for which we used the results of the Hall-effe
measurements. It is knwon44 that the Hall resistivity is given
by the expression

rH~T!;@Vxy~T!/I xx#5Rxy5RH~T!d0
21Bz , ~9!

whereVxy(T) is the transverse voltage measured in the
periment,I xx is the current along the sample,d0 is the thick-
ness of the sample, andBz is the magnetic field. Thus th
Hall coefficient

RH5Rxyd0 /Bz ~10!
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can easily be determined. In HTSCs all of the paramet
including RH , are functions of temperature, and the sub
quent estimates were therefore made atT5100 K, as is cus-
tomary in the literature. Here we give a detailed analysis
sample F1. The corresponding parameters obtained in a s
lar way for sample F6 are given in the tables. According
the theory of Ref. 45, the density of charge carriers is giv
by h5r @1/(eRH)#, wheree is the electron charge, the coe
ficient r 5^t2&/^t&2, and t is the mean time between th
charge carrier collisions. Thusr actually reflects the scatter
ing mechanism in the normal state. For purely phonon s
tering r 51.18, while in the presence of ionized impuritie
r 51.93.45 Knowing that the samples in question do not co
tain impurities, in the analysis of the results we shall assu
that r 151 andr 251.18.

Using the valueRH(100K)52.4531029 m3/C mea-
sured for sample F1, we obtainn1522.5531021 cm23 (r 1

51) andn253.0131021 cm23 (r 251.18). The carrier den-
sity normalized to the unit cell volume isn05nV0, where
V051.74310222 cm3. Accordingly, n015n1V050.44 and
n0250.52. To determine the real value of ther factor one can
consider theTc(n0) diagram.43 Using this diagram, one can
easily findTc1585 K andTc2595 K. Thus the experimen
tally measured valueTc587.4 K lies right in the investigated
temperature interval, but the valueTc2595 K determined for
r 251.18 is clearly overestimated. Using the diagram,
find that the real value ofTc corresponds tor >1.06 and,
hence,n>2.731021 cm23. Clearly both estimates actuall
represent average values. In the analysis below we cons
only the parameter values corresponding to^r &51.06. Using
a similar approach for sample F6 we obtain^r &51.07. Thus
the scattering mechanism of the Hall carriers seems to be
same in the two samples. Comparing this result with
theory of Ref. 45, we can conclude that, as expected,
samples are free of impurities. In addition, the electro
phonon interaction is extremely weak (r !1.18), as was
shown in our previous studies.9

Continuing our analysis of sample F1, we obtain for t
surface density of carriersns5nd>3.1631014 cm23. Using
the measured valuer(100 K)C3D5148 mV•cm, since in
this case C3D51, we obtain the Hall mobility mH

5r /(rne)>16.55 cm2/~V•s!. According to the formula
l 5(\m/e)(2pns)

1/2 we easily obtain the mean free pa
of the charge carriers in sample F1:l 5vFt>48.6 Å, where
vF is the Fermi velocity. Finally, for sample F1 we chose t
average value from the literature:29,46,47jab513.0 Å. In the
general theory of superconductivity48

j0;\vF /@pD~0!#, ~11!

whereD(0) is the order parameter atT50 K. Taking into
consideration that 2D(0)/kBTc>5 –5.5 in HTSCs,49 and as-
suming thatj05jab , we obtain for the Fermi velocityvF

5(1.17–1.28)3107 cm/s, and for the effective mass of th
carriersm* /m05(r lne2)/(vFm0)54.68–4.23. After this it is
easy to calculate the transport time of the normal carrie
t(100 K)5 l /vF5(0.42–0.38)310213 s. All of the esti-
mates obtained above are in good agreement with the an
gous results obtained for optimally doped YBC
systems.1,9,28,30,39The only exception isl (100 K) ~Table II!,
which came out somewhat smaller. Nevertheless,l (0)
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TABLE II. Electronic parameters of the samples.

Sample C3D

RH(100 K),
1029 m3/C

n~100 K!,
1021 cm23

n0

~100 K!
jc(0),

Å
r

~100 K!
l~100 K!,

Å
mH(100 K),

cm2/~V•s!

F1 1 2.45 2.7 0.47 1.65 1.06 48.6 16.55
F6 2~1! 5.80 1.15 0.20 2.64 1.07 30.5 15.93
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.l(100 K)@jab as before, so that it can be stated that
investigated films are in fact type-II superconductors in
clean limit. Ultimately we find that b(100 K)
5@1.203(l /jab)#54.5. Using the value tw(100 K)b
>15.06310213 s found above, we obtain the desired val
tw(100 K)>3.35310213 s, which is in good agreement wit
the analogous results obtained in measurements of the m
netoresistance on YBCO–PrBCO superlattices.41 Similar
calculations for sample F6 givetw(100 K)>3.36310213 s
~see Tables II and III!, i.e., the value oftw(100 K) is indeed
the same for the two samples.

We can now analyze the parameters of the fluctua
conductivity. It is clear that, in accordance with the results
analogous measurements,37,43 the sample with the lowerTc

corresponds to the largerRH , while the carrier densityn0 , l,
and t(100 K) decrease accordingly. However,mH and vF

are practically the same for the two samples. This result
be regarded as additional evidence of the correctness o
approach to the analysis of the fluctuation conductivity, sin
mH5RH /(rC3D), where all of the parameters are measu
independently. Finally, in spite of the significant differen
of all the initial parameters, the valuestw(100 K)5(3.35
60.01)310213 s and C* 5(1.8260.02) were found for
both samples; this is the main experimental result of t
study and confirms the conclusion reached previously
spin fluctuations and other possible types of quasipart
interactions in HTSCs, while strongly influencing the sc
tering mechanisms for normal carriers with changing oxyg
concentration, have practically no effect on the mechan
of superconducting fluctuational pairing, which is just ch
acterized by the quantitytw . Another result is that the ratio
betweenjc and Tc for the two samples was found to be
complete agreement with the general theory of supercon
tivity @see Eq.~11!#. It is easily found that their values in
samples F1 and F6 have the ratiosTc(F1)/Tc(F6)51.61 and
jc(0)(F6)/jc(0)(F1)51.6, which indicates a clear relatio
betweenjc andTc . This result suggests that the mechanis
of superconducting pairing in HTSCs is to some deg
analogous to the pairing mechanisms in conventional su
conductors.

CONCLUSION

We have developed an approach to the analysis of fl
tuation conductivity in YBa2Cu3O72y HTSC films with dif-

TABLE III. Electronic parameters of the samples.

Sample
vF,

107 cm/s m* /m0

t~100 K!,
10213 s b~100 K!

tw(100 K),
10213 s C*

F1 1.17–1.28 4.68–4.23 0.42–0.38 4.5 3.35 1.
F6 1.15–1.27 3.1–2.8 0.26–0.24 1.76 3.36 1.
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ferent oxygen content and used it to detect a clear MT–
~2D–3D! dimensional crossover on thes8(T) curves. We
have shown that in well-structured samples the LD mo
does not describe the experimental data in any of the t
perature regions. NearTc a 3D fluctuation superconductivity
is realized, which is extrapolated beautifully by the 3D equ
tion of the Aslamazov–Larkin theory. AboveT0 the data are
extrapolated by the Maki–Thompson equation, showing t
here a 2D fluctuation conductivity is realized. This conc
sion is confirmed by the ratioC* 5C3D /C2D>1.82 obtained
for both samples; this in turn allows us to say that in the
region the effective volume of the sample is approximat
one-half of its real volume. We can thus conclude that in t
temperature region the fluctuational pairs are tw
dimensional and, like normal carriers, are located in the C

2 planes, since, as we have shown, the 1D CuO chains do
contribute to the fluctuation conductivity. The analysis f
the two samples gives a valuetw(100 K)5(3.3560.01)
310213 s, which allows us to say with a high probability th
the magnetic interaction in HTSCs, while strongly influen
ing the scattering of normal carriers at lowTc , does not have
an appreciable effect on the fluctuational pairing process

In closing the authors thank Prof. V. M. Dmitriev fo
valuable comments made in a discussion of the results of
study.
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Inhomogeneous states for small magnetic particles with exchange anisotropy
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In a ferromagnetic particle with exchange anisotropy a state with a nonuniform distribution of
spins can arise in the presence of a magnetic field perpendicular to the easy axis. The
presence of inhomogeneous states substantially modifies the standard dependence of the
magnetization of the particle on the magnetic field. The form of the boundary conditions on the
macroscopic equations for the magnetization is refined on the basis of a comparison of the
results with the solutions in the continuum approximation. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
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Artificial magnetic structures containing ferromagne
elements~films, granules, magnetic dots! with a characteris-
tic size of the order of tens or hundreds of nanometers
separated by nonmagnetic spacers have attracted a grea
of attention in the last ten years. Such materials are impor
for practical applications~high-density magnetic recording
the use of the giant magnetoresistance and giant ma
toimpedance effects! and are also interesting as fundame
tally new objects for the basic physics of magnetism.1–7 Of
course, for materials of this kind the role of the surface
comes much more important than for bulk materials. In r
magnets the surface comes into play for two reasons. F
even on an ideal atomically smooth surface the spins h
different coordination numbers than in the bulk, and con
quently the intensity of the exchange interaction is differe
Second, in real magnets the surface atoms have a diffe
environmental symmetry, which leads to a specific single-
anisotropy for the spins on the surface with a preferred a
coinciding with the vector normal to the surface.

In the physics of magnetism there are two approache
the analysis of the static and dynamic problems: microsco
and macroscopic. The microscopic approach is based on
use of a discrete spin Hamiltonian in which the spinsSl
~quantum or treated quasi-classically! are specified at the lat
tice sitesl. In discrete models the magnetic anisotropy can
introduced in two different ways: as single-ion anisotrop
and as anisotropy of the exchange interaction. In the s
Hamiltonian these anisotropies are described by termsHa

(SI)

and Ha
(e) , respectively. In the case of a ferromagnet w

exchange anisotropy of the easy-axis type the Hamiltonia
chosen in the form

H52
J

2 (
l,d

@Sl
zSl¿d

z 1g~Sl
xSl¿d

x 1Sl
ySl¿d

y !#, ~1!

whereJ is the exchange integral,g is the anisotropy param
251063-777X/2002/28(1)/5/$22.00
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eter of the exchange interaction, andd are the vectors of the
nearest neighbors. In this case the anisotropic Hamilton
Ha

(e) ~the second term of the sum! is determined by the in-
equality of the interaction constants of the spin compone
Sl

x,y and Sl
z , i.e., by the quantity 12g, with g,1. The

single-ion anisotropy is taken into account by adding to
isotropic~with g51) exchange HamiltonianHe in ~1! a term
Ha

(SI) ,

Ha
~SI!52

K

2 (
l

@~Sl
z!2#, K.0. ~2!

A study of the substantially inhomogeneous states for
microscopic Hamiltonian~1! was done by Gochev. He con
structed exact one-dimensional solutions describing a
main wall8 and inhomogeneous states localized near
surface.9 In particular, a unique property of model~1!, con-
sisting in the fact that for any, even a very large, value of
anisotropy, when the thickness of the domain wall is com
rable to the lattice constant there is no pinning of the w
Apparently this demonstrates special properties of the mo
which are close to the properties of exactly integrable m
els. Gochev’s results cannot be generalized to more gen
models, e.g., incorporating the single-ion anisotropy~2! or,
what is of interest here, an external magnetic field perp
dicular to the easy axis. Those papers8,9 are therefore an ex
ceptional case, and the study of the microscopic Hamilton
is usually done numerically, for large but finite lattices.
that case the special role of the surface is manifested dire
for the first mechanism; the specifics of the single-ion anis
ropy can easily be taken into account by the replacem
K→KsÞK for the spins on the surface. We note that in t
description of the macroscopic inhomogeneities of the m
netization in weakly anisotropic materials withHa!He ,
both of the aforementioned ways of incorporating anisotro
are completely equivalent, as has been mentioned repea
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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in the literature, but models with exchange anisotropy
considerably more convenient for numerical study.

In the macroscopic approach, which has long been
main approach used to study the macroscopic inhomog
ities of the magnetization, such as domains and dom
structures, magnetic solitons, etc., the state of a magn
described by a normalized~unit! magnetization vectorm(r ),
m251. For describing the macroscopic inhomogeneit
of the magnetization in weakly anisotropic materia
~for 12g!1 or K!J) both of the ways of introducing an
isotropy described above are completely equivalent and
a magnetic anisotropy energy density of the form

va52
1

2
bmz

2,

where the constantb5Z(12g)JS2/2a3 ~Z is the coordina-
tion number of the lattice, anda is the lattice constant! or
b5KS2/a3 for the cases of exchange or single-ion anis
ropy, respectively. We shall show below that when the s
face is taken into account, this equivalence is lost, and
leads to important effects—in particular, to the appearanc
a new mechanism for the formation of inhomogeneous st
of small magnetic particles.

In this paper we show that in the case of exchange
isotropy, in the presence of a magnetic field perpendicula
the easy axis a state of the particle can arise in which the
distribution is nonuniform, while this effect is absent in th
case of single-ion anisotropy. We note that analysis of
inhomogeneous states resulting from the magnetic dipo
dipole interaction is one of the most important problems
the physics of magnetism. In recent years interest in s
states for submicron particles has risen significantly.5,6,10–14

Our proposed mechanism is different, and the inhomo
neous states arise solely because of the presence of a su
and an external magnetic field and are not due to a dip
interaction. To explain this mechanism, we note that in
presence of a magnetic fieldH,Ha (Ha is the anisotropy
field! the magnetic moment makes an angleu0 with the easy
axis,

sinu05
H

Ha
, ~3!

where in the case of exchange anisotropyHa5(1
2g)SZJ/2mB , wheremB is the Bohr magneton. It is clea
that the coordination numberZ8 near the surface is smalle
than that in the bulk:Z8,Z. Therefore, one expects that th
deviation of the spins from the easy axis will be larger n
the surface than in the bulk. The character of the spin dis
bution in this state is determined both by the difference
the anisotropy fields at the surface and in the bulk and by
exchange interaction of the spins. Our analysis of this pr
lem is based on numerical and analytical studies of the
crete Hamiltonian without the assumption that the anisotr
is small. Based on a comparison of the results with the s
tions in the continuum approximation, we refine the fo
and character of the boundary conditions for the magnet
tion.

Let us consider a model ferromagnet occupying the h
spacex.0, in which the surface is an ideally smooth atom
plane coincident with the planex50; the interatomic dis-
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tance is equal toa. To ascertain the basic relationships of t
problem it is sufficient to consider a semi-infinite chain
atoms~Fig. 1!. We shall assume that the magnetic anisotro
arises because of anisotropy of the exchange interaction,
the system is described by Hamiltonian~1!. We also take into
account an external magnetic field perpendicular to the e
axis, which in our case is thez axis. We assume that th
atoms on the surface are in no way different from the ato
in the bulk, except that they have a different number of ne
est neighbors. The Hamiltonian of the chain is written in t
form

Ĥ52J(
n51

`

@cosun cosun111g sinun sinun11

3cos~wn2wn21!1h sinun coswn#. ~4!

Here un and un are the angle variables for the atom
spins in the chain;h52mBH/J is the dimensionless mag
netic field. The boundary atom is assigned the num
n51. It is obvious that the ground state corresponds
wn50, and we must minimize the given energy with resp
to the anglesu1 , u2 , u3 , etc. Thus we obtain an infinite
system of transcendental equations which is impossible
solve analytically. We shall therefore analyze this proble
numerically; here, of course, the problem will be solved fo
chain of relatively large, but finite, length. However, there
an important limiting case in which the problem can
solved analytically.

FIG. 1. Deviations of the spins from the anisotropy axis for the Ising mo
at a value of the magnetic fieldH50.5Ha . The points are the deviations in
the positions of the atoms found numerically; the solid curve was c
structed using the exponential dependence~7!, and the dotted curve repre
sents a fit of the function~7! to the numerical values through choice of th
parametersA, u, andk. The values ofA andk found from the fit are given
in the upper right-hand corner of the figure.
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Both numerical analysis and simple arguments show
in the presence of a surface the deviations of the variableun

from u0 are small (u0 is the angle of deviation~3! of the spin
from the easy axis in the magnet when the surface is
taken into account!. Of course, if the applied magnetic fiel
is small, then the deviationu0 will also be small. However, if
H is large, then the characteristic size of the inhomogen
increases, and the role of the surface states becomes i
nificant; as a result, the deviation ofun from u0 becomes
smaller and smaller. Therefore, the angles of deviationun

from the equilibrium position can be decomposed into t
terms,

un5u01jn , ~5!

where it is assumed that thejn are small. Since the surfac
spins are found in a somewhat different position than all
others, it is necessary to write separate equations forj1 , j2

and forjn for all the remaining atoms withn>3. For these
last the equations do not contain the surface deviationj1 and
have the same form as in an unbounded magnet:

]H

]jn
52~g21!cos2 u0jn2@11~g21!cos2 u0#

3~2jn2jn212jn11!50. ~6!

By virtue of this circumstance the solution of our syste
of equations may be sought in the form

jn5Ae2~n21!k, ~7!

whereA is a constant. The exponential dependence~7! for
spins in the interior of the crystal follows from the Bloc
theorem. The quantityk, which determines the character
the exponential damping, is found from Eq.~6!:

sinh2
k

2
5

0.5~12g!cos2 u0

sin2 u01g cos2 u0

. ~8!

In the absence of magnetic field (u050) this formula
corresponds to Gochev’s expression8 for the thickness of the
domain wall in model~1! for an arbitrary value of the an
isotropy parameterg. If the anisotropy is small, i.e., in the
caseg21!1, expression~8! assumes the standard form:

k5A2~12g!.

An analysis showed that the exponential substitution
also consistent with Eq.~6! for n52, and the constantA can
be evaluated from the equation obtained by variation w
respect to the value of the boundary spinu1:

A5
~12g!sinu0 cosu0

ek212~12g!~ek cos2 u02sin2 u0!
. ~9!

This awkward expression simplifies somewhat for t
Ising model (g50), which corresponds to the limiting cas
of large anisotropy:

AIsing5
sinu0 cosu0

sin2 u01cosu0A11sin2 u0

. ~10!

In this case foru0→0, i.e., for a weak field, we have
A→u0 , and for a field close to the anisotropy field (u0
at

ot

ty
ig-

e

s

h

→p/2) the value ofA is small, A→cosu0. A substantial
simplification arises in the limiting case of a weakly anis
tropic magnet, for 12g!1:

Ava5
A12gsinu0

2
!u0 . ~11!

It follows from these limiting expressions that the a
sumption thatA is small is sensible over a wide interval o
parameter values. Consequently, for a weakly anisotro
magnet it holds automatically@see Eq.~11!# because in that
casek is small and the surface spin aligns itself with the bu
spins. This is valid for high fields, whenk!1 even for large
anisotropy, including the Ising model. On the other hand,
small fields the value ofu0 is itself small, and although it can
happen thatA is of the order ofu0 ~for the Ising model,
A→u0 in the low-field limit!, the conditionA!1, which is
sufficient for applicability of the linear approximation, re
mains in force. Thus it is found that the linear approximati
we have used and the formulas~9!–~11! obtained on the
basis of it are applicable, at least qualitatively, for a wi
class of models, including strongly anisotropic ones.

To check the assumption that the linear approximation
applicable we also carried out a numerical analysis of
problem for the Ising model. A field valueH50.5Ha , i.e.,
u0530°, was chosen, which from the standpoint of applic
bility of the linear theory corresponds to the least favora
situation: on the one hand, the value ofk is not small—it
follows from Eq.~8! thatk52.0634—and on the other hand
the value ofA is not small—a calculation on the basis of E
~10! gives A520.365°. We see that the numerical calcu
tions ~see Fig. 1! are in good agreement with the analytic
formula obtained, even for the case whenk is not very small,
and the characteristic scale of variation of the magnetizat
a/k, is smaller than the lattice constanta.

If we consider a real~nonideal! small particle bounded
on all sides, then the situation become more complica
and the problem may be analyzed only numerically. We
vestigated the distribution of spins in a 10310 square par-
ticle described by the Ising model Hamiltonian. Figure
shows the projection of the atomic spins on the field dir
tion in a two-dimensional lattice. In each of Figs. 2a–2
which correspond to different values of the field, the arro
showing the spin projections are represented in differ
scales. These arrows reflect the relative lengths of the vec
corresponding to different points of the same figure. The
solute values of the deviations at the characteristic points
each figure are presented in the caption. Figure 3 shows
magnetization curves of the particle, from which we see t
the presence of inhomogeneous states substantially mod
the standard dependence~which is linear, by virtue of the
relation sinu05H/Ha for a uniform distribution!.

The numerical analysis showed that the deviation of
atomic spins on the surface differs from the deviation of
spins in the bulk. However, the greatest value of the dev
tion occurs for spins located at the corners of the latti
Intuitively this result is clear: the corner spins have an ev
smaller coordination number than the spins at regular po
of the surface. In this connection the problem arises of h
to go from the discrete to the macroscopic description
effects of this kind, if only in that region of parameters of th
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problem wherek!1, the gradients are small, and, at least
the bulk region of the particle, the macroscopic approa
should be adequate.15–17

In the macroscopic approach the form of the functi
m(r ) is determined by the solution of differential microma

FIG. 2. Inhomogeneous states for a square particle at different values o
field; the arrows describe the relative scale of the inhomogeneity of the
components in the field direction; the values ofu at the corners, at the cente
of the boundaries, and in the center of the square for parts a, b, and c
a—H/Ha50.2; 22.6°, 15.4°, 11.5°; b—H/Ha50.5; 53.5°, 39.9°, 30°; c—
H/Ha50.8; 79.9°, 68.6°, 53.3°.
r
h

netic equations, and the properties of the surface are ta
into account through the choice of the particular bound
conditions for these solutions. The question of taking
surfaces into account was posed back in the 1950s and
be regarded as thoroughly investigated. In particular, it
generally accepted that for an ideal atomically smooth s
face, the properties of the atoms on which are the same a
the bulk, one must choose free boundary conditions for
magnetization,ni(] im/]xi)50, wheren is the vector nor-
mal to the surface.15–17If it is instead assumed that there is
specific single-ion surface anisotropy with a volume dens

vs5
1

2
Ks* ~m•n!2d~ ur2r su!, ~12!

wherer s is a vector parametrizing the surface, the bound
conditions are chosen in the form

m3S Ani

]m

]r i
1Ks* ~n"m!nD50, ~13!

whereA is the inhomogeneous exchange constant. Bound
conditions~13! entail a universal characteristic of the ma
net, k* 5Ks* /A. Thus it is regarded as established that t
boundary conditions are characterized by a single param
with dimensions of length, 1/k* , and differ from free bound-
ary conditions only in the presence of a specific single-
surface anisotropy.

Our analytical and numerical results for a spin chain c
be described on this basis with the use of an effective ani
ropy energywa52bmz

2/2, b52(12g)JS2/2a3, if it is
taken into account that the direction of the axis of the surf
anisotropy coincides with that of the bulk anisotropy and n

he
in

re:

FIG. 3. Magnetization curve for a square particle; the curve with the sy
bols was found numerically for a particle with exchange anisotropy in
inhomogeneous state, while the dotted curve corresponds to the theor
linear dependence of the magnetization on field when inhomogeneous s
are not taken into account.
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with the normal to the surface, and a certain modification
made to the boundary conditions, which we now take as

m3S JS2ani

]m

]r i
1Ks~ez"m!ezD50, ~14!

with the valueKs5(12g)JS2. This is also valid for non-
one-dimensional problems for the corresponding choiceKs

5(Z2Z8)(12g)JS2, but only in the case that the irregula
points of the surface, such as the points at the corners
square particle, are not taken into consideration. For ma
scopic samples those points are clearly not very import
but for nanometer particles the macroscopic theory is in n
of modification.
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Metallic ferromagnetism in a generalized Hubbard model
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The possibility of realization of a metallic ferromagnetic state in a generalized Hubbard model
with correlated hopping and exchange interaction integrals is investigated. The single-
electron energy spectrum recently obtained by means of the mean-field approximation is applied
for the description of ground-state and finite-temperature properties of the system. An
expression for the Curie temperature is found, and the behavior of the temperature dependences
of the magnetization and paramagnetic susceptibility is analyzed. Taking the correlated
hopping into account allows one to explain certain peculiarities of the ferromagnetic behavior of
transition metals and their compounds. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
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1. INTRODUCTION

An important problem in the explanation of ferroma
netism in a single band of electrons is that of correctly tak
into account the Coulomb correlations between electro
The Hubbard model,1,2,3 which describes a single nondege
erate electron band with local Coulomb interaction, is ov
simplified and requires generalization. It is natural to gen
alize the Hubbard Hamiltonian by taking into account oth
matrix elements of electron–electron interaction~in addition
to the intra-atomic Coulomb repulsion! and to consider the
ferromagnetism in the generalized Hubbard model~for a re-
view of this problem see Refs. 4–6!.

Note that the problem of metallic ferromagnetism in t
single-band Hubbard model and its generalizations has
tracted much attention to a series of papers employing
dynamical mean-field theory,7,8 the Gutzwiller variational
wave function approximation,9,10 the spectral density
approximation,11,12 the exact diagonalization method,13 and
mean-field theory.14–16 In the papers of Hirsch14–16 a gener-
alization of Stoner–Wolfarth theory17,18was carried out. The
Stoner–Wolfarth theory has been used for the descriptio
itinerant electron magnetism~note in this connection that th
calculations in this theory essentially depend on the sh
and peculiarities of the density of states; in particular, it
known that the incomplete ferromagnetism in this mode
absent if the density of states is rectangular18!. This
generalization14–16 has shown that the interatomic exchan
interaction plays an important role for obtaining a ferroma
netic state with partial polarization. Using the mean-fie
theory, Hirsch has obtained the condition for realization o
ferromagnetic state, nonmonotonic behavior of the conc
tration dependence of the magnetization, an expression
the Curie temperature, and the temperature dependenc
the magnetization and magnetic susceptibility. Using a lo
approximation developed from the Gutzwiller wave functi
method, the authors of Ref. 10 suggest also~in agreement
with Ref. 14! the importance of the interatomic exchan
interaction for stabilization of the ferromagnetic state w
partial spin polarization. In Ref. 19 the case of strong cor
301063-777X/2002/28(1)/7/$22.00
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lation was studied and the criterion of ferromagnetism a
magnetization of the system in the ground state was deriv
in this paper the importance of interatomic exchange in
action is also emphasized.

At the same time, from our point of view it is in prin
ciple necessary to consider~in addition to the interatomic
exchange interaction! the matrix elements which describe th
correlated hopping of electrons20 for explanation of ferro-
magnetism in a single-band model. In this model an elect
hopping from one site to another is correlated both by
occupation of the sites involved in the hopping process
the occupation of the nearest-neighbor sites. Taking into
count the correlated hopping allows one to obtain an ad
tional mechanism21,22 for the stabilization of ferromagnetic
ordering.

The importance of correlated hopping for understand
of metallic ferromagnetism was discussed in Ref. 13, wh
the results obtained by means of exact diagonalization
small one-dimensional chains were compared with me
field theory results. It has been shown that in the stro
coupling regime, correlated hopping favors ferromagneti
more strongly for electron concentrationn.1 than for n
,1 ~the reverse situation occurs for weak interactions13!;
this result agrees with conclusions of Ref. 23. Using
Gutzwiller approach, the authors of Ref. 9 have shown t
the correlated hopping strongly favors the ferromagnetic
dering close to the point of half filling.

The magnetic properties of the system at nonzero te
perature have been analyzed in a series of papers.7,8,11,12

However, the important question concerning the influence
correlated hopping on the Curie temperature and on the
havior of the magnetization and magnetic susceptibility
nonzero temperature has not yet been considered.

In this paper the theory of metallic ferromagnetism in
model which includes the intra-atomic Coulomb interactio
the interatomic exchange interaction of electrons, and
electron–electron interaction due to electron hopping~corre-
lated hopping! is formulated. The application of the mean
field approximation to this generalized Hubbard model w
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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correlated hopping leads to a correct description of ferrom
netism for zero temperature~in this case our results agre
with the results obtained by Hirsch14,15! and can also elimi-
nate the problem of overestimation of the Curie tempera
~in consequence of taking into account the correlated h
ping!. Besides, the mean-field analysis of this model, in sp
of its limitations, allows one to reproduce the behavior of t
magnetic moment and Curie temperature with changing e
tron concentration and obtain the correct temperature de
dence of the magnetic moment of the system. Note that
mean-field treatment of models which include only the ba
part of the Hamiltonian and intra-atomic Coulomb intera
tion ~or exchange interaction! predicts values for the Curie
temperature which are larger than those observed in tra
tion metals by an order of magnitude.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 the Ham
tonian of the generalized Hubbard model with correla
hopping and interatomic exchange interaction is written, a
the single-electron energy spectrum obtained by means o
Green function technique is analyzed. In Sec. 3 the grou
state properties of the system are considered, the equatio
the critical parameters of the system, and the expression
the magnetization are derived. In Sec. 4 the fini
temperature properties of the system are considered, an
pressions for the Curie temperature and the temperature
pendences of the magnetization and magnetic susceptib
are obtained. Sec. 5 is devoted to the conclusions.

2. THE MODEL HAMILTONIAN AND SINGLE-ELECTRON
ENERGY SPECTRUM

Consider the Hamiltonian proposed in Ref. 24, gene
ized by taking into account a weak magnetic field:

H52m(
is

ais
1 a is1(

i j s
8t i j ~n!ais

1 aj s

1(
i j s

8~T2~ i j !ais
1 aj sni s̄1h.c.!1U(

i
ni↑ni↓

1
J

2 (
i j ss8

8ais
1 aj s8

1 ais8aj s2h(
i

~ni↑2ni↓!, ~1!

whereais
1 , ais are the creation and annihilation operatio

of an electron on sitei, s5↑,↓, nis5ais
1 ais is the number

operator for electrons with spins on sitei, n5^ni↑1ni↓&, m
is the chemical potential,t i j (n)5t i j 1nT1( i j ) is the effec-
tive hopping integral of an electron from sitej to site i, t i j is
the band hopping integral of an electron from sitej to site i,
Ti( i j ) and T2( i j ) are the parameters of correlated hoppi
of electrons,U is the intra-atomic Coulomb repulsion,J is
the exchange integral for the nearest neighbors, andh is the
external magnetic field~the units ofh are such that the mag
netic moment per electron is unity!. The prime on the sums
in Eq. ~1! signifies thatiÞ j . The concentration dependenc
of the effective hopping integralt i j (n) is caused by the cor
related hopping24 of electrons.

The peculiarities of the model described by Hamiltoni
~1! are the taking into account of the influence of site oc
pation on the hopping process~correlated hopping! and the
direct exchange interaction between electrons on the ne
boring sites. To characterize the value of correlated hopp
g-
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we introduce dimensionless parameterst15T1( i j )/ut i j u, t2

5T2( i j )/ut i j u which are independent of the number of th
site.

Using the mean-field approximation in the Green fun
tion method, we have recently obtained22 the single-electron
energy spectrum. In an external magnetic field it has
form

Es~k!52m1bs1ns̄U2znsJ2hhs1t~ns!g~k!;
~2!

here the spin-dependent shift of the band centers is

bs5
2

N (
i j

T2~ i j !^ai s̄
1 ai s̄&, ~3!

z is the number of nearest neighbors to a site, for the s
s5↑(↓) we havehs51(21), g(k)5(ReikR ~the sum goes
over the nearest neighbors to a site!, and the spin- and
concentration-dependent hopping integral is

t~ns!5S 12t1n22t2ns̄2
zJ

w (
s8

As8D t5ast, ~4!

where w5zutu is one-half the bandwidth,t is the hopping
integral between nearest-neighbor sites, and

As85
1

N (
i j

S 2
t i j

w ^ais8
1 aj s8! . ~5!

Energy spectrum~2! will be used in the next Sections for th
description of the model properties in the ground state an
finite temperature.

3. THE GROUND-STATE PROPERTIES OF THE MODEL

The concentration of electrons with spins is

ns5E
2w

w

r~«! f ~Es~«!!d«, ~6!

wherer~«! is the density of states, andf (Es(«)) is the Fermi
distribution function. Thus the occupation number and
magnetization are expressed, respectively, as

n5n↑1n↓5E
2w

w

r~«!@ f ~E↑~«!!1 f ~E↓~«!!d«; ~7!

m5n↑2n↓5E
2w

w

r~«!@ f ~E↑~«!!2 f ~E↓~«!!#d«. ~8!

Let us assume a rectangular unperturbated density
states,r(«)5Q(«22w2)/2w. In the case of zero tempera
ture one can obtian for the correlation functionAs and the
shift bs of the center of thes subband

As5ns~12ns!, ~9!

bs52wt2As52wt2ns~12ns!, ~10!

where the concentration of electrons with spins

ns5
«s1w

2w
, ~11!

here«s5ms /as is the solution of the equationEs(«)50,
where ms5m2bs1znsJ2ns̄U1hhs and as512t1n
22t2ns̄2zJ/w(s8As8 .
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On the basis of expressions~7!–~8! using ~9!–~10!, one
can obtain the equation for the system critical parameter

zJ

2w
@11n~22n!2m2#512nt12t2~22n!2

U

2w
2

h

w
.

~12!

Expression~12!, which determines the stability condition fo
ferromagnetism, agrees with the expression obtained from
analysis of the ground-state energy.22 The condition for onset
of ferromagnetic ordering is obtained~replacing the equals
sign by an inequality sign! whenm50, and the condition for
the ferromagnetic state with full spin polarization is deriv
by puttingm5n in expression~12!. The peculiar distinction
of our expression from the similar condtiion obtained
Refs. 10 and 14–16 for the various generalizations of
Hubbard model is the presence of correlated hopping, wh
can substantially modify the properties of the model. Tak
correlated hopping into account leads to the appearance
peculiar kinetic mechanism of stabilization of the ferroma
netic ordering. This mechanism is caused by the presenc
the spin-dependent shift of the spin subband centers, w
is a consequence of correlated hopping~it is analogous to the
shift of subband centers in consequence of the interato
direct exchange interaction!.

The spontaneous ground-state magnetization~in the ab-
sence of magnetic field! of the system is found from Eq.~12!
as

m05F11n~22n!2
12U/2w2t1n2t2~22n!

zJ/2w G1/2

,

~13!

which is valid in the caseJ.0 ~whenJ50 only the transi-
tion from the paramagnetic to the fully polarized ferroma
netic state withm05n occurs!. If the calculated magnetiza
tion m0.n, then it is necessary to putm05n.

The influence of correlated hopping on the properties
the system is illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2. In Fig. 1 the dep
dence of the critical value of the exchange integral at wh
the ferromagnetic ordering occurs is plotted~in the absence
of magnetic field! as a function of band filling for various
values of correlated hopping parameterst1, t2 and intra-

FIG. 1. Critical values ofzJ/w as a function ofn at fixed value ofU/w.
U/w51, t15t250 ~1!; U/w51.2, t150, t250.15 ~2!; U/w51.3, t1

50.15, t250.1 ~3!.
an

e
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atomic Coulomb interactionU/w. The solid curves corre-
spond to the onset of spin polarization and the dashed cu
to the fully polarized ferromagnetic state~the area below the
solid line is paramagnetic, above the dashed line—fully p
larized ferromagnetic, between these lines—partially po
ized ferromagnetic!. Similar phase diagrams were obtaine
in Refs. 14 and 16, but in those works the correlated hopp
was not considered. Note that the presence of correlated
ping ~curves2 and3 in Fig. 1! leads to a substantial chang
of the phase boundary of the paramagnet–ferromagnet t
sition; in particular, to a shift of the minimum point, name
to the inequivalence of the casesn,1 andn.1.

In Fig. 2 the dependence of the ground-state magnet
tion m0 on the electron concentrationn for fixed values of
exchange and Coulomb interactions, as well as for differ
values of correlated hopping parameters, is plotted. In R
14 and 16 the concentration dependences of the magne
tion were obtained in the framework of the Hubbard mod
with interatomic exchange, but they are symmetric with
spect to half-filling. In Ref. 19 a similarm0(n) dependence
was obtained.

As mentioned above, asymmetry of the casesn,1 and
n.1 is observed; in particular, an increase of parametert1

leads to a shift of the ferromagnetic area to a region of lar
electron concentrationn, while an increase of parametert2

gives a shift to smallern. Note also that taking into accoun
the correlated hopping enriches considerably the set
curvesm0(n). The obtained concentration dependences
the magnetization allow one to describe qualitatively the
perimental curves for binary ferromagnetic alloys of the tra
sition metals Fe, Co, and Ni~Slater–Pouling curves26!.

4. THE PROPERTIES OF THE MODEL AT NONZERO
TEMPERATURE

For nonzero temperature and unperturbed rectang
density of states the concentration of electrons with spins is
expressed form~6! as

FIG. 2. Ground-state magnetizationm0 as a function ofn for U/w51.2 and
zJ/w50.1. t15t250 ~1!; t150, t250.05 ~2!; t150.05, t250 ~3!; t1

5t250.05 ~4!.
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ns512
Q

2was
lnF 11expS Es~w!

Q D
11expS Es~2w!

Q D G . ~14!

Using expression~8!, one can obtain the equation for th
magnetization

expS 2
mJeff

Q D5

sinhS ~12n↑!a↑w

Q D sinhS n↓a↓w

Q D
sinhS ~12n↓!a↓w

Q D sinhS n↑a↑w

Q D ,

~15!

whereJeff5zJ1U12t2w(12n). To obtain the temperatur
dependence of the magnetization it is necessary to apply
merical methods inasmuch as the last equation canno
solved analytically. The numerical calculations show that
results could be approximately expressed using the appr
proposed in Ref. 15. The Curie temperature can be obta
by expanding~8! to lowest order inm→0:

15
1

2w

U1zJ22wt2~n21!

a*
E

2wa*

wa* F2
] f ~x2m* !

]x
Gdx

2
t2

w~a* !2E
2wa*

wa* F2
] f ~x2m* !

]x
Gxdx, ~16!

wherex5a* «, a* 5asum50 andm* 5msum50.
At low temperature one can approximately write

15
U/2w1zJ/2w22wt2~n21!

12~t11t2!n22A* ~QC!zJ/w
, ~17!

whereA* (QC)5As(Q)um50, Q5kBT, kB is the Boltzmann
constant. In the case of zero temperature the last expres
reproduces the criterion of the paramagnetic–ferromagn
transition obtained in a recent paper.22

To find As(Q), as in Ref. 15, one can apply the Som
merfield expansion25

As~Q!5E
2w

w F2
«

2w2G d«

exp~Es~«!/Q!11

.ns~12ns!2
p2

3
S Q

2w
D 2

3
1

@12t1n22tns̄2~A↑~Q!1A↓~Q!!zJ/w#2 .

~18!

At the Curie point~when the magnetic momentm→0 and
ns5n/2! the last equation is written as

A* ~QC!5
n~22n!

4
2

2p2

3 S QC

2wD 2

3
1

@12~t11t2!n22A* ~QC!zJ/w#2 . ~19!

Solving the system of equations~17! and ~19!, we can ex-
press the Curie temperature as a function of the model
rameters as
u-
be
e
ch
ed

ion
tic

a-

QC

2w
5F11n~22n!2

12U/2w2t1n2t2~22n!

zJ/2w
G1/2

3S 3

2p2D 1/2F U

2w
1

zJ

2w
22t2~n21!G . ~20!

Taking into account expression~13!, we finally obtain
for the Curie temperature

QC

2v
5S 3

2p2D 1/2F U

2w
1

zJ

2w
22t2~n21!Gm0. ~21!

In the absence of correlated hopping, formula~21! repro-
duces the result of Ref. 15. Note that the Curie temperatur
closely related~in the approximation used! to the ground
state magnetization of the ferromagnet. The pecularity of
mula ~21! is the presence of the term containing the cor
lated hopping parameterst2 ~m0 is also dependent on thi
parameter!, which in the casen.1 is negative and therefor
lowers the Curie temperature. The consideration of co
lated hopping allows one to avoid~for some values of the
correlated hopping parameters! overestimation of the Curie
temperature and to obtain values which are close to the
perimentally observed ones~in this connection see also Re
15, where the correlated hopping is not taken into accou!.
Let us assume~as in Ref. 15! that the bandwidth of the«g

states in 3d ferromagnetic transition metals is approximate
2 eV. In our work the band fillingn51.2 corresponds to Fe
and for the values of correlated hoppingt150.15, t250.2
our theory would predict values of the Curie temperatu
between 1000 and 1600 K, depending on the values of
intra-atomic Coulomb repulsion and exchange interact
~these parameters are varied in the ranges from 0 to 0.4
from 0.14 to 0.37, respectively; the larger the value of t
parameterU/w, the smaller the value of parameterzJ/w that
is needed!. The value of the Curie temperature for som
fixed values of the intra-atomic Coulomb interaction and
teratomic exchange interaction agrees with the experime
data even quantitatively.

In Fig. 3 the concentration dependence of the Curie te
perature is plotted for various values of the exchange in
action. The peculiarity of this dependence is the lowering

FIG. 3. Curie temperature as a function ofn for U/w51 andt150.05,
t250.1. zJ/w50.4 ~1!; zJ/w50.5 ~2!, zJ/w50.6 ~3!.
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the Curie temperature with increasing carrier concentrat
Besides, taking into account the correlated hopping cau
asymmetry of the curve with respect to half-filling whic
allows one to explain qualitatively the higher Curie tempe
ture in Co as compared to Fe. Note that this fact could no
explained in Ref. 15 without further comments~in particular,
taking into account peculiarities of the density of states!. On
the basis of the expression obtained for the Curie temp
ture one can explain the peculiarities of the Curie tempe
ture behavior in binary alloys of transition metals.26 It is
reasonable to interpret in the framework of our theory
being due to the paramagnet–ferromagnet transition in
tallic phase with increasing temperature for the nonstoich
metric chalcogenide chrome spinel Cr0.5Fe0.5S ~where the
Curie temperature is of the order of 1000 K!.27

In principle, our theory allows one to obtain the conce
tration dependences of the magnetization and Curie temp
ture, which are similar to those observed experimentally
the compounds Fe12xCoxS2 and Co12xNixS2 with a change
of electron concentration in the 3d band.28 In these crystals
the same subsystem of electrons is responsible both for
ductivity and for the formation of localized magnetic m
ments. Although these compounds should be described in
framework of a doubly orbitally degenerate model, nevert
less for some values of the model parameters it is also
sible to obtain in terms of a single-band model the conc
tration dependences of the Curie temperature and mag
moment of the system~see Fig. 4! in qualitative agreemen
with the experimentally observed ones.28 The plotted curves
show that for the choosen model parameters the values o
above mentioned quantities are reproduced accurately.

The influence of the model parameters on the criti
temperature is illustrated in the next figures. In Figs. 5 an
the dependences of the Curie temperature on the intra-at
Coulomb interaction parameter are plotted at half-filli
~Fig. 5! and various values of the band filling~Fig. 6!; the
values of exchange integral and correlated hopping are fi
The plotted curves have a pecularity; one can distinguish
area of sharp increase of the Curie temperature with incre

FIG. 4. Dependences of the magnetization~solid curve! and Curie tempera-
ture ~dashed curve! on electron concentrationn for U/w51.5, t150, t2

50.8 andzJ/w50.2.
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of the parameterU/w ~these values of the model paramete
correspond to partial spin polarization of the system! and an
area where the Curie temperature changes in proportio
U/w ~these values correspond to full spin polarization of t
system!. Note that increasing the interatomic exchange int
action leads to extension of the partially polarized ferrom
netic area and also to a decrase of the critical value oU
required for the development of saturated ferromagneti
The pecularity of the dependence of the Curie tempera
on U/w is the increase of the critical value ofU/w with
increasingn. Note also that the change of this critical valu
~for chosen values of correlated hopping! in the casen.1
and with increaisng electron concentration is more p
nounced than in the casen,1. It is also interesting that
depending on the magnitude ofU/w, the system with elec-
tron concentrationn,1 can have a larger value of the Cur
temperature than the system withn.1. However, starting

FIG. 5. Curie temperature as a function ofU/w at half-filling. zJ/w50.4
t15t250 ~1!; zJ/w50.4, t15t250.1 ~2!; zJ/w50.8 t15t250 ~3!;
zJ/w50.8, t15t250.1 ~4!.

FIG. 6. Curie temperature as a function ofU/w at zJ/w50.4, t150.05,
t250.2 and various band fillings.1, 2, 3, 4 and5 — n50.5, 0.75, 1, 1.25.
and 1.5, respectively.
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from the critical point for the intra-atomic Coulomb intera
tion, the situation becomes the opposite: the Curie temp
ture is larger for the system withn.1.

Next consider the behavior of the magnetization of
system with change of temperature. To obtain the temp
ture dependence of the magnetizationm let us use the as
sumption~as in Ref. 15!, that Eq.~17! is also valid for non-
zero magnetization and for temperatures lower than
critical QC . Then, using~18! one can obtain the equation

m5
2p

A3
H S QC

2w
D 2 1

~a* !22
1

2
S Q

2w
D 2

3F 1

~a* 1t2m!2 1
1

~a* 2t2m!2G J 1/2

. ~22!

The results of numerical calculations form are plotted in
Fig. 7. It should be noted that if the correlated hopping is
taken into account, expression~22! gives the analytical resul
of Ref. 15. In the band limit the last expression reprodu
the result of Ref. 29, where a similar treatment is applied
the completely itinerant carriers.

To find the magnetic susceptibility let us take the deriv
tive of the magnetization~8! with respect to the magneti
field,

x~Q!5
]m~h!

]h U
h→0,m→0

5
1

2w

1

a* 2U/2w2zJ/2w12t~n21!
. ~23!

Using ~17! for temperatures which are close toQC one
can obtain

x~Q!5
6w@U/2w1zJ/2w22t2~n21!#2

2p2QC~Q2QC!zJ/w
. ~24!

FIG. 7. Dependences of the magnetization and inverse magnetic sus
bility on reduced temperature forU/w51, zJ/w50.5, t150.05 andt2

50.1; the upper, middle and lower curves correspond to the casen51,
n50.5, andn50.2, respectively.
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In Fig. 7 the temperature dependences of the magne
tion and inverse magnetic susceptibility are plotted. A simi
plot was obtained for the transition metals in Ref. 30 us
the dynamical mean-field theory combined with the loc
density approximation. For temperatures higher than the
rie temperature the magnetic susceptibility demonstra
Curie–Weiss-like behavior.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper the ferromagnetic solution in a single-ba
generalized Hubbard model is derived. The peculiarity of
model is the inclusion in the Hubbard Hamiltonian the inte
atomic exchange interaction and electron–electron inte
tions which describe the influence of occupancy of sites
the hopping process. The physical mechanism which lead
realization of the ferromagnetic state is a shift of the elect
subband centers caused by the exchange interaction and
related hopping; in addition, the band narrowing due to c
related hopping is also important.

Taking the correlated hopping into account leads
asymmetry of the casesn,1 andn.1 for the consideration
of ferromagnetism in this model. An increase of the cor
lated hopping parametert1 leads to a shift of the ferromag
netic area to a region of larger electron concentrationn,
while an increase of the correlation hopping parameterst2

causes a shift to smaller electron concentrationn. An impor-
tant consequence of this study is the conclusion that, for
realization of ferromagnetism the case of a more than h
filled band is more favorable~this is the case of transition
metals and their alloys! than the case ofn,1.

The concentration dependence of the ground-state m
netizationm0 qualitatively agrees with the experimental da
for the 3d transition metals and their alloys; in particular, o
results can explain the Slater–Pouling curves26 for the binary
ferromagnetic alloys of the transition metals Fe, Co, and
with other 3d metals.

Taking into account the correlated hopping in the calc
lation of the Curie temperature allows one to obtain valu
which agree with the experimentally observed ones. The
culated Curie temperature is characterized by peculiaritie
the concentration dependence; in particular, asymmetry~in
consequence of taking correlated hopping into account! with
respect to band half-filling. This result agrees with the e
perimentally observed values of the critical temperature
the ferromagnetic transition metalas. Besides, our res
qualitatively reproduce the a typical concentration dep
dence of the Curie temperature in the systems Fe12xCoxS2

and Co12xNixS2 ~Ref. 28!.
In conclusion, the correct taking into account of th

above-mentioned matrix elements of electron–electron in
actions allows one to explain some peculiarities of the fer
magnetic properties for transition metal and their alloys a
compounds both in the case of the ground state and at
zero temperatures.

pti-
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Effect of light illumination on antiferromagnet-metamagnet phase transitions
in the garnet Ca 3Mn2Ge3O12
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The effect of linearly polarized light illumination on the metamagnetic phase transition in the
antiferromagnetic garnet Ca3Mn2Ga3O12 is studied. The crystal is exposed to light
propagating both along the tetragonal axis@001# and along the@100# direction. In both cases, a
change of the fieldHt of the metamagnetic phase transition is observed under illumination,
and this change depends on the orientation of plane or polarization of the light with respect to the
crystal axes. In the first case,kiHi@001#, the value ofHt decreases on exposure to light
with the polarizationEi@110# and increases on exposure to light with the polarizationEi@11̄0#. In
the second case,kiHi@100#, the value ofHt decreases irrespective of the orientation of the
plane of polarization of the light with respect to the crystal axes. However, the magnitudes of the
change ofHt are different for light with the polarizationEi@011# and with the polarization
Ei@01̄1#. The change of the field of the metamagnetic phase transition in the second case is much
larger than in the first case. A phenomenological theory of the photomagnetic effects
observed in the antiferromagnetic garnet Ca3Mn2Ge3O12 is developed. It is shown that the effect
of light illumination on the metamagnetic phase transition is related to the photoinduced
magnetic moment in this antiferromagnet. The magnetic moment induced by linearly polarized
light in the garnet Ca3Mn2Ge3O12 is detected experimentally by means of a SQUID
magnetometer. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1449183#
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INTRODUCTION

The study of possibility of controlling the magnetic sta
of crystals by using light illumination is attracting interest
terms of both a better insight into the nature of the effect a
its application. Light-induced phase transitions have b
observed in some magnetically ordered crystals.1 For in-
stance, the linearly polarized light illumination of yttrium
iron garnets results in a spin-reorientation phase transitio
a result of the photoinduced change of the crystalline m
netic anisotropy.2,3 The changes in magnetic and electron
states in response to light irradiation was recently obser
in manganites with colossal magnetoresistance.4–7 In these
compounds the light induces a phase transition from an
sulating antiferromagnetic~AFM! state to a conducting fer
romagnetic one. At the moment, the mechanism of the lig
induced phase transition in manganites remains unclear.
transition is thought to be a associated with the photoindu
melting of the charge-ordered state caused by optical tra
tions with charge transfer between Mn31 and Mn41 ions.

The light-induced modification of the magnetic state
371063-777X/2002/28(1)/8/$22.00
d
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lated to the redistribution of the Mn31 and Mn41 ions in the
crystal lattice due to the photoinduced charge transfer
tween the ions was recently observed in another manga
oxide, namely in the AFM garnet Ca3Mn2Ge3O12 ~Ref. 8!.
Linearly polarized light alters the field of the metamagne
~MM ! phase transition. The effect of light on the phase tra
sition in the garnet Ca3Mn2Ge3O12 is related to the light-
induced magnetic moment that arises in the AFM state.

The mechanisms of the photoinduced phase transit
in the above manganese oxides have some common feat
in particular, the optical transitions with charge transfer b
tween the Mn31 and Mn41 ions are of great importance. A
comprehensive elucidation of the mechanisms of the ph
induced phase transitions in manganese oxides is of obv
interest for the physics of photoinduced phenomena in m
nets and is also necessary for application of these c
pounds. The photoinduced effects observed in mangan
oxides could be used in devices for the storage and proc
ing of information.

The paper reports experimental data on the effect of
lumination on the first-order MM phase transitions induc
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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by magnetic field in the AFM garnet Ca3Mn2Ge3O12. The
experiments were carried out for two directions of propa
tion of the inducing light and two directions of magnet
field with respect to the crystallographic axes: along the
tragonal axis@001#~kiHi@001#! and normal to this axis, i.e.
along the crystallographic direction@100# ~kiHi@100#!. It
was found that the effect of light on the MM phase transiti
in the above two cases differs substantially. A phenome
logical theory has been developed to describe the obse
photoinduced effects.

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

The effect of light irradiation on the first-order MM
phase transitions in calcium-manganese-germanium ga
~CaMnGeG! was investigated by means of magnetoopti
and magnetometric techniques. The field dependences o
angle of rotation of the plane of polarization of the light a
the field dependences of the magnetization were measu
Visual observations of the two-phase domain struct
formed during the MM phase transition were also perform
The samples under study were plates of several tens of
crons in thickness. The single crystal plates were cut perp
dicular to a direction of type@100#. The elastic stresses gen
erated in the plate surface layers due to mechanical polis
were removed by annealing at a temperature of ab
1000 °C as well as by chemical polishing in orthophospho
acid. It is known that the CaMnGeG crystals display t
Jahn–Teller phase transition from the cubic to a tetrago
phase atT'500 K.9 This transition results in the formatio
of crystal twins in the low-symmetry phase.9–11 A special
thermal treatment was used to obtain single-dom
samples.10 As a result of the treatment, single-domain pla
with the tetragonal axis oriented perpendicular or paralle
the plate surface were obtained.

In the magnetooptical and visual experiments the sam
was placed on a holder in an optical helium cryostat and
kept in vacuum. Temperature was measured by means
resistance thermometer with an accuracy of about 0.1 K
superconducting magnet produced a magnetic field that
perpendicular to the plate surface and parallel to the direc
of light propagation.

The optical scheme of the experimental setup for vis
observation of the two-phase domain structure is shown
Fig. 1a. The light from filament lamp~1! passes through
polarizer ~5!, the sample~7!, and analyzer~9!. The sample
image is projected by the objective~8! onto the photocathode
of a TV camera~10! and is displayed on a monitor~11! and
saved by a video recorder~12!. To ensure that the magnet
state of the crystal under study remains unchanged, the
flux density is decreased to 0.01 W/cm2 by means of the
filters. To investigate the effect of light illumination on th
MM phase transition, the sample is exposed to the light o
helium-neon laser~15! with a wavelengthl5633 nm and a
light flux density of about 0.1 W/cm2. The optical system is
also equipped with rotary mirrors~13! and ~14! and with a
field diaphragm~3! having a certain shape which allows lo
cal irradiation of a chosen area of the sample. The imag
the diaphragm on the sample surface is formed by the
~4!.
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When the field dependences of the angle of rotation
the plane of polarization were measured, it was necessa
take into account that several magnetooptical effects~the
Faraday effect, Cotton–Mouton effect, and the linear mag
tooptical effect~LMOE!12! arise in a magnetic field in the
antiferromagnet CaMnGeG. Therefore, the incident linea
polarized light became elliptically polarized even in the ca
when it passed through the crystal along the tetragonal a
In our experiments we measured the angle of rotationF of
the ellipse axis of the transmitted light with respect to t
plane of polarization of the incident light. The angleF de-
pended on the Faraday rotation and linear birefringen
When the measuring beam of light passed through the cry
along the@100# direction, i.e., perpendicular to the tetragon
axis, the plane of polarization of the incident light was ch
sen parallel to the crystallographic direction@010# or @001#.
In this case, the contribution of crystalline birefringence
the modification of the polarization of the transmitted lig
was minimal. As a rule, the light ellipticity was slight~about
1°! in our experiments. That made possible to use a mod
tion technique with light modulation in the plane of polariz
tion and synchronous detection of the signal to measure
angle F ~Fig. 1b!. The measurement of field dependenc
F(H) and the light illumination of the sample were carrie
out with the use of helium-neon laser of wavelengthl5633
nm. The light flux density used for illumination of th
sample was about 0.1 W/cm2. To measure the field depen
dencesF(H), the flux density of the laser beam was atten
ated down to 0.01 W/cm2.

The field dependences of the magnetization and ph
induced magnetic moment were measured by means
commercial SQUID magnetometer~Quantum Design
MPMS-5!.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Before studying the effect of light illumination on th
MM phase transitions, we examined these transitions in
unexposed crystal. The data from the magnetooptical
visual studies were used to construct theH2T magnetic

FIG. 1. The optical system of the experimental setup for visual observa
of the domain structure: 1 — filament lamp; 2, 4, 8 — lenses; 3 — fi
diaphragm; 5 — polarizer; 6 — solenoid; 7 — sample; 13, 14 — mirrors;
15 — helium–neon laser~a!. The optical system for measuring the angle
rotation of the plane of polarization of the light: 1 — helium–neon las
2 — light attenuator; 3 — polarizer; 4 — solenoid; 5 — sample; 6 —
modulator; 7 — analyzer; 8 — photomultiplier; 9 — recorder; 10 — lock-in
amplifier ~b!.
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phase diagrams of CaMnGeG for two orientations of ex
nal magnetic field:Hi@001# and Hi@100# ~Fig. 2!. In both
cases the transition from the AFM to the MM state is a fir
order phase transition at low temperatures. ForHi@100# the
first-order AFM-MM phase transition is observed in th
whole temperature rangeT,TN'13.5 K, whereTN is the
Néel temperature. In the caseHi@001#, theH2T phase dia-
gram exhibits a critical point,Hcr'18 kOe,Tcr'11.5 K, at
which the line of first-order phase transitions passes int
line of second-order ones. Because the effect of light illum
nation on the first-order MM phase transition was studied
the case Hi@001# the experiments were performed
T,Tcr .

In the first experiment we studied the effect of light
radiation on the MM phase transition induced by a magn
field Hi@001#. In this case the directions of the inducing lig
and the measuring light beam were parallel to the@001# crys-
tal axis. The effect of light on the MM phase transition w
first studied visually. For this purpose a single domain AF
state was prepared by applying a magnetic field.12 The pro-
cess of monodomainization was monitored visually throu
the LMOE. After the process was completed and the m
netic field was switched off, the upper half of the sample w
exposed to laser light with the polarizationEi@110# and the

FIG. 2. Magnetic phase diagrams of the garnet Ca3Mn2Ge3O12 for Hi@001#
~a! andHi@100# ~b!. The solid and dotted lines correspond to the first- a
second-order phase transitions, respectively.
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lower one to light with the polarizationEi@11̄0#. Thereupon
we observed visually the magnetic-field-induced phase tr
sition from the AFM to the MM state. The two-phase doma
structure formed during the transition in the exposed sam
is shown in Fig. 3. The AFM–MM interphase wall is ind
cated by the dashed line, and the boundary between the c
tal parts exposed to the light with the different polarizatio
is shown by the solid heavy line. As is evident from Fig. 3
the transition from the AFM to the MM state in the upp
part of the sample occurs before that in the lower part. To
sure that the difference in the transition fields between
upper and lower parts of the sample is caused by the l
illumination and not accidental factors~internal mechanical
stresses, temperature gradient, etc.!, in the second stage o
the experiments the upper part of the sample was expose
light with the polarizationEi@11̄0# and the lower one to light
with the polarizationEi@110#. In this case we observed th
inverse effect, namely, the magnetic-field-induced ph
transition from the AFM to the MM state in the lower part o
the sample occurs before that in the upper part~Fig. 3b!.
Thus the visual observation permits us to conclude that
posure of the crystal to light with the polarizationEi@110#
stimulates the MM phase transition in the garn
Ca3Mn2Ge3O12, while exposure to light with the polarizatio
Ei@11̄0# inhibits the transition.

To determine the value of the photoinduced change
the phase transition field,DHt , we measured the field depen
dences of the rotation angle,F(H), shown in Fig. 4. The
dependences were measured in the same area of the sa
~;100mm in diameter! exposed first to light with the polar
ization Ei@110# and then to light with the polarization
Ei@11̄0#. In both cases the intensity and the duration of t
exposure were the same. The jump in theF(H) curve ~Fig.
4! corresponds to a first-order MM phase transition. T
transition is accompanied by relatively small hysteresis. T
difference in transition fields, 2DHt5Ht22Ht1, between the
cases of exposure of the crystal to light with polarizati
Ei@110# and Ei@11̄0# is about of 180 Oe at the temperatu
T57 K, i.e., DHt'90 Oe. The valuesHt1 and Ht2 were
determined from the midpoint of the section of sharp chan

FIG. 3. The two-phase domain structure formed in the Ca3Mn2Ge3O12 plate
during the MM phase transition after exposure of the crystal to linea
polarized light. The AFM–MM interphase wall is denoted by a dashed li
The sample temperatureT57 K; the applied magnetic fieldHi@001#. Part 1
~above the solid heavy line! exposed to light with the polarizationEi@110#
and part 2~below the solid heavy line! to light with the polarizationEi@11̄0#
~a!; part 1 exposed to light with the polarizationEi@11̄0# and part 2 to light
with the polarizationEi@110# ~b!.
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of the rotation angle on the curveF(H) measured with an
increasing~or decreasing! magnetic field forEi@110# and
Ei@11̄0# ~Ht5(H81H9)/2 @see Figs. 5 and 6!#. The MM
phase transition field in the unexposed sample,Ht , was
equal to ;31.2 kOe. This is close to the value of (Ht1

1Ht2)/2.
In the second experiment we investigated the effec

light illumination on the MM phase transition induced by
magnetic fieldHi@100#. In this case the studies were pe
formed by means of magnetooptical and magnetome
techniques. The field dependences of the angle of rotatio
the plane of polarization and the field the dependences o
magnetization were measured. The direction of propaga
of the inducing light was parallel to the crystal axis@100#. In
the magnetooptical experiments, the direction of propaga
of the measuring light beam was also parallel to the@100#
axis.

FIG. 4. The field dependences of the rotation angle measured in the
kiH@001# in a sample area of about 100mm in diameter exposed beforehan
to linearly polarized light with the polarizationEi@110# or Ei@11̄0#. The
sample temperatureT57 K.

FIG. 5. The field dependences of the rotation angle measured in the
kiH@100# in a sample area about 100mm in diameter exposed beforehand
linearly polarized light with the polarizationEi@011# or Ei@01̄1# as well as in
the unexposed sample. The temperature of the sampleT511 K.
f
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At kiHi@100# we also observed a photoinduced chan
of the MM phase transition field. The valueDHt-Ht1

2Ht0(Ht5(H81H9)/2) also depended on the polarizatio
of the inducing light. However, exposure to light with an
linear polarization always resulted in a decrease of the M
transition field. The field dependences of the rotation an
F(H), measured at the temperatureT511 K, are shown in
Fig. 5. The jump in theF(H) curves corresponds to the MM
phase transition. As it is evident from Fig. 5, after exposi
the crystal to light with the polarizationEi@011# andEi@01̄1#,
the phase transition occurs at a lower field that in the un
posed crystal. The photoinduced decrease in the trans
field for Ei@01̄1# was larger than that forEi@011#. It is noted
that the different magnitudes of the rotation angleF in the
MM state on the curves shown in Fig. 5 are related to
appearance of photoinduced linear birefringence in the i
minated crystal.13

Figure 6 shows the field dependences of the magnet
tion measured at the temperatureT511 K in the unexposed
sample and in the sample exposed to light with the polar
tion Ei@011#. It is also seen in Fig. 6 that a decrease of t
MM transition field is observed after illumination of th
sample.

In the caseEi@01̄1# ~larger magnitude ofDHt!, the val-
ues of the photoinduced changes in the transition field,DHt ,
at different temperatures were determined from the field
pendencesF(H) measured in the temperature range 7–13
The dependenceDHt(T) is shown in Fig. 7. As is seen in
Fig. 7, the value ofDHt increases with decreasing temper
ture, peaks atT510.5– 11 K, and then decreases with furth
reduction in temperature. In the case under consideration
maximum value ofDHt is about of 1.2 kOe. This is much
larger than in the previous case, where the inducing li
propagated along the tetragonal axis. The sign of theDHt

remains unchanged in the whole temperature range stud

DISCUSSION

The experimental investigations demonstrated that
exposure of the garnet Ca3Mn2Ge3O12 to linearly polarized

se

se

FIG. 6. The field dependences of the magnetization measured in a
Hi@100# at a temperatureT511 K. s — unexposed sample;d — the
sample was preliminarily exposed to linearly polarized light with polariz
tion Ei@011#. The direction of propagation of the inducting lightki@100#.
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light propagating along the@001# direction resulted in an
increase or a decrease in the MM phase transition field,
pending on the polarization of the inducing light. On exp
sure of the crystal to light propagating along@100# the direc-
tion, the MM phase transition field decreases without reg
to the polarization of the inducing light. The reason why t
light irradiation affects the MM phase transition in th
CaMnGeG may be magnetic moment stimulation by
light. Depending on the direction of the photoinduced ma
netic moment, the AFM phase in the magnetic field is m
or less stable in the exposed crystals than in the unexp
crystal, and that results in the variation in the MM pha
transition field.

Let us consider a phenomenological model for the
pearance of a magnetic moment in this garnet under illu
nation. It is known that on exposure of the crystal to light,
internal energy per unit volume varies as follows:14

DF52~1/16p!@d~v« ik!/dv#EiEk , ~1!

wherev is the light frequency,E is the electric field strength
of the light wave, and« ik is the dielectric tensor of the crys
tal. The change in the internal energy under illumination c
generate a light-induced magnetic momentphm in the crystal.

FIG. 7. The temperature dependence of the change in the MM phase
sition field caused by light irradiation in the casekiHi@100# andEi@01̄1#.
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The value and the direction of the photoinduced magn
moment are dependent on the polarization of the induc
light as well as on the crystalline and magnetic symmetry
the crystal.15,16 Using ~1!, we can derive an expression fo
phm. To do this, we first expand theDF series to the second
order inH and then we differentiate the resulting express
with respect toH. As a result we obtain:

phml5ClikEiEk1BlmikHmEiEk , ~2!

whereClik andBlmik are the first and the second derivativ
of the expression (1/16p)@d(v« ik)/dv#. Using ~2!, we can
derive an expression for the magnetic momentphm induced
by linear by polarized light propagating along the@001# di-
rection. For this purpose, we rewrite Eq.~2! in the following
form:

phml5
phml

~1!1phml
~2! . ~3!

In this expressionphml
(1)5ClikEiEk , whereClik is an axial

c-tensor symmetric ini and k, and phml
(2)5BlmikEiEkHm

5phDx lmHm , whereBlmik is a polar i-tensor symmetric on
two pairs of indicesi, k and l, m. Let us obtain firstphml

(1) .
Since CaMnGeG belongs to the point magnetic group 48/m,
the tensor matrixClik can be written in the form:

Clm56F 0 0 0 C14 C15 0

0 0 0 2C15 C14 0

C15 2C15 0 0 0 C14

G . ~4!

The reduction of indices was used in~4!. In this expression,
‘‘ 1’’ and ‘‘ 2’’ correspond to the two time-inverted antifer
romagnetic states, AFM1 and AFM2, andC155Cxxz5Cyyz

5Cxzx and C145Cyzx5Cxzy5Cxyz. If the inducing light
propagates along the@001# direction, the componentsphml

(1)

can be written as follows:

phmx
~1!50

phmy
~1!50 ~5!

phmz
~1!56~CzxxExEx2CzyyEyEy12CzxyExEy!.

To determine the second termphml
(2) in Eq. ~3!, we calculate

phDx lm taking into consideration the fact that the Laue cry
tal class of the garnet under study isC4:

n-
x lm53
B11 B12 B13 0 0 B16

B12 B11 B13 0 0 2B16

B31 B31 B33 0 0 0

0 0 0 B44 B45 0

0 0 0 2B45 B44 0

B61 2B61 B63 0 0 B66

4 3
E1 E1

E2 E2

0

0

0

2E1 E2

4
5F B11E1

21B12E2
212B16E1E2 B61E1

22B61E2
212B16E1E2 0

B12E1
21B11E2

222B16E1E2 0

B31E1
21B31E2

2
G . ~6!
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Then, using~6!, we can derive an expression for the magnetic momentphml
(2) :

phml
~2!5F B11E1

21B12E2
212B16E1E2 B61E1

22B61E2
212B16E1E2 0

B12E1
21B11E2

222B16E1E2 0

B31E1
21B311B31E2

2
G F Hx

Hy

Hz

G , ~7!

where

phmx
~2!5~BxxxxEx

21BxxyyEy
212BxxxyExEy!Hx1~BxyxxEx

22BxyxxEy
212BxxxyExEy!Hy

phmy
~2!5~BxxyyEx

21BxxxxEy
222BxxxyExEy!Hy1BxyxxEx

22BxyxxEy
212BxxxyExEy)Hx ~8!

phmz
~2!5Bzzxx~Ex

21Ey
2!Hz .
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It should be noted that the matrix of the tensorBlmik is de-
termined only by the crystal symmetry of CaMnGeG. The
fore, the direction of the momentphml

(2) is independent of the
magnetic state of the crystal. If we know the expressions
phml

(1) and phml
(2) , we can determine the magnetic mome

phm induced by light propagating along the@001# direction.
Upon introducing the azimuthal anglew measured from the
axis xi@100#, the components of this magnetic mome
phmx ,phmy ,phmz , can be given as follows:

phmx5~Bxxxxcos2w1Bxxyysin2w1Bxxxysin2w!uEu2Hx

1Hy~Bxyxx1Bxxxy!uEu2sin2w1cos2w);

phmy5~Bxxyycos2w1Bxxxxsin2w2Bxxxysin2w!uEu2Hy

1HxuEu2~Bxyxxcos2w1Bxxxysin2w!; ~9!

phmz5BzzxxuEu2Hz6uEu2~Czxxcos2w1Czxysin2w!.

The signs ‘‘6’’ correspond to the antiferromagnetic stat
AFM1 and AFM2. For kiHi@001#, field componentsHx and
Hy are equal to zero. Therefore,phmx50,phmy50 andphmz

5BzzxxuEu2Hz6uEu2(Czxxcos2w1Czxysin2w) in this case.
If the inducing light propagates along the@100# direc-

tion, the induction of a magnetic moment is also allowed
the symmetry. Repeating the line of calculation made for
previous case, we can derive expressions for the phot
duced magnetic moment components:

phmx5~HxBxxxx1HyBxyxx!uEu2cos2w

1HyBxxzzuEu2sin2w1~HzBxzxz

62Cxxz!uEu2sin2w;

phmy5@~HxBxyxx1HyByyxx!uEu2cos2w

1HyByyzzuEu2sin2w#1~HzByzxz

62Cyxz!uEu2sin2w; ~10!

phmz5HyBzzxxuEu21~HyByzxz1HxBxzxz!uEu2sin2w

6CzxxuEu2cos2w.
-

r
t

,

y
e
n-

Here the anglew is measured from the axisyi@010#, and
the signs ‘‘6’’, as in the previous case, correspond to the tw
antiferromagnetic states AFM1 and AFM2. At kiHi@100#,
the field componentsHy and Hz are equal zero. There
fore, phmx5HxBxxxxuEu2cos2w62CxxzuEu2sin2w, phmy

5HxBxyxxuEu2cos2w62CyxzuEu2sin2w and phmz

5HxBxzxzuEu2sin2w6CzxxuEu2cos2w, i.e., in this case all com-
ponents of photoinduced magnetic moments do not eq
zero.

Experimental verification of the fact that a magnetic m
ment is really induced by linearly polarized light i
Ca3Mn2Ge3O12 came from the magnetic measurements. T
photoinduced magnetic moment was measured by mean
a SQUID magnetometer. The uniformly magnetized crys
was irradiated along the@001# direction by helium-neon lase
light with a wavelengthl5633 nm and a light flux density o
about 0.1 W/cm2. The plane of polarization the inducin
light was close to the~110! plane of crystal. The magnetiza

FIG. 8. The time dependences of the photoinduced magnetic moment i
garnet Ca3Mn2Ge3O12 exposed to linearly polarized light for two time
inverted antiferromagnetic states AFM1 and AFM2. The direction of propa-
gation and the polarization of the inducing light areki@001# and Ei@110#,
respectively. The sample temperatureT55 K, and the applied magnetic field
is equal to 6 kOe and is oriented along the@001# axis.
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tion was measured along the axiszi@001#. The sample was in
a magnetic fieldHz56 kOe at a temperatureT55 K. The
change of the magnetization of crystal under illuminatio
i.e., the photoinduced magnetic moment, was measured.
ure 8 presents the kinetics of the induced magnetic mom
measured for the two antiferromagnetic states of the sam
AFM1 and AFM2. It follows from ~9! that the value ofphmz

changes when the antiferromagnetic state is modified f
AFM1 to AFM2. Indeed, the same exposure of the crys
induced magnetic moments of opposite directions in
AFM1 and AFM2 states~Fig. 8!. The absolute magnitude o
the photoinduced magnetic moment upon saturation
0.12 and 0.13 G in the AFM1 and AFM2 states, respectively
Thus the absolute magnitudes of the photoinduced magn
moments in the antiferromagnetic states AFM1 and AFM2

are almost identical. One can suggest that the polarizat
independent magnetic momentphmz

(2) is appreciably less
thanphmz

(1) or is equal to zero. It should be noted that in t
caseki@001# the photoinduced magnetic moment was n
found in the MM state.

In the caseki@100#, the magnetic measurements also
vealed a photoinduced magnetic moment. In AFM state
value ofphm was lower than in the previous case. As in t
above case, the photoinduced magnetic moments in the
ferromagnetic states AFM1 and AFM2 are almost the sam
in value and opposite in direction. Thus, in the case con
ered, the value of the magnetic momentphmx

(2) is also much
lower thanphmx

(1) or is also equal to zero. The absolute ma
nitude of the moment was approximately 0.05 G atT55 K
andH56 kOe. In the case under consideration, the magn
measurements also revealed a photoinduced magnetic
ment in the MM state. Its value was approximately 0.25 G
T55 K andH535 kOe.

Using the values ofphm measured with the SQUID mag
netometer, one can estimate the change in the MM ph
transition field, DHt , caused by the light irradiation in
CaMnGeG. The energy of a magnet in a magnetic field
be given in the form of expansion in powers ofH:17

E5E02mi
0Hi2x i j HIH j1..., ~11!

where E0 is the energy of the magnet in the absence
magnetic field;m0 is the spontaneous magnetic moment;x i j

is the magnetic susceptibility. The photoinduction of a ma
netic moment results in a change of the energy of the ma
by a quantityphmiHi . Taking this addition into consideratio
and restricting ourselves to the second-order term in the
pansion inH, we can rewrite~11! as follows:

E5E02mi
0Hi2x i j HiH j2

phmi~H !Hi , ~12!

where phmi(H)5phmi
(1)1phDx i j Hi . Then, the energies o

the AFM and MM states in both cases considered above
be written as follows:

AE5AE02Ax i i Hi
22phmi

A~H !Hi ;
~13!

ME5ME02mi
0Hi2

Mx i i Hi
22phmi

M~H !Hi .

In ~13! the notations A and M refer to the AFM and MM
phases, respectively. Equating the energies of the AFM
MM states at the point of the MM phase transition for une
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posed and exposed crystal and solving the obtained se
equations, we find the following expression for the photo
duced change in the MM transition field:

DHt52

phmi
M~Ht!2phmi

A~Ht!

2~Mx i i 2
Ax i i !1mi

0/Ht
, ~14!

whereHt is the field of the MM transition in the unexpose
crystal.

Using expression~14!, we can estimate the value ofDHt

in both cases considered,kiHi@001# and kiHi@100#. In the
first case no photoinduced magnetic moment was found
the MM state by means of the SQUID magnetometer.
substituting into Eq.~14! phmz

M'0,phmz
A'60.12 G, (Mxzz

2Axzz)523.631024, andmz
0'47 G, we obtainedDHt'

6150 Oe. The estimated valueDHt is somewhat~less than
two times! higher than the experimental magnitudeDHt'
690 Oe. However, taking into account the errors in the
termination of the parameters substituted in~14!, the agree-
ment between the experimental and the calculated value
the DHt is considered satisfactory. It should be mention
that Mxzz,Axzz, andmz

0 were determined from the field de
pendenceM (H) ~mz

0 was determined by extrapolating th
linear field dependence of the magnetization in the MM st
to H50!.

In the casekiHi@100#, one has (Mxxx2
Axxx)529

31024 andmx
0'23 G at the temperatureT511 K ~see Fig.

6!, as well asphmx
M'0.25 G,phmx

A'60.05 G. By substitut-
ing these parameters into Eq.~14!, we obtain two values for
the change of the transition field,DHt'21.2 kOe and
DHt'20.8 kOe. These could correspond either to the t
antiferromagnetic states AFM1 and AFM2 or to the expo-
sure of crystal by the light with the two polarizationsEi@011#
andEi@01̄1#. The estimated values are in a good agreem
with the experimental valuesDHt'21.2 kOe andDHt'
20.7 kOe that were obtained for illumination of the cryst
by light with the polarizationsEi@011# and Ei@01̄1# at the
temperatureT511 K. As can be seen from Fig. 7, the ma
nitude of DHt decreases at higher and lower temperatur
Apparently, the decreaseDHt as the temperature increas
from 11 K to TN is related to the decrease of the photo
duced magnetic moment near the Ne´el temperature. Some
decrease ofDHt at temperaturesT,10.5 K can be explained
by a decreasing absolute value of (xM2xA) while the photo-
induced magnetic moment reaches saturation. For insta
one obtains a calculated valueDHt'21 kOe at the tem-
peratureT59 K.

CONCLUSION

It follows from a comparison of the experimental resu
obtained and the results of a theoretical consideration tha
change of the MM transition field induced by linearly pola
ized light in the garnet Ca3Mn2Ge3O12 is due to the induction
of a magnetic moment under illumination. The appearanc
the photoinduced magnetic moment can be explained by
redistribution of the Mn41 ions between the magnetic subla
tices in the crystal. The garnet Ca3Mn2Ge3O12 contains Mn41

ions in a low concentration.13 In the ground state these ion
are uniformly distributed between the sublattices. Illumin
tion of the crystal by linearly polarized light leads to a no
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uniform distribution of the Mn41 ions between the sublat
tices as a result of optical transitions with charge transfer.13,16

As a result of the redistribution, the magnetic sublattices
come nonequivalent and a photoinduced magnetic mom
appears.

This research was supported in part by the INTAS gr
N 97-366.
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Magnetic phase diagram of the system of manganites Nd 0.6Ca0.4„Mn1ÀxCrx…O3
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The following sequence of phase transformations is observed in the Nd0.6Ca0.4(Mn12xCrx)O3

system: antiferromagnet (x50), mixed magnetic state (0.015<x<0.04), ferrimagnet
(0.04<x<0.8), and spin glass (x51). At chromium concentrations nearx;0.5 the Ne´el
temperature increases sharply, and the contribution from the Nd sublattice increases substantially.
Since the chromium and manganese ions have a tendency to order, these results can be
interpreted in a model of superexchange interactions. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1449184#
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INTRODUCTION

There have by now been several papers on the stud
manganites in which the manganese ions are substitute
ions of Fe, Al, Cr, Ru, Ti, Mo, Cu, Sn, Co, Ni, etc.1–4 De-
pending on the ground state of the base compound, th
substitutions have different effects. For charge-ordered a
ferromagnets the replacement of a small fraction of the m
ganese ions by other ions leads to stabilization of the fe
magnetic phase. This effect is manifested most clearly w
the manganese ions are substituted by chromium
ruthenium.5–7 Stabilization of the ferromagnetic state giv
rise to metal-like properties and a colossal magnetoresist
effect. The mechanism by which various substitutions aff
the magnetic ground state is a matter of dispute. Some
thors assume that double exchange can occur through
Mn31 –O–Cr31 configuration if the energy difference be
tween the Mn31 eg band and the Cr31 eg band is not too
large.8 In another approach it is assumed that the Cr31 ions
are stable and theeg-like conduction electrons cannot mov
through the chromium position, so that the chromium io
can create only a deficit in the orbital subsystem.9 In that
approach the chromium ions are a source of random fi
that disrupt the orbital and charge ordering. However,
diamagnetic ions Al31 and Ti41 act on the ground state o
manganites much more weakly than do chromium ions
should be noted that there have been no published com
hensive studies of systems in which manganese has
substituted by other ions in a large concentration inter
(0<x<1). This makes it hard to interpret the results. T
goal of the present study was to construct the magnetic p
diagram of the Nd0.6Ca0.4(Mn12xCrx)O3 system over a wide
range of chromium concentration. As the base compound
chose Nd0.6Ca0.4MnO3, which is a charge-ordered antiferro
451063-777X/2002/28(1)/4/$22.00
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magnet. It has been shown previously that a large exte
magnetic field induces a metamagnetic transition to a fe
magnetic metallic state.8

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

Samples of the series Nd0.6Ca0.4(Mn12xCrx)O3 were
synthesized by the usual ceramic technology from sim
oxides and carbonates in air at 1550 °C. To minimize
deviation from stoichiometry, the samples were coo
slowly at a rate of 50 °C/h. An x-ray phase analysis on
DRON-3 apparatus in CrKa radiation did not reveal any
traces of extraneous phases. The Nd0.6Ca0.4(Mn12xCrx)O3

samples had an orthorhombically distorted unit cell. T
magnetic measurements were made on a Foner magnet
ter. The electrical conductivity was measured by the us
four-contact method. The contacts were formed the ul
sonic deposition of indium.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the temperature dependence of the m
netization for the Nd0.6Ca0.4(Mn12xCrx)O3 system in a field
of 14 kOe. In this system substituting a small amount
manganese by chromium leads to a sharp change in the m
netic ground state. Samples with 0,x,0.04 behave as
metamagnetic materials. The critical fields inducing the tr
sition decrease sharply with increasing chromium concen
tion. A spontaneous moment appears in the sample
x50.015. The spontaneous magnetization of samples w
0.04<x<0.42 corresponds to a magnetic state in which
antiparallel ordering of the magnetic moments of the man
nese and chromium ions is realized. Figure 2 shows the
pendence of the field-cooled~FC! magnetization measured i
a field of 100 Oe. It is seen that the samples in the inter
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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0,x<0.42 have a positive magnetization~see Fig. 2a!,
whereas for samples withx>0.48 ~Fig. 2b! at low tempera-
tures the magnetization is directed counter to the magn
field, which is possible in the presence of two magnetic s
lattices with a large magnetic anisotropy. In the samples w
0.04,x<0.3 the transition to the paramagnetic state is rat
sharp, while in the sample withx50.42 the magnetization
decreases smoothly with increasing temperature. The c
cive force increases with increasing chromium concentrat
In samples with 0.1<x<0.3 the FC magnetization decreas
sharply with decreasing temperature, an effect which can

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the magnetization on heating after
ing in a magnetic fieldH514 kOe~FC!.

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the FC magnetization in a mag
field H5100 Oe for samples withx<0.42 ~a! and in the concentration
interval 0.48<x<1 ~b!.
tic
-
h
r

er-
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be due to frustrations of the exchange interactions, since
measurements were made after cooling in a magnetic fi
The anomalous behavior of the magnetization at low te
peratures can only be due to negative polarization of
neodymium sublattice or to an orientational phase transi
brought on by a change in anisotropy. An argument in fa
of the latter cause is that the samples withx50.04 and
x50.42 did not show anomalous behavior of the FC mag
tization in the low-temperature region.

At concentrations nearx50.48 the temperature of th
transition to the paramagnetic state increases sharply~Fig.
2!. The transition to the paramagnetic state is quite rapid
is typical for homogeneous magnets. It follows from t
measuredM (H) curves at different temperatures that t
spontaneous magnetization does not exceed 5 e.m.u./g.
a value of the spontaneous magnetization is typical for ra
earth orthochromites RCrO3, in which the weak ferromag-
netism is due to the Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya interaction.10

However, the anomalous behavior of the magnetic pr
erties at chromium concentrations nearx50.5 is apparently
due to a different cause. We made careful x-ray structu
studies of samples withx50.48 andx50.6. These revealed
two superstructural reflections of low intensity, which can
interpreted as being the result of ordering of the mangan
and chromium ions in a checkerboard pattern. In this type
ordering each chromium ion prefers a surrounding of m
ganese ions. We assume that the tendency toward orderin
the manganese and chromium ions is the cause of the an
lous behavior of the magnetic properties in samples w
x>0.48.

At a temperatureTC the spontaneous magnetization go
to zero. Compensation of the magnetic moment in rare-e
magnets is ordinarily due to a competition between the c
tributions from 3d and 4f ions. This is apparently true fo
the sample withx50.48 as well. The magnetization compe
sation temperature decreases with increasing chromium
centration. Figure 3 shows the results of a study of the m
netization of samples withx51 in a magnetic field
H5100 Oe. The curves do not exhibit any sharp anoma
that could be due to a magnetic phase transformation.
zero-field-cooled ~ZFC! and FC magnetization diverg
smoothly, as is typical of inhomogeneous spin glasses.

ol-

tic

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the magnetization
Nd0.6Ca0.4(Mn12xCrx)O3, measured in a fieldH5100 Oe and for different
regimes: zero-field cooling~ZFC!, and field cooling~FC!.
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magnetic moments are gradually blocked in the random
isotropy fields. At a temperatureT;40 K the blocking pro-
cess is sharply enhanced. Figure 4 shows the magnetic p
diagram of the system Nd0.6Ca0.4(Mn12xCrx)O3. The base
compound Nd0.6Ca0.4MnO3 is an antiferromagnet with a
Néel temperature of 160 K.10 The Mn31 and Mn41 ions
order at a temperature of 240 K.10 Samples with 0.015<x
<0.04 are most likely found in a mixed magnetic state
which antiferromagnetic and magnetic domains coex
Samples with 0.04,x,0.4 are found in a ferrimagnetic sta
characterized by antiparallel ordering of the manganese
chromium ions. In samples with 0.1,x,0.3 at low tempera-
tures there is possibly a spin reorientation due to a chang
the axis of easy magnetization. Samples with 0.48<x<0.8
are ferrimagnets in which the magnetic moment of
neodymium sublattice is directed antiparallel to the mom
due to the 3d ions. It should be noted that a metal–insula
transition nearTC is observed only in a narrow concentratio
interval 0.02<x<0.07. The other samples all remain insula
ing as the temperature is lowered.

The magnetic properties of manganites are usually
plained by a competition of the positive exchange inter
tions arising as a result of ‘‘dual exchange’’ and the negat
superexchange interactions via oxygen. However,
was shown by Goodenough,12 the Mn31 –O–Mn31 and
Mn31 –O–Mn41 interactions should be ferromagnetic ev

FIG. 4. Concentration dependence of the spontaneous magnetization
system Nd0.6Ca0.4(Mn12xCrx)O3.

FIG. 5. Magnetic phase diagram of the Nd0.6Ca0.4(Mn12xCrx)O3 system:
CO — charge-ordered phase, P — paramagnetic, A — antiferromagn
FiM — ferrimagnetic metal, FiI — ferrimagnetic insulator, Fi~IO! — ferri-
magnetic insulator with ordering of the Cr31 and Mn41 ions; SG — cluster
spin glass.
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in the superexchange model if the orbital ordering is lifte
This assumption agrees with the insulator behavior
samples with 0.07,x<0.42. The highest Curie pointTC in
manganites is not over 370 K. This temperature character
the positive Mn31 –Mn41 exchange interaction. Spectro
scopic studies show that the chromium ions enter the lat
of manganites in the trivalent state.13 The Mn41 and Cr31

ions each have three unpairedt2g electrons. The negative
exchange interactions are Mn41 –Mn41, Mn31 –Cr31,
Cr31 –Cr31, and Cr31 –Mn41. The strength of the Cr31 –
Cr31 and Mn41 –Mn41 exchange interactions can be judg
from the Néel points of LaCrO3 ~300 K!11 and
Sr0.5Ca0.5MnO3 ~250 K!.14 Apparently the same value of th
energy interactions can be expected in the case of the
electronic 3d ions Cr31 and Mn41. Therefore, one can as
sume that the positive and negative exchange interactions
comparable in strength. If all of the nearest neighbors o
chromium ion are manganese ions, then the magnetic
ments of the chromium are directed counter to the magn
moments of manganese. Since the magnetic structure
Nd0.6Ca0.4MnO3 is of the CE type, small admixtures of chro
mium should effectively destroy the antiferromagnetic st
in manganites. The destruction of the antiferromagnetic s
should be accompanied by destruction of the orbital a
charge orderings on account of the rigid coupling betwe
the orbital and spin degrees of freedom. In the case when
chromium ions are nearest neighbors, frustrations of the
change interactions can arise, which are characteristic
state of the spin glass type. It should be noted that w
increasing chromium content the fraction of Mn41 ions in-
creases sharply. For example, for samples withx50.6 the
nominal chemical formula is Nd0.6C0.4(Mn0.4

41Cr0.6
31)O3, i.e.,

there are no Mn31 ions. The ordering of the Cr31 and Mn41

ions should lead to a sharp increase in the role of the a
ferromagnetic interactions. In the case of an ideal chec
board order~NaCl type! of the system in respect to the a
rangement of the Cr31 and Mn41 ions for samples with
x50.5, the exchange interaction between chromium a
manganese becomes dominant, while the frustrations of
exchange interactions will be minimal. Apparently the te
dency toward ordering of the chromium and manganese
is more pronounced in compounds where the tetrava
manganese is larger and the distortion of the unit cel
stronger. Samples of Nd0.6Ca0.4CrO3 are characterized by
properties inherent to cluster systems~Fig. 4!, while it is
known that NdCrO3 is a weak ferromagnet with a Ne´el tem-
perature of around 200 K. This means that the excha
interaction between chromium ions of different valence i
strong ferromagnetic interaction, as is observed in the cas
Mn31 –Mn41. It should be noted that further neutron
diffraction studies are needed for a more precise determ
tion of the magnetic ground state of Nd0.6Ca0.4Mn0.4

31Cr0.6
41O3.

Thus the properties of the syste
Nd0.6Ca0.4(Mn12xCrx)O3 can be obtained in a superex
change interaction model, assuming that the Cr31 –O–Cr31

and Cr31 –O–Mn41 magnetic interactions are negative a
comparable in strength.

This study was done with the support of the Foundat
for Basic Research of the Republic of Belarus~Project F99R-
038!.
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QUANTUM EFFECTS IN SEMICONDUCTORS AND DIELECTRICS

EPR spectrum of the Fe 3¿ ion in bromcresol green „C21H14Br4O5S… and features in the
dynamics of the surrounding molecules

V. V. Chabanenko1) and V. N. Vasyukov

A. A. Galkin Physicotechnical Institute, National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, ul. R. Lyuksemburg 72,
83114 Donetsk, Ukraine
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The EPR spectrum of an Fe31 impurity in the organic substance bromcresol green (C21H14Br4O5S!
is investigated in the temperature interval 4.2–295 K. At a temperature of 4.2 K the
spectrum is a superposition of two lines with effectiveg factorsg154.39 andg252.03. As the
temperature is lowered a redistribution of the intensity between line occurs. The integral
intensity of the first line decreases with increasing temperature, while that of the second line
increases. Another feature of the temperature dependence of the EPR spectrum of the
Fe31 ion in C21H14Br4O5S is manifested in the exponential growth of the width of the second
resonance line with decreasing temperature. The observed properties of the EPR spectrum
in C21H14Br4O5S are typical for systems with a multiwell potential and permit one to characterize
the dynamics of the molecules of the environment of the magnetic ion. ©2002 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1449185#
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Unusual temperature dependence of the EPR spec
of the Fe31 ion in the metalorganic substanc
Na@FeO6~C10H8N3)# and polyaniline was observed in Refs.
and 2. In these substances the EPR spectrum is a super
tion of two lines. With decreasing temperature the intens
of one of them increases and the other decreases, so tha
line is more strongly expressed in the region of low~helium!
temperatures and the other at room temperature. The first
is called the low-temperature~LT! component of the spec
trum of the substance, and the second, the high-tempera
~HT! component.1,2 Changing the temperature leads to a
distribution of the intensity of the absorption between the
and HT components of the spectrum. This sort of behavio
the EPR spectrum is indicative of unusual dynamics of
molecules surrounding the Fe31 ion, and that can have
considerable influence on the various properties of the s
stance.

In addition, we note that the study of such dynamic tra
sitions is of independent value, since systems that exhibit
given properties as a rule are systems with a multiwell
tential. Such systems have not yet been completely stud
They can be of different physical natures, but a comm
property they share is motion in a potential well with seve
minima separated by potential barriers. The most stud
system of this type is the Jahn–Teller ion of divalent cop
in an octahedral environment.3
491063-777X/2002/28(1)/5/$22.00
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The features in the EPR spectrum for a system with
many-well potential are:~1! the presence of LT and HT com
ponents of the EPR spectrum;~2! a redistribution of intensity
between the LT and HT spectra as the temperature
changed.

For the Fe31 ion the Jahn–Teller effect does not appe
The cause of the temperature transition in the EPR spect
is due, according to Refs. 1 and 2, to features of the spect
of the magnetic centers and is determined by the dynamic
the molecules surrounding the magnetic ion. In Refs. 1 an
the structure of the magnetic centers was not determi
completely enough. This makes it difficult to construct
model describing the behavior of the magnetic centers.
ascertain the salient properties of the magnetic centers
necessary to study these centers in different molecular
stances. In this paper we investigate the EPR spectrum
magnetic centers in C21H14Br4O5S.

A study of the temperature dependence of the EPR sp
trum of impurity Fe31 in C21H14Br4O5S is of interest in con-
nection with the manifestation of a temperature-induced tr
sition from the low-temperature distorted state of t
magnetic center to a high-temperature symmetric state
the possibility of characterizing the features of the dynam
of the nearest-neighbor environment of the Fe31 ion in
C21H14Br4O5S in more detail.
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The EPR spectrum was studied on a spectrometer w
frequency of the microwave fieldn5(9.24260.001) GHz in
the temperature intervalT54.2–295 K.

Figure 1 shows the absorption lines at temperature
4.2, 10, 40, and 295 K and their derivatives at room a
helium temperatures. The absorption lines@Fig. 1a# were ob-
tained by numerical integration of the experimentally
corded lines@Fig. 1b#. It follows from the data that the EPR
spectrum of C21H14Br4O5S atT54.2 K is a superposition o
two resonance lines. The value of theg factor of line 1 is
g154.3960.03. The second line is described by ag factor
g252.08. Lowering the temperature leads to a redistribut
of the intensities of the lines so that only resonance lin2
remains at 295 K. At this temperature it has ag factor g2

52.0360.02 and a widthDHpp50.31 kOe.
The three narrow (DHpp'15 Oe! resonance lines3, 4,

and5 of the EPR spectrum in Fig. 1b were used for calib

FIG. 1. The EPR spectrum of the Fe31 ion in C21H14Br4O5S: the absorption
line shapes for temperaturesT54.2, 10, 40, and 295 K~a!; the derivatives
of the absorption lines forT54.2 and 295 K~b!. Lines 3, 4, and 5 were
applied for calibration of the magnetic field.
a

of
d

-

n

-

tion of the magnetic field and belong to magnetic centers
are not incorporated in the structure of the substance un
study.

Theg factors of resonance lines1 and2 of the spectrum
remain practically unchanged with temperature~Fig. 1!.
Analysis of the behavior of the temperature dependence
the intensities of the two lines reveals changes which
unusual for a spin–lattice relaxation mechanism. For
ample, the intensity of the resonance line1 decreases with
increasing temperature and has vanished completely aT
5295 K. At the same time, the intensity of line2 increases
with temperature. The width of line1 increases slightly with
increasing temperature@Fig. 2a#.

For a quantitative analysis of the observed features@Fig.
1a# the observed absorption spectra were decomposed
components throughout the temperature range investiga
The results of this decomposition for the two extreme valu
of the temperature, 4.2 and 295 K, are shown in Fig. 3. O
can discern two resonance lines1 and 2 and a nonresonan
‘‘background.’’ The intensity of the ‘‘background’’ and of the
resonance lines1 and 2 and the shape of these lines we
calculated under the condition of minimum deviation of t
experimental resultant absorption line~the dashed curve!
from the theoretically calculated model absorption line.

The usual broadening mechanism for a line of the E
spectrum, involving spin–lattice relaxation processes, le
to an increasing linewidth and a decreasing peak inten

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the linewidths~widths at half height! for
lines 1 ~a! and2 ~b!.
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with increasing temperature. The observed behavior of lin1
of the spectrum@a slight ('17%) broadening as the tem
perature is lowered# is evidence that the change of its inte
sity is not due to the ordinary relaxation mechanism of re
nance line broadening.

To explain the observed features of the absorption in
substance we consider a model in which the temperature
pendence of the EPR spectrum of the Fe31 ion in
C21H14Br4O5S can be described by two mechanisms. T
first mechanism leads to the usual decreasing of the inte
intensity of all the contributions to the resultant absorpt
line with increasing temperature and is governed by the t
perature dependence of the population difference of the r
nant states. The temperature dependence of the total int
intensity of the absorption line of the Fe31 ion is presented
in Fig. 4a. The intensity represented by the solid curve
described by a functionJ(T)5J0 tanh(hn/2kT).

The second mechanism of temperature dependenc
the EPR spectrum of the Fe31 ion in C21H14Br4O5S is due to
a process of redistribution of the integral intensity betwe
lines1 and2 @see Fig. 4b#. The curves in the figure show th
temperature dependence of the relative integrated intens
of the first J1R and secondJ2R lines: J1R5J1 /(J11J2),
J2R5J2 /(J11J2)20.889. These functions can be appro
mated by the following relations:

J1R50.11~12e2E0 /kT!, J2R50.11e2E0 /kT, ~1!

FIG. 3. Decomposition of the resultant absorption line of the EPR spect
of the Fe31 ion in C21H14Br4O5S ~–––! for the components of resonanc
lines 1 and2 and the nonresonant ‘‘background.’’
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where k is Boltzmann’s constant, andE515 cm21 is the
effective activation energy.

Besides the above-mentioned features of the tempera
distribution of the intensities of the resonance lines1 and2,
the EPR spectrum of the Fe31 ion in C21H14Br4O5S shows
an unusual change in the width of line2. This dependence
@shown in Fig. 2b# is obtained as a result of a numeric
decomposition of the resultant absorption line into comp
nents. We see that the width of line2 at half height increases
exponentially with decreasing temperature. The tempera
dependence ofDH2 can be approximated by the relation

DH250.98610.498e2~T25!/8.14, ~2!

~the solid curve in Fig. 2b!.
The unusual behavior of the intensity of resonance lin1

and of the width of resonance line2 of the EPR spectrum
suggests that lines1 and2 are interrelated. At high tempera
tures one observes only line2, and it can therefore be calle
the ‘‘high-temperature’’ spectrum of the magnetic centers
the Fe31 ion in C21H14Br4O5S. Resonance line1 appears as
the temperature is lowered and reaches its highest intensi
T54.2 K; it can therefore be called the ‘‘low-temperature
EPR spectrum.

3. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

The EPR spectrum investigated in this paper consist
two resonance lines~Fig. 1!. One line has an effectiveg
factor g1'4.3, and the otherg2'2. EPR lines with theseg
factors are characteristic for Fe31 ions in a polycrystalline
material.

m

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the total intensityJ(T)/J0

5tanh(hn/2kT) of lines1 and2 ~a! and the relative integrated intensities o
lines 1 (J1R) and 2 (J2R) ~b!; j—experiment,J1R5J1 /(J11J2); J2R

5J2 /(J11J2)20.889.
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1. The resonance line withg2 is typical for many mag-
netic centers, among them the Fe31 ion. Line 1 with g1 ,
unlike the case of line2 with g2 , is characteristic only for
ions with spin S55/2. For example, a resonance line wi
g54.3 has been observed in a number of studies4–6 of the
EPR spectrum of the iron ion in silicate glasses, which, l
the polycrystalline sample studied here, have no long-ra
order. A detailed analysis of the results of a study of the E
spectrum of iron ions in amorphous substances is given
Ref. 7. In that paper it is shown that the spectrum consis
of two resonance lines withg'2 andg'4.3 belong to the
Fe31 ion. The authors of Ref. 7 also assume that the re
nance lines with the giveng factors can be assigned to di
ferent magnetic centers that differ in the value of the lo
symmetry component of the crystalline field acting on t
magnetic ion. The line withg'2 corresponds to a center
which the low-symmetry component of the crystalline fie
is much less than the Zeeman energy. The line withg'4.3
corresponds to a center at which the low-symmetry com
nent of the crystalline field is much larger than the Zeem
energy.

2. The transition from the low-temperature to the hig
temperature form of the spectrum does not occur abrup
but gradually@Figs. 1a and 4b#. Therefore structural phas
transitions cannot be responsible for this change of the in
sity of the EPR spectrum with temperature.

It should be noted that the temperature-related chan
shown in Fig. 1 cannot be due to temperature dependenc
the parametersD andE of the initial splitting.2 In that case
the spectrum would consist of a single resonance line wh
would coincide with line1 at low temperatures and would g
over smoothly to line2 as the temperature was raised.

In the usual situation the intensity of an EPR resona
line is proportional to the number of magnetic ions for t
given transition. The observed redistribution of the inten
ties of lines1 and 2 @Figs. 1a and 4b# is indicative of a
change of the number of magnetic ions corresponding to
different centers.

Analysis of the temperature dependence of the E
spectrum shown in Figs. 1 and 4 and the results of Re
lead one to the conclusion that, at least for some of the m
netic centers, the low-symmetry component of the crystal
field acting on the Fe31 ion in C21H14Br4O5S is much larger
than the Zeeman energy at low temperatures and m
smaller than the Zeeman energy at high temperatures.

It is apparently more correct to interpret the describ
changes in the EPR spectrum with temperature not as
motion of the Fe31 ions from one inequivalent position t
another but as the transition of the magnetic center from
state to another.

3. It should be emphasized that the magnetic cen
under study have a number of peculiar properties:~a! the
existence of a low-temperature, low-symmetry and a hi
temperature, high-symmetry state of the magnetic cent
~b! the presence of a temperature region in which the E
spectrum of both states is observed;~c! a decrease of the
intensity of the low-temperature component of the spectr
and an increase of the intensity of the high-temperature c
ponent with increasing temperature.

The described characteristic behavior of the magn
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centers is inherent to systems with multiwell potentials. T
most-studied system with a multiwell potential is the Jah
Teller ion of divalent copper in an octahedral crystalline e
vironment. The temperature-induced changes in the inten
of the spectra corresponding to the low- and high-symme
states for such systems is usually described with the aid
the ‘‘dynamic averaging’’ model.8 According to that model,
the spectrum and deformation are averaged as a resu
rapid ‘‘hops’’ of the system from one potential well to an
other. This mechanism of dynamic averaging of the deform
tions has been described in many papers.

The fact that the temperature-related changes in the E
spectrum of the Fe31 ion in C21H14Br4O5S agree with the
analogous changes of the EPR spectrum of a well-stud
system with a multiwell potential suggests that the molecu
surrounding the Fe31 ion in C21H14Br4O5S have severa
energy-equivalent deformations corresponding to low sy
metry of the environment of the Fe31 ion. In that case the
unusual temperature dependence of the spectrum is due
feature of the dynamics of the molecules surrounding
Fe31 ion.

It should be noted here that Fe31 is an S ion and, ac-
cording to the usual concepts, the appearance of the Ja
Teller effect is improbable for this ion. However, it is po
sible that a multiwell system exists in C21H14Br4O5S. The
nature of this system is apparently analogous to that
scribed in Ref. 9 and observed in the EPR spectrum of
Fe31 ion in polyparaphenylene. According to Ref. 9, th
Fe31 ion has a stationary position between two aroma
fragments of neighboring polyparaphenylene molecules
calculation9 of the energy of the magnetic center shows th
at a certain value of the distance between aromatic fragm
the stationary position of the Fe31 ion does not lie at the
center but is displaced toward one of the fragments. If
aromatic fragments are equivalent, then the magnetic ion
two stationary positions separated by a potential barrier.

In the framework of a system with a multiwell potenti
one can explain the unusual temperature dependence o
intensity of the resonance line1 ~Fig. 1! of the EPR spec-
trum, the unusual behavior of the width of resonance lin2
@Fig. 2b#, and a number of other features of the temperat
dependence of the spectrum. The physical picture of the p
nomena that occur here is as follows.

At helium temperature the surrounding molecules
‘‘frozen’’ at the bottoms of the potential wells correspondin
to the largest value of the low-symmetry component of
crystalline field. Here the anisotropy of the electric field
maximum and one therefore observes resonance line1. As
the temperature is raised, some of the magnetic center
into excited vibronic states. The excited states of syste
with a multiwell potential are, as a rule, less anisotropic th
the ground state.3 Above-barrier states~states whose energ
is higher than the height of the barrier separating the po
tial wells!3 are the least anisotropic. Occupation of t
above-barrier states increases the contribution to reson
line 2 of the EPR spectrum@Figs. 1a and 4b#. Increasing the
number of magnetic centers found in the excited state le
to a decrease in the number of magnetic centers in
ground state. This circumstance is the cause of the decr
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of the intensity of resonance line1 with increasing tempera
ture @see Figs. 1a and 4b#.

The unusual temperature dependence of the width
resonance line2 @Fig. 2b# is due to the distribution of mag
netic centers over excited states. The higher the energy o
excited state, the less the magnetic ion feels the lo
symmetry electric field. If the energy of excitation is grea
than the height of the barrier between potential wells~above-
barrier states!, the influence of this component becom
minimal or zero.

At high temperatures a large fraction of the magne
centers are found in the above-barrier states. The EPR s
trum of these centers is determined by theg factor of the
transition 11/2↔21/2. The value of theg factor of the
resonance line corresponding to this transition is close to
value g52.0. Here the linewidth due to the contributio
from this transition is small, amounting toDH250.986 kOe
@see Fig. 2b#.

At low temperatures an appreciable fraction of the m
netic centers are found in above-barrier excited states.
lower the excitation energy, the larger in the influence of
low-symmetry component of the electric field and the farth
the resonance lines of the transitions65/2↔63/2 lie from
the line of the transition11/2↔21/2. As a result of the
orientational averaging over directions of the symmetry ax
the contribution of the transitions65/2↔63/2 and
63/2↔61/2 in the low-temperature region will lead t
broadening of resonance line2. The lower the temperature
the larger the contribution to line2 from below-barrier ex-
cited states in comparison with the above-barrier states.
is the reason for the broadening of resonance line2 with
decreasing temperature.

It should be noted that the mechanism described ab
for the temperature-related changes in the EPR spec
should, in pure form, lead to the complete vanishing of lin2
at low temperatures. Such a change was observed in Re
A similar redistribution of the energy is observed
C21H14Br4O5S. However, even atT54.2 K line 2 still has
of
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significant intensity. This is apparently due to the presenc
a static distribution of deformations of the molecular en
ronment of the magnetic ion, which, as in Ref. 9, leads to
appearance of two types of magnetic centers: a symme
center, which contributes to line2, and an asymmetric cente
which manifests the properties of a multiwell system.

4. CONCLUSION

Studies of the microwave absorption resonance lines
impurity Fe31 in bromcresol green have made it possible
characterize the dynamics of the molecules of this substa
We have shown that in the framework of the proposed mo
of dynamic transitions one can explain the temperature
pendence of the EPR spectra of a number of molecular s
stances having in common the presence of physical syst
with multiwell potentials.
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Interaction of Pr 3¿ optical centers in the Y 2SiO5 crystal

Yu. V. Malyukin,1) P. N. Zhmurin, A. N. Lebedenko, M. A. Sholkina, and B. V. Grinev
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It is shown on the basis of studies of the optical spectra and luminescence decay of
nonequivalent Pr31 optical centers in the Y2SiO5 crystal that the occupation of the nonequivalent
cation sites of the crystal lattice by the activator ions is irregular. For excitation in the
region of the optical transitions3H4→1D2in the temperature interval 6–80 K there is no transfer
of electronic excitation energy between Pr31 ions localized in different cation sites. The
luminescence decay law of the Pr31 optical centers is determined by the concentration of activator
ions and has a complicated non-single-exponential character; the quenching of the
luminescence of the Pr31 ions is due to the formation of dimers of these ions. ©2002
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1449186#
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1. INTRODUCTION

Intensive investigation of the optical and luminesce
properties of oxyorthosilicate crystals activated by rare-ea
~RE! ions is motivated by the search for new materials
laser, display, and scintillation devices.1–7 In oxyorthosilicate
crystals the RE impurity ions form nonequivalent optic
centers. It is of topical interest to elucidate the possi
mechanisms of interaction between them.

The unit cell of Y2SiO5 ~YSO! contains two nonequiva
lent Y31 cation sites with a different coordination enviro
ment.3,8 Therefore, Pr31 ions in the YSO crystal form two
optical centers, which we shall call optical centers of typ
and type II.9–11 This raises two important questions havin
both applied and fundamental aspects. First, how do the P31

ions occupy the nonequivalent cation sites of YSO? Seco
is there an interaction between the Pr31 impurity ions found
in different cation sites?

Both the first and second questions have been part
discussed in Refs. 11 and 12. However, a more detailed
perimental study of these questions by the technique of
lective excitation of the nonequivalent Pr31 optical centers is
presented here for the first time. For example, in Ref. 1
was concluded on the basis of an analysis of the variatio
the integrated intensity of the spectral lines of the two opti
centers that the occupation of the nonequivalent cation s
of YSO by Pr31 ions is irregular. This conclusion require
further quantitative refinement: it is necessary to elucid
how the average distance between Pr31 optical centers
changes as the concentration of activator ions in the Y
crystal is increased.

In the YSO crystal under selective excitation of the Pr31

optical centers of type I in the region of the resonance tr
sition 3H4→3P0 the luminescence spectrum correspond
to optical transitions1D2→3H4 from the metastable level o
the 1D2 term contains spectral lines belonging to Pr31 opti-
cal center of type II.12 The concentration of activator ions i
541063-777X/2002/28(1)/4/$22.00
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that case was 0.1 at. %. The spectral features and the p
ence of an ascending part of the experimental luminesce
decay curve of the type-II Pr31 optical centers~see Fig. 3 in
Ref. 12! attest to the transfer of electronic excitation ener
between nonequivalent Pr31 optical centers.12 This observa-
tion has not been given the necessary explanation.

We note that the transfer of energy between nonequ
lent RE-ion optical centers in crystals is intimately related
the important problem of creating intensely luminescing s
ichiometric materials for microlasers.13 In Ref. 13 an idea for
obtaining intense luminescence of stoichiometric rare-ea
ions, i.e., ions incorporated regularly in the crystal, was fi
set forth. The essence of this idea is that rare-earth ions
corporated regularly in a crystal lattice should be separa
by extended isolating complexes in order to ensure a w
interaction between ions. Intense luminescence has b
observed13–17 in the crystals NdP5O14, NdxLa12xP5O14,
NdLiP4O12, and NdAl3~BO3)4 . However, in some cases18

the luminescence of stoichiometric RE ions is strong
quenched. This is due to the appearance of several op
centers in the crystal in spite of the fact that the RE ions
incorporated regularly in the crystal lattice. The exact mic
scopic nature of the multicenteredness in stoichiometric c
tals is unclear and is probably due to the uncontrolled de
state of the crystal lattice. At the same time, in oxyorthos
cate crystals RE impurity ions form two distinct types
optical centers,9–11 making it possible to study the bas
regularities of the energy transfer in such systems.

To answer the above questions, in the present study
have for the first time used selective excitation of Pr31 op-
tical centers in the YSO crystal at the transition3H4→1D2

and measurement of the luminescence decay curves. In
analysis of the latter we have used the well-known relati
ships between the shape of the luminescence decay cu
for impurity ions in the case of concentration quenching a
migration of excitation energy.19
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The experiments were done on the equipment descr
in detail in Refs. 9–11. For varying the temperature of
samples we used a temperature-regulated optical cryo
The samples were in helium vapor. YSO:Pr31 crystals with
different concentrations of activator ions~0.3, 0.6, and 1.8
at. %! were grown by the Czochralski method.

The selective luminescence of nonequivalent Pr31 opti-
cal centers in the YSO crystal was excited in the region
the optical transitions3H4→1D2~absorption lines of optica
centers of type I are denoted by a number alone, and th
for type II by a number with an asterisk! @Fig. 1a#.9–11 Using
a frequency-tunable narrow-band laser (DnFWHM;0.1
cm21), we obtained the luminescence spectrum for each
tical center~in the luminescence spectra of the optical ce
ters of type I the spectral lines are denoted by a num
alone, and those for type II by a number with an asteri!
@Fig. 1b#. The luminescence spectra did not change when
laser lines was tuned over the spectral lines of the1D2 mul-
tiplet for each optical center@Fig. 1a#. We note in particular
that under selective excitation of one Pr31 optical center in
the YSO crystal at the transition3H4→1D2the luminescence
spectrum of the second Pr31 optical center was not observe
at any concentration of activator ions nor at any tempera
in the interval 6–80 K.

The luminescence decay of nonequivalent optical cen
in a YSO:Pr31 crystal with a minimum concentration of ac
tivator ions ~0.3 at. %! was described by an exponenti
law.11 In Fig. 2 we clearly see the deviation of the lumine
cence decay curves from an exponential law when the c
centration of Pr31 ions is raised above 0.3 at. %. The high

FIG. 1. Absorption spectra at the transition3H4→1D2~a! and luminescence
spectra at the transition1D2→3H4 ~b! for two types of Pr31 optical centers
in the YSO crystal. The spectral lines of the optical transitions of P31

optical centers of type I are indicated by a number, and those for cente
type II by a number with an asterisk. The spectral lines 1 and 1* correspond
to optical transitions between the lower Stark components of the terms3H4

and1D2 of the two Pr31 optical centers.
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the concentration of impurity ions, the more strongly t
luminescence decay curves of both optical centers dev
from an exponential law. For the crystal with the highe
concentration of activator ions the luminescence decay of
two Pr31 optical centers depends on temperature in the
terval 6–80 K. In a crystal with an intermediate concent
tion of activator ions we observed a weak temperature
pendence of the luminescence decay curves only for op
centers of the first type. As the temperature was varied in
interval 6–80 K the luminescence decay curves suffere
change at times longer than 40ms, corresponding to long
decay times. At higher temperatures the luminescence at
times was damped more rapidly. The initial parts of the
minescence decay curves~for times less than 40ms after the
excitation pulse! remained practically unchanged.

Within the range of available excitation densities we d
not observe any changes in the shape of the luminesc
decay curves of the two optical centers. Furthermore,
experimental geometry was such that the propagation pat
the luminescence phonons in the samples was minim
(;0.1 mm!, eliminating any influence of a reabsorption e
fect on the shape of the luminescence decay curves.

The progressive deviation of the luminescence de
curves of the Pr31 optical centers from an exponential law
the initial stage~Fig. 2! with increasing concentration of ac
tivator ions means that a transfer of excitation energy to tr
occurs.19 The nature of these traps will be discussed belo
In addition, on the basis of the temperature dependenc
the luminescence decay parameters of the Pr31 optical cen-
ters at long times we should take into consideration the
gration of electronic excitation energy. The migration a
transfer of energy of electronic excitation of Pr31 ions to
traps are due to the dipole–dipole interaction between

of

FIG. 2. Luminescence decay curves of two Pr31 optical centers in the YSO
crystal atT580 K. The luminescence decay curves were taken at the wa
lengths of spectral lines 1 and 1* upon selective excitation of the non
equivalent Pr31 optical centers.
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corresponding pairs.19 In this case the decay of the lumine
cence of the donors~Pr31 ions! is described by the following
dependence:19

I d~ t !5I 0 expS 2
t

t0
2aAt/t02b

t

t0
D , ~1!

a57.4•R0
3ctr , ~2!

b58.6•R0
3/2~Dt0!3/4ctr , ~3!

wheret0 is the decay constant for the luminescence of
donors in the absence of traps,R0 is the critical radius for
transfer of electronic excitation energy,D is the diffusion
coefficient for the energy of electronic excitation, andctr is
the concentration of traps.

In a YSO:Pr31 crystal with a small~0.3 at. %! concen-
tration of activator ions relation~1! describes a purely expo
nential decay of the luminescence under the condit
a50 andb50. By approximating the experimental curve
in this case one can determine the exponential decay
stants of the luminescence for the first (t0

15108 ms! and
second (t0

25145 ms! types of luminescence. The time co
stants found did not vary with temperature in the inter
6–80 K.11 In order to use relation~1! correctly for approxi-
mating the luminescence decay curves of the Pr31 optical
centers in the samples with the intermediate and highest
centrations of activator ions, it is necessary to assign a
cific value and physical meaning to the parameters appea
in relations~2! and~3!. In particular, the conditiona.0 and
b50 means that a transfer of excitation energy from
donors to the traps occurs in the system in the absenc
migration, and the luminescence decay curve should dev
from a purely exponential law.19 Under the conditiona50
Note: The parameters have the following dimensions:t0 ~s!; ctr ~cm ),
e

n

n-

l

n-
e-
ng

e
of
te

and b.0, migration of excitation energy occurs, and t
luminescence decay curve remains exponential with
temperature-dependent decay constant.19

A reasonable value ofR0 can be obtained from experi
ment in the following way. In the sample with an intermed
ate concentration of activator ions~0.6 at. %! the lumines-
cence decay of the second type is close to exponential an
described by relation~1! with a50.14 andb50. This means
that the transfer of electronic excitation energy to traps
only nascent, and migration of energy by a diffusion mec
nism is absent. For this case we can estimate the ave
distance between Pr31 optical centers of the second type. W
take into account that the unit cell of the YSO crystal co
tains 8 formula units of Y2SiO5 ~Refs. 3 and 8!. The accu-
racy of the estimate of the average distance between P31

optical centers can be improved substantially by using
results of Ref. 20, according to which the square of the
pole moment (d1) for the transition3H4↔1D2 for Pr31 op-
tical centers of the first type is larger by a factor of 1.36 th
that for the second type (d2). Interestingly, the ratiot0

1/t0
2

51.34 gives just such a value. The ratio of the integra
intensities of spectral lines 1 and 1* is approximately equa
to three. However, when it is taken into account th
(d2 /d1)251.34, one can state that the real occupation
cation sites of the first type in the YSO lattice by Pr31 ions is
2.24 times larger than for the sites of the second type. C
sequently, for a total concentration of activator ions of 0
at. % only 0.21 at. % of them go to the formation of optic
centers of the second type. Their concentration is;3.3
31019 cm23, and the average distance between them
31 Å. This distance can be taken asR0 .

If R0531 Å, then, using relation~2! for a50.14, we
find the concentration of trapsctr56.331017 cm23, which is
almost two orders of magnitude different from the conce
31
TABLE I. Parameters of the approximation of the luminescence damping curves for Prions in the Y2SiO5 crystal.

23 2 21
D ~cm s ).
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tration of donors~optical centers of the second type!. The
traps cannot be uncontrolled impurities, since their conc
tration in the stock used for activation of the YSO cryst
was at least three orders of magnitude lower than that.

Apparently, the traps may be associates~most likely
dimers! of Pr31 ions. Their presence is confirmed by th
appearance of additional concentration-dependent spe
lines in YSO:Pr31 samples with high concentrations of ac
vator ions.11 When the topology of the YSO lattice is take
into account, at a concentration of Pr31 ions equal to 0.6
at. %, about 1.7% of the optical centers of the second t
will be ion pairs. Their concentration is;5.631017cm23,
which is close in value to the calculated trap concentrat
(ctr;6.331017 cm23).

The numerical estimates given above for the parame
appearing in relations~2! and~3! permit a full analysis of the
experimental luminescence decay curves in YSO:Pr31 crys-
tals with intermediate and high concentrations of activa
ions. The results of an approximation of the experimen
luminescence decay curves of the samples at temperatur
1.5 and 77 K with the use of relation~1!, in which the pa-
rametersa andb were varied, are presented in Table I. U
ing the numerical values of the parametersa andb and also
R0531 Å, we calculated the trap concentration and the d
fusion coefficient of the electronic excitation energy for ea
case. As expected, the value of the diffusion coefficient
electronic excitation energy decreases with decreasing
perature. That is, the diffusion of the electronic excitati
energy of the Pr31 impurity ions is of a thermally activated
character.

The data in Table I indicate that when the concentrat
of activator ions in the YSO crystal increases from 0.3 to
at. %, migration of excitation energy occurs only for Pr31

optical centers of the first type. Consequently, with incre
ing activator concentration the average distance betw
Pr31 impurity ions actually decreases. Such a conclus
cannot be reached on the basis of the spectral data11 alone.
The point is that with increasing concentration of Pr31 acti-
vator ions the formation and growth of clusters of these io
can occur. Then, starting with a certain concentration of P31

ions, its further increase would lead to the growth of cluste
while the average distance between Pr31 ions would not
change.

The absence of spectral lines belonging to the lumin
cence of type II optical centers upon the selective excita
of type I optical centers at the transition3H4→2D2indicates
the absence of transfer of excitation energy between n
equivalent Pr31 optical centers. However, the selective ex
tation of Pr31 optical centers of type I at the optical trans
tion 3H4→3P0 leads to the transfer of excitation energ
toward type II Pr31 centers.12 Here the energy transfer oc
curs between metastable levels of the multiplet1D2 after
completion of the radiationless relaxation3P0→1D2 with
large Stokes losses.12 As a result of radiationless relaxatio
3P0→1D2 an energy of;4000 cm21 is dissipated at each
impurity center. One can therefore assume that the la
number of phonons arising as a result of dissipation of
excess energy stimulates the transfer of energy between
equivalent Pr31 optical centers in the YSO crystal.
n-
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CONCLUSION

The complicated luminescence decay law of nonequi
lent optical centers in the YSO:Pr31 crystal at a concentra
tion of activator ions 0.6 at. % and higher is due migration
the electronic excitation energy via Pr31 ions of the same
type and to the transfer of energy to quenching centers.
traps for the electronic excitation energy are dimers of
activator ions. Depending on the activator concentration,
luminescence decay of two nonequivalent optical centers
be substantially different. These last two facts can hav
detrimental effect in the case when the activated oxyort
silicates are used as scintillators. Even though the freque
shift between metastable levels of the1D2 term of the two
Pr31 optical centers is not large (;50 cm21), upon their
selective excitation in the region of the transitions3H4

→1D2 there is no transfer of electronic excitation ener
between them. In contradistinction to this, upon the selec
excitation of Pr31 optical centers of the first type at a tran
sition of 3H4 the transfer of energy to the second type
optical centers can occur with the participation of phonon
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Low-temperature unsteady creep of parahydrogen single crystals
L. A. Alekseeva,* A. V. Pustovalova, V. I. Khatuntsev, and Yu. V. Butenko
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The low-temperature plasticity of single crystals of solid parahydrogen~orthohydrogen
concentration;0.2%, nonhydrogen impurities;1.531024%, and isotopic impurities of
hydrogen — deuterium —@D#/@H#;(5 – 6)31023%! in the is investigated in the temperature
range 1.8–4.2 K under conditions of sample creep under the influence of a static mechanical
stresss. A complicated dependence of the constant of the logarithmic creep ofp-H2 on the stress
and temperature is observed, along with the anomalous features of the creep that indicate
either the possible involvement of vacancies in the kinetics of the unsteady creep of parahydrogen
single crystals at smalls or the coherent motion of kinks on dislocations. ©2002 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1449187#
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1. INTRODUCTION

The physics of such phenomena as plasticity a
strength is based on the concept of the existence of im
fections of the crystal lattice which are carriers of plas
deformation~see, e.g., Refs. 1 and 2!. The kinetics of defor-
mation in the case of solid H2 is of great interest, since H2
belongs to an unusual group of crystalline objects—quan
crystals.3 At sufficiently low temperatures the low
dimensional defects in them take on substantially quan
properties and can tunnel through the potential barriers s
rating one equilibrium position from another in the lattic
For this reason the behavior of these crystals under load
exhibit quantum features, in particular, their quantum flow
a temperature of absolute zero under the influence of
tremely small forces.4 In view of the small mass of the H2
molecules, the high amplitude of the zero-point lattice vib
tions and the weak intermolecular interaction in the latti
and also the fact that the Debye temperature of H2 is almost
an order of magnitude higher than the temperature of c
tallization ~see Ref. 3 and references therein!, the manifesta-
tion of quantum effects~from the participation of quantum
fluctuations to the coherent band motion of defects, includ
those of a dislocation character! can be observed in the ki
netic properties of hydrogen practically throughout the en
existence region of the crystalline state. Quantum effects
manifested most clearly in a phenomenon such as creep
pecially in its unsteady stage. The participation of quant
fluctuations due to the influence of the zero-point vibratio
of dislocation strings5 lends an athermal character to the lo
temperature creep of metallic crystals, which thereby
quires traits of a quantum process. The latter is manifeste
the deviation of the temperature dependence of the c
deformation from that which is characteristic for a therma
activated process as the temperature is lowered. The
steady creep of hydrogen has been investigated previo
on polycrystalline samples.6,7 The single-crystal nature of th
581063-777X/2002/28(1)/3/$22.00
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samples makes it easier to ascertain the characteristic d
mation mechanisms and to observe and study subtle
cesses and phenomena of dislocation kinetics, which
masked in polycrystals by grain boundaries and structu
defects in the interior of the grains. At the same time, ther
no information about the characteristic of unsteady creep
single crystals ofp-H2 . In this paper we present the resul
of a study of the kinetics of plastic flow ofp-H2 single
crystals deformed in the creep regime under the influenc
a static stresss at temperatures of 1.8–4.2 K and of a vari
tion of s and T. It is found that the creep ofp-H2 single
crystals in the unsteady stage has a logarithmic time dep
dence. Anomalous behavior of the constant of logarithm
creep is observed, and it is conjectured that it is due to
manifestation of quantum effects in the kinetics of low
temperature plasticity ofp-H2 single crystals.

2. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

For preparation of the samples we used H2 that had been
purified by diffusion through Ni or generated by a calibrat
source of the industrial type~SKhPV-500!. The most highly
purified fractions of H2 were not used because it was impo
sible to obtain solid samples from them.8 The samples were
grown at a rate of 0.2–0.5 mm/min in a liquid-4He-cooled
glass ampoule of the cryostat described in Ref. 9 fr
the liquid phase of p-H2 (@D#/@H#;(5 – 6)31023%)
which had reached the equilibrium ortho–para composit
(;0.2% o-H2! during a long hold in the presence o
Fe~OH!3 . The loading of the annealed samples was done
means of the arm of a beam balance~sensitivity6200 mg!.
The change in length of the samples was measured by
inductive displacement sensor with an accuracy
61025 cm.

The temperature of the ends of the crystals was mo
tored by two semiconductor resistance thermometers with
accuracy of 6231022 K. The monocrystallinity of the
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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59Low Temp. Phys. 28 (1), January 2002 Alekseeva et al.
samples was confirmed by their visual observation in cros
polarizers. The absence of planar defects was judged f
the characteristic irreversibility of the change in the dime
sions and shape of the deformed samples.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The typical form curves of the time (t) dependence o
the relative elongation« of the p-H2 single-crystal samples
is shown in Fig. 1 for various values of the stress and
temperatures of 4.2 and 1.8 K. It was found that holding
p-H2 single crystals under an applied static stresss ~even a
low one! leads to a continuous increase of their origin
length with time, and creep is observed at all values of
temperature down to 1.8 K. Here there occurs both an ins
taneous growth of the length, observed directly at the time
application of the load, and a subsequent growth in the tr
sient ~unsteady! state. As time goes on, the«(t) curves ex-
hibit stages of steady creep with a constant rate of strai
the p-H2 . For large values ofs the stages of accelerate
creep with extremely intense development of the deform
tion of the samples are rapidly reached.

To ascertain the character of the change in deforma
of p-H2 single crystals in time we used a logarithmic,«
5a ln(bt11), and a power-law,«5Atn, dependence of the
creep, with constantsa, b, A, andn. In addition, the experi-
mental curves of the creep«(t) were approximated by the
sum function «5a ln(bt11)1Atn by the Levenberg–
Marquardt method.10,11A comparison of the rms deviation o
the experimental curves from the theoretical showed that
trend of the observed functions«(t) at the investigated val
ues ofT ands is described by a logarithmic function over
wide interval of their values. The role of the power-law ter
in this is insignificant and may be neglected completely.

To obtain the dependence of the constanta on tempera-
ture and stress,p-H2 single crystals that had been subject
to a stresss at T5const were heated to a higher temperat
or the applied stress was increased to a higher level.
experiments showed that changingT or s leads to a change
of the constanta. The sign of this change is determined b
the temperature and the value of the stress. The anoma
directionality of the trend ofa~s! ~in comparison with the
conventional growth of the logarithmic creep constant w
stress! is shown in Fig. 2.1! In a comparative analysis w

FIG. 1. Curves of the creep ofp-H2 single crystals at temperatures of 4.2
~curves1, 3, 5! and 1.8 K~curves2, 4, 6! and at various values of the stres
s @gf/mm2#: 1.0 ~1!, 0.9 ~2!, 0.8 ~3!, 0.7 ~4!, 2.1 ~5,6!.
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used a selection of identical single crystals with appro
mately the same orientation of thec axis relative to the axis
of tension with allowance for the anisotropy of the mecha
cal properties of hcpp-H2 ~Ref. 8!. We see the regions
of loads which are characterized by satisfaction of the
equalities as2

2 ,as1
~under the conditions2.s1! and

a4.2 K,a1.8 K. The fact that the complicated shapes of the
curves obtained atT51.8 and 4.2 K are remarkably identica
and are of a reproducible character attests to the reliabilit
the experimental results.

In view of the fact that the curves given in Fig. 2 we
obtained at the edges of the investigated temperature in
val, it can be assumed that the same features are also pr
inside the interval. The generality of thea(s1)) curves ob-
tained for different temperatures is indicative of a commo
ality of the mechanisms governing the development of
deformation of single-crystalp-H2 with time under the con-
ditions T,s5const for each of the three regions: regio
1—fall-off of a with increasing s at small s; region
2—subsequent growth ofa with increasing s; region
3—decrease of the logarithmic creep constanta with in-
creasings. In the first region the values ofa do not depend
on temperature. The second and third regions are chara
ized by an explicit temperature effect, and one observe
tendency for the critical values of the stress for successio
the different regions to shift with changing temperature. T
‘‘background’’ values ofa ~and certain fragments of th
curves! are close to those observed in the case of polycr
talline H2 ~see Refs. 6 and 7 for details!.

Thus it follows from the data obtained that: 1! with de-
creasing temperature the value of the deformation of equ
loadedp-H2 crystals increases, i.e., it behaves anomalou
from the standpoint of the concepts of thermally activa
plasticity; 2! when a certain threshold value of the load

FIG. 2. Curves of the logarithmic creep constanta for p-H2 single crystals
versus the reduced stress in normalized coordinates atT54.2 ~s! and 1.8 K
~d!.
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reached, an unstable state of enhanced plasticity arises i
deformedp-H2 crystal; this state can be observed from t
appearance of a sharp, narrow peak on thea~s! curve.

A logarithmic law of creep is characteristic for low
temperature dislocation creep.5,12 In that case a single crysta
with the hcp lattice is the most easily analyzed system fr
the standpoint of the motion of dislocations and dislocat
fluxes.1,12 At comparatively highs the decrease ofa with
increasings in p-H2 is apparently due not only to a decrea
of the mean free path of the dislocations but also a chang
their density, as a rule,12 as a result of the their accumulatio
in front of subboundaries in the single crystal. It follow
from Fig. 2 that the critical stress for this process to co
into play increases with decreasing temperature.

The mobility of dislocations in region 2 forp-H2 single
crystals is governed by the presence of isotopic impurity
the samples and a residual impurity of the ortho modifi
tion. In this case the effective mean free path of dislocati
can be influenced both by isolated ortho molecules and
ortho pairs arising as a result of the electrostatic quadrupo
quadrupole interaction betweeno-H2 molecules13 ~at an
o-H2 concentration of;0.2% the probability of the appea
ance of larger clusters at the temperatures under stud
negligible!.14 In the case of the interaction of edge disloc
tions with HD or D2 molecules the interaction energy is 4.4
or 9.04 K, respectively.15 The most difficult to overcome o
the binary clusters also require the expenditure of an ene
of the order of 3.2 K.14 Like the isotopic molecules, thes
obstacles can be overcome by dislocations either by pu
mechanical means under the applied stress or with the
of quantum fluctuations.5,16

At low stresses~region 1! the development of deforma
tion is due either to the motion of vacancies17 or by disloca-
tion kinks in the Peierls relief,18–20 which is distorted by
ortho and isotopic impurities. In view of the anomalous d
crease ofa with increasings, the observed features of th
deformation ofp-H2 can be described in terms of the qua
tum motion of defects. It may be assumed that the motion
the dislocation kinks is of a coherent character20–22 and
comes about mainly in the secondary Peierls relief un
conditions of a slightly irregular crystal. It follows from Fig
2 that the creation of ‘‘quasi-kinks’’ with increasings does
not occur, and that the development of deformation of
p-H2 is due solely to the existing dislocation configuration

The narrow, sharp peak on thea~s! curves may be evi-
dence of growth of the effects of correlated motion of dis
cations as a result of the evolution of the defect structure
the p-H2 samples with increasings. The presence of a par
allel organizing process which leads to fragmentation of
p-H2 samples competes with the main processes respon
for its low-temperature plasticity.

In closing we note that the presence of impurities
p-H2 , as it turned out, facilitates the realization of irreve
ible changes in the dimensions and shape of thep-H2

samples, and these changes were observed in the experi
This is partly analogous to an effect observed in Ref. 19
widening of the temperature interval in which macrosco
quantum effects are observed in the plastic deformation
b-Sn single crystals containing a small amount~0.01 at.%! of
cadmium impurity.
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1!As the reduction parameter along the abscissa we have used the qu

s* , which is normalized by the ultimate loadssb corresponding to the
maximum deformation ofp-H2 reached in tensile testing. Analysis showe
that sb is practically independent of temperature:sb(4.2 K)58.6 gf/mm2,
sb(1.8 K)58.9 gf/mm2.
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Irreversible magnetostriction and magnetization of superconducting 2 H-NbSe2 single
crystals in a peak-effect regime
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Magnetostriction measurements in the mixed state of superconducting 2H-NbSe2 single crystals
under in-plane magnetic fields 0–12 T have revealed a peak on the magnetostriction
versus magnetic field dependences in the vicinity of the upper critical fieldHc2. The peak value
of the longitudinal magnetostriction is higher by more than an order of magnitude in
comparison with that of the transverse magnetostriction when measured along the hexagonal
axis. Analysis of the measured field dependences of the magnetostriction and magnetization of
2H-NbSe2 allows one to relate the observed peculiarities of magnetostriction with the loss
of order in the lattice of Abrikosov vortices, which occurs by a first-order phase transition.
© 2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1449178#
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1. INTRODUCTION

The observation of giant magnetostriction in hig
temperature superconductors,1–3 along with establishing its
relation to the interactions between the crystal lattice in
mogeneities and the arrangement of Abrikosov vortices,4 en-
ables one to use magnetostriction measurements as a to
examination of a variety of phenomena in the vortex ass
bly, which results from magnetic flux pinning. An importa
direction in this field of investigation is elucidation of th
origin of the peak effect, which is the peak on the field d
pendences of the critical current near the upper critical fi
Hc2, manifested as the maximum on the field dependence
the irreversible magnetization,5 and of its connection with
the phase transitions in a flux-line lattice.6 It should be men-
tioned that an advantage of magnetic studies of the p
effect is that they provide direct data on the thermodyna
parameters of the transition.

Many years of research on the field dependences of
critical currents and magnetization of type-II supercondu
ors have shown that in general the peak effect is observe
different ranges of magnetic fields between the lowerHc1

and upperHc2 critical fields, and the shape of the peak
described by an expression (Hc2)nf (b), with f (b) similar at
all temperatures belowTSN, whereb is the reduced magneti
induction in the sample, andn51–3, depending on the typ
of pinning center and the pinning mechanism involved.5 The
peaks on the field dependences of the magnetostriction w
observed in Refs. 2, 7, and 8 on single crystals of hi
temperature superconductors~HTSCs! of the 1-2-3 type with
rare-earth substitutions, polycrystals of Nb–Ti alloys, a
single crystals of the layered compound 2H-NbSe2, respec-
61063-777X/2002/28(1)/5/$22.00
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tively. For HTSCs it was shown2 that the peaks in the inter
mediate field range correspond to the traditional mechani
of pinning (n52.5). For explanation of the observed valu
n54.5 for the magnetostriction peak in Nb–Ti the field d
pendence of the Young’s moduli of the crystal lattice w
taken into account. The valuen56.560.2 for the magneto-
striction in 2H-NbSe2 will be analyzed in the present work

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The measurements were performed on high-qua
single crystals of the superconducting compound 2H-NbSe2
with a superconducting transition temperatureTSN57.2 K.

2.1. Magnetostriction measurements

The magnetostriction measurements were performed
cryogenic capacitance dilatometer.8 The longitudinall(a,a)

FIG. 1. Magnetostrictionl versus magnetic field measurements.
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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7Low Temp. Phys. 28 (1), January 2002 Eremenko et al.
and transversel(c,a) magnetostriction values were me
sured in a field applied in the basal plane of the sample al
the a axis. The measurements ofl(c,a) and l(a,a) in in-
creased field at temperatureT51.5 K are presented in Fig. 1
It is clearly seen that at fields nearHc2 a pronounced peak i
observed, and the absolute values ofl(c,a) are much lower
than those forl(a,a).

2.2. Magnetization measurements

The magnetization measurements were performed a
the crystallographicc direction by means of a magnetic c
pacitance torquemeter technique.9 The absolute values of th
magnetization were obtained using a calibration coil.10

The measurements at temperatureT51.5 K are shown in
Fig. 2. Figure 3 presents the irreversible component of m
netization for different temperatures. Figure 4 demonstra
the irreversible magnetostriction and magnetization in
duced coordinates. For the magnetostriction and magne
tion measurements the scaling law withn56.560.2 is ful-
filled.

3. DISCUSSION

The unit cell of this compound comprises two san
wiches. Each of them is a hexagonally packed plane of
between two hexagonally packed planes of Se. The pla
are shifted with respect to each other, and atoms of Se f
a trigonal environment of the Nb atoms. The Nb planes
responsible for the superconductivity of this compound. T

FIG. 3. Field dependence of the irreversible magnetization.

FIG. 2. Absolute magnetization measurements along the c direction fo
in-plane direction of the magnetic field. The inset shows the enlarged re
of the peak effect.
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distance between the nearest Nb planes isd5c/256.27 Å,
wherec is the lattice spacing along the hexagonal axis. T
in-plane lattice parameters area5b53.45 Å. The ratio of
the lattice parameters attests to pronounced crystallogra
anisotropy. At the same time 2H-NbSe2 should not be con-
sidered as a quasi-two-dimensional superconductor, as its
perconducting coherence length along the hexagonal ax
twice the interplane spacingjc.d (jc(0)523 Å!. This is a
typical highly anisotropic superconductor (jab(0)578 Å!,
which is characterized by an anisotropy parameterg
5(M /m)1/25jab /jc53, or in alternative definitions,«2

5m/M'0.09 (m5m15m2 and M5m3 are the effective
electron masses along and normal to the crystallograp
planes!. Such high values of the anisotropy parameters
2H-NbSe2 provide an adequate description of its superco

FIG. 4. Reduced field dependence of the irreversible magnetostriction8 and
magnetization, normalized to their values at the peak.
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ducting properties by the Ginzburg–Landau equations11 with
the anisotropic mass tensor~Ref. 12 and references therein!.
For our casem15m2,m3 ;m1 /m35@Hc2(ic)/Hc2('c)#2.
We take into consideration the following expression

Hc2~u!5F0 /@2p~sin2u1«2cos2u!1/2jab
2 # ~1!

~F0 is the quantum of magnetic flux, andu is the angle
between the direction of the applied magnetic field and thc
axis!, which defines the coherence length values.

Validity of this approach significantly simplifies analys
of the angular dependences of the measured proper
which in part will be considered in this paper.

3.1. Anisotropy of magnetostriction at Hc1ËH™Hc2

The observed differences ofl(c,a) andl(a,a) in fields
below the peak values may be explained in the follow
way. In fields applied along the extended surface of
sample in thea axis direction, magnetic flux penetrates t
sample along theb axis. Under this condition the penetratio
is postponed by a surface barrier until the magnetic fieldH is
increased to the valueH'2.7Hc ~Ref. 5!, whereHc is the
critical field, which is determined by the difference of fre
energy values in the normal and superconducting states,
which is much higher thanHc1. The low-temperature limit of
Hc for the compound under investigation isHc'0.14 T.13 In
this range of magnetic fields the magnetostriction is de
mined by the pressure of the magnetic field and by the r
of elastic constants in different crystallographic directio
From the theory of elasticity the relation betweenl(c,a) and
l(a,a) may be derived:

l~c,a!/l~a,a!52C13~C112C12!/~C11C332C13
2 !.

The right side of this relation includes the components
the elastic-modulus tensor of the crystal lattice. Introduc
their values from Ref. 13, one obtains the ra
l(a,a)/l(c,a)520.76/0.12526.3, which is in good
agreement with the measurements in fields well belowHc2.
When the magnetic flux penetrates the sample along thb
axis, the values ofl(c,a) are determined by the ratios of th
volumes of the normal and superconducting parts of
sample8 and are proportional to the size differencesdT(ic) in
the normal and superconducting states along the dis
guished crystallographic direction in the absence of magn
field. This quantity is determined by the relationdT(ic)
;Hc@]Hc /]P(ic)#, or according to Ref. 13,dT(ic)
;Hc

2/TSN@]TSN/]P(ic)#. Substitution of the values
]TSN/]P(ic)'1.831010 from Ref. 14 gives satisfactory
agreement with the measurements8 dT(ic)'231027. It is
known14 that the in-plane pressure dependence ofTSN differs
significantly from that in thec direction. Pressure along thec
axis weakly increases the transition temperature, while
plane pressure increases it significantly. In first approxim
tion it should be assumed that below the peak values,l(a,a)
is also defined by the volumetric ratio of the normal part
the sample due to weak pinning@the ratio of the depinning
and depairing critical currentsj c / j 051026 ~Ref. 15!, is sur-
prisingly small#. Therefore, the ratio ofl(c,a) to l(a,a) in
a field below the peak is defined by the relati
@]TSN/]P(ic)#/@]TSN/]P('c)#'0.45 ~Ref. 15!, which
satisfies the experimental data for the reversible compo
es,
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of the magnetostriction.8 It appears that for explanation o
the irreversible magnetostriction we cannot neglect the p
ning in the basal plane parallel to applied magnetic field.

3.2. Magnetostriction in the fields near Hc2

In Refs. 16 and 17 the peak effect in the field depe
dences of the critical currents nearHc2 was attributed to the
change of the elastic moduli of the flux-line lattice when t
field approachesHc2. In Ref. 16 it was the decrease of th
shear modulusC66, which occurs faster than the decrease
the pinning force. As a result, the vortices redistribute
accordance with the spatial distribution of pinning centers
the pinning potential relief. This situation corresponds to
loss of spatial order in the flux-line lattice and, in principl
resembles melting processes. It was described in Ref. 1
terms of the correlation volumeVc of the flux-line lattice
regions which can move independently of each other. T
results of this work have been used successfully for exa
nation of transformations in the vortex arrays of anisotro
superconductors. The possibility of transformations devel
ing via a first-order phase transition was analyzed in Ref.
It was suggested that the transition is realized in the fluct
tion regime when the Lindemann criterion20 is fulfilled, i.e.,
when the mean-square amplitude to of the vortex fluctua
displacements amounts to about 0.2a0, wherea0 is the vor-
tex lattice parameter. It is a result of the loss of order in
vortex lattice or the decrease ofVc when the magnetic field
approachesHc2. A comparative analysis of the magnetostri
tion and magnetization measurements allows us to chec
this situation is characteristic for our case. It should be no
that a fluctuation contribution to the behavior of superco
ducting 2H-NbSe2 is probable, as the Ginzburg number,21

which characterizes importance of the fluctuation contrib
tion, is rather high: Gi5kBTSN/Hc

2«j3'1024. For HTSCs it
is of the order of 1022, and for other conventional supercon
ductors it is of the order 1028 ~Ref. 15!. This is, in part, the
reason for the noticeable difference between the fieldsHc2

and H* , whereH* is the field above which all irreversible
characteristics vanish (H* 'Hc2!. The advantage of
2H-NbSe2 for analysis of the transition processes is that,
contrast to HTSCs, there is no flux creep in it, notwithstan
ing the high level of thermal fluctuations. In addition, th
inset in Fig. 2 demonstrates that in the peak regime the m
netization run~the low-field arm of the peak! is irreversible.
It may be proof of a first-order phase transition, on the o
hand, and a manifestation of vortex lattice disordering a
the consequent spread over pinning centers, on the other
the experimental data do not contradict the proposed des
tion.

In comparing the data on the magnetostriction and m
netization we should keep in mind that in the latter case
torque was registered in a tilted field, which is a necess
condition for application of such a measuring technique. T
chosen valueu577° corresponds to the maximum signal22

Analysis of the angular dependences and comparison of
data obtained at differentu is possible due to applicability o
Ginzburg–Landau theory with an anisotropic mass tenso
the compound under study~the relations are presented
Ref. 16!.
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3.3. Phase transition

In order to analyze the possibility that a first-order pha
transition in the vortex array is manifestated in the peak
fect, the relation derived for the flux-line lattice from th
Lindemann criterion19,20 will be used:

Hm~T!5bm~cL /Gi!Hc2~0!~T/TSN!2

3@12~T/TSN!2Hm/Hc2~0!#2, ~2!

wherebm'5.6, cL50.23– 0.15 is the Lindemann criterio
in systems with variable pinning, andHm is the melting field
of the flux-line lattice. The location of the measured hig
field magnetostriction and magnetization peak-effect curv
namelyH* , suits well the value ofHm(T) if the supercon-
ducting parameters of 2H-NbSe2 are substituted into Eq.~2!.
The experimentally observed jump in the equilibrium ma
netization nearH* at T51.5 K is DM'5 G, and the corre-
sponding elongation isDL'231028 mm. Therefore, the
pressure derivative of the transition field may be estima
using the Clapeyron–Clausius relation;DL(ic)/DM
5]H* /]P(ic). Substitution of the magnitudes obtaine
gives a reasonable14 estimate]H* /]P(ic)'0.6– 0.8 G/bar.

3.4. Scaling law for isothermal field dependences of the
magnetostriction

Analysis of the magnetostriction measurements in
peak regime according to the scheme of Refs. 2 and 7 h
shown that the field dependences of the irreversible com
nent of the magnetostrictionl irr(c,a) measured at differen
temperatures follow the scaling lawsM irr;(H* )n and l irr

;(H* )n with the same powern56.560.2. Consequently
for analysis of the observed dependences the concepts d
oped for the trivial peak effect may be used, and the fi
dependences of the elastic moduli of the crystal lattice m
in our case be excluded from consideration of the magn
striction peak. In view of the softening of the flux-line lattic
in a peak-effect regime and the independent displacemen
its parts with the correlation volumeVc , the relation for
collective pinning in the peak region18 may be used for de
scription of the irreversible magnetization:

M irr;~npf p
2/Vc!

1/2, ~3!

wherenp is the density of pinning centers,f p is the elemen-
tary pinning force, andnp

1/2f p is the volume density of the
pinning force. Usually, the latter is characterized by a pow
law dependence onHc2 with a power of 1–3 for different
types of pinning centers.5 Its contribution ton may also be
estimated from analysis of the broad maximum of the m
netization in fields of aboutH52.4 T. The nearly same po
sition of the maxima at different temperatures suggest
matching between the flux-line lattice spacing and the d
tance between the pinning centers involved.5 The flux-line
lattice spacing may be estimated from the well known re
tion a0'(F0 /B)1/25178 Å, which can easily correspond t
the distance between the stacking faults in the Nb pla
arising below the charge-density-wave transition (TCDW

534 K!, with the appearance of an incommensurate struc
of niobium atoms, characterized by a lattice spacing of ab
3a0 ~Ref. 23!. Estimation of the corresponding pinning forc
from Ref. 24 gives the powern1'2.5.
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Now the contribution of the correlation volumeVc will
be estimated. It goes as the inverse square of the tilt
shear moduli of the vortex lattice, or (Hc2)24, which means
that expression~3! comprises a multiplicative factor with th
powern252.

And, finally, the thermofluctuational character of th
transition nearH* means that expression~3! should be
supplemented by a temperature-dependent factor.25 It is de-
termined by temperature dependence of the depinning en
for thermal fluctuations, which to a first approximation
linear in the temperature.5 Using the temperature dependen
of the critical fields, a factor withn352 is obtained.

In this way a total powern56.5 is obtained, which
agress with that derived from magnetostriction and magn
zation measurements in the peak-effect regime.

CONCLUSIONS

It was found that the maximum on the field dependen
of the irreversible magnetostriction in superconducti
2H-NbSe2 corresponds to the field range of structural tran
formations in the vortex array, which is realized after a fir
order phase transition scenario. The measured field de
dence in the peak region is described by a scaling lawl irr

;(H* )6.560.2, similar to that for the irreversible magnetiza
tion M irr;(H* )6.560.2. It is shown that the powern56.5
60.2 is determined by the field dependences of the elem
tary pinning force and correlation volume and by therm
fluctuations near the upper critical field. It should be not
that the analysis presented is the first one of this kind,
similar dependences may be expected for the irrevers
magnetostriction in HTSCs in the high-field peak-effect
gimes. According to the arguments proposed, in conventio
superconductors with a low probability of thermal fluctu
tions the power ofHc2 in the high-field-peak scaling law
should be a few times lower.
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Effect of nonmagnetic impurities on the spontaneous magnetostriction in b-O2 crystals
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X-ray investigations of weak solid solutions of oxygen with argon, krypton, and nitrogen are
done at temperatures in the existence region of the rhombohedralb-O2 phase. It is found
that the spontaneous inhomogeneous magnetostriction effect previously studied in pure oxygen is
enhanced by the introduction of the atomic impurities Ar and Kr and weakened by the
dissolution of nitrogen molecules. The possible reasons for the different effect of atomic and
molecular impurities on the inhomogeneous spontaneous magnetostriction inb-O2 crystals are
discussed. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1449188#
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INTRODUCTION

Oxygen is unique among the simplest molecular s
stances in that it is a molecular magnet. Against the ba
ground of relatively weak van der Waals forces it has a rat
strong intermolecular magnetic interaction. This circu
stance is responsible for the majority of the features of
physical and structural properties of condensed phase
oxygen. In the solid state at equilibrium vapor pressure o
gen has three crystalline phases.1,2 The low-temperature
monoclinic a phase~space groupC2/m, T,23.88 K! and
the intermediate rhombohedralb phase~space groupR3m,
23.88,T,43.8 K! have the same orientational structu
with a collinear stacking of molecules parallel to the prin
pal axis of the lattice. The high-temperatureg phase~space
group Pm3n, T.43.8 K! has a disordered sublattice~two
molecules in 2a positions, symmetry point groupm3) and a
partially ordered sublattice~six molecules in 6d positions,

symmetry point group 4̄2m). The molecules in the latte
positions process at an angle of 90° to the@100# axes and as
a result form chains of ‘‘disks’’ along these directions. T
magnetic structure of these solid phases of oxygen cha
first from quasi-two-dimensional antiferromagnetically o
dered two-sublattice3,4 (a phase! to quasi-two-dimensiona
three-sublattice in regions of short-range order5–7 (b phase!
and then to quasi-one-dimensional in a system of chain
‘‘disks’’ 8,9 ~the g phase!. In liquid oxygen near the triple
point the structure of the short-range orientational and m
netic order is similar to that observed in crystals of the hig
temperatureg phase.9,10 This accounts for the high values o
its density and heat of vaporization, the low values of
vapor pressure, and also the jump in volume~density! on
crystallization.1

In recent investigations of solid oxygen, particular atte
tion has been paid to the magnetic structure of the rhom
hedralb phase.5–7,11–16This is largely because, in spite o
the absence of long-range order in the spin subsystem,6,7,15,16

b-O2 crystals have many properties inherent to magnets.17,18

In particular, as was shown in Ref. 19, theb phase of pure
oxygen has a characteristic spontaneous magnetostric
which is indicative of a strong magnetoelastic interactio
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Since the latter arises in crystals with relatively weak van
Waals forces, this leads to a rather large inhomogeneous
crostrain of the lattice,Dd/d;531023, and strong broad-
ening of the x-ray reflections, growing on approach to t
b→a transition. The character of the significant anisotro
of the inhomogeneous local distortions, as established
x-ray studies,19 and also the data on the inelastic scattering
polarized neutrons7,16 are evidence in favor of a quasi-two
dimensional three-sublattice model of the structure of sh
range magnetic order. This is the so-called Loktev structu5

in accordance with which theb-O2 crystal can be treated a
a set of weakly coupled close-packed basal planes with th
magnetic sublattices.

To obtain additional information about the magnetostr
tion effect in oxygen, it is of interest to study how the ma
netic structure and magnetoelastic interaction are affecte
the change in the intermolecular forces inb-O2 when non-
magnetic atomic and molecular impurities are dissolved in
Some preliminary data on the effect of argon and kryp
impurities on the spontaneous magnetostriction inb-O2

crystals ~the width of the x-ray diffraction reflections wa
investigated over the entire existence region of the interm
diate phase! were given in Ref. 19 and presented at the
ternational Conference on Low-Temperature Phys
LT-21.20 In the present paper we give the results of detai
studies of weak solutions of oxygen with argon and krypt
and with a quadrupolar impurity—molecular nitrogen.

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

The experiments were done on a DRON-3M x-ray d
fractometer with personal computer automation. We u
polycrystalline samples with a grain size of 1024–1025 cm,
obtained by condensation of gaseous mixtures of spec
concentration~with a ;1% – 3% argon, krypton, or nitroge
impurity! on a substrate withT540 K, and annealed at 45 K
for one hour. The high-temperature transition in oxygen
accompanied by an appreciable volume jump (;5.4%). To
avoid creating appreciable elastic stresses in the sample
the transition from the high-temperature to the intermedi
phase, they were cooled in the region of theg –b transition
at a rate of 0.2–0.3 deg/min. In preparing the solutions
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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used oxygen and impurity gases with purities of 99.99%
better. We obtained powder diffraction patterns and analy
the intensities of the x-ray reflections, their half-width, a
angular position as functions of temperature and of the
cling in the existence region of theb phase and through th
a –b transition. Analysis of the intensity and half-width o
the reflections was done using the Origin multislit code w
an error of61% and61.5%, respectively.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Before turning to a discussion of the results of studies
weak solutions of substitution of oxygen with inert eleme
and nitrogen, let us review some of the features of the ph
diagrams of these systems. All three binary systems h
extremely complex phase diagrams, with peritectic and
tectoid triple points, and a high probability of metastab
phases.21–25 The equilibrium solubility limit in oxygen of
both the atomic~Ar, Kr!21,22and molecular~N2)23 impurities
is extremely low in the low-temperature phases with a stro
magnetic interaction and does not exceed 1%–2% in tha
and 2%–3% in theb modification. Only in the region of the
g phase, where the magnetic interaction is considera
weaker, does the solubility increase to 23% for Ar, to 9%
Kr, and to 11% for N2 . Consequently, in respect to the im
purity concentration the experiments in each system w
limited by the existence of rather narrow single-phase
gions for oxygen-based solutions. In all three systems
introduction of the impurity led to an appreciable decrease
the phase transition temperatures. For example, at the s
bility limit of ;2% Ar in oxygen the temperature of th
low-temperaturea –b transformation decreases to 19 K
while that of the high-temperatureb –g transformation de-
creases to 39 K.21 In comparison with pure solid oxygen, th
presence of atomic and molecular impurities also leads
enlargement of the coexistence regions of the two pha
adjacent to the transition, and these regions grow wider w
increasing concentration. This effect is very pronounced
the g –b transition.21–25We took these features into accou
in doing the experiments and in our analysis of the resul

ATOMIC IMPURITIES

The results of the measurements of the half-widths of
diffraction reflections from weak solid solutions of oxyge
with argon and krypton together with the data for pu
oxygen19 are presented in Figs. 1 and 2. From an analysis
the results we note the following points.

First, the introduction of Ar or Kr atoms to the lattic
leads to an increase in the positional disorder, most lik
because of concentration-related nonuniform microstra
arising in the solid solutions on account of the difference
the molecular diameters of the components. For this rea
in the regionT.40 K, where the magnetoelastic interactio
in the oxygen lattice has become substantially weaker, a
nificant increase in the initial half-widths of the reflections
observed for samples containing impurities in comparis
with pure oxygen~Figs. 1 and 2!.

Second, in solutions with inert elements, as in pure o
gen, as the temperature approaches the low-temperature
sition to the magnetically ordereda phase, the half-widths o
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the reflections from the planes inclined to the basal pla
increases linearly, while those for reflections from the ba
planes~001! remain practically uncharged with temperatur

Third, the half-widths of the reflections from planes i
clined to the basal planes directly near theb→a transition
(T525 K! in solutions with Ar and Kr are substantiall
larger than the typical values for pure oxygen19 ~Figs. 1 and
2!. This means that the introduction of an atomic impurity
the b-O2 crystal appreciably increases the value and anis
ropy of the nonuniform magnetoelastic distortions of the l
tice.

Impurities can serve as centers of crystallization, es
cially in the case of solidification from the liquid phas
Here, for the samples containing an impurity a ‘‘fragmen
ing’’ of the substructure of the samples can occur, as co
pared to that of the pure material obtained under the sa
conditions of crystallization. The significant influence of th
atomic impurities on the diffraction pattern~the linewidths!
of oxygen observed in the experiments, particularly on
change with temperature inb-O2 , can hardly be due to the
dispersing effect of the impurities on the microstructure
the samples. This conclusion follows from the fact that
substantial difference is observed between the half-width
the reflections in the high-temperature and intermed

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the half-widths of x-ray reflectionsBhkl

from different planes of the rhombohedral phase of O2–Ar solid solutions in
comparison with the data for pure oxygen.19

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the half-widths of the x-ray reflect
Bhkl from different planes of the rhombohedral phase of O2–Kr solutions in
comparison with the data for pure oxygen.19
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phases near theb –g transition, at least at concentrations u
to 3%. The total impurity effect~a nonuniform local dilata-
tion of the lattice because of the difference of the diame
of the impurity and host components and also the poss
dispersion of the samples by the impurity during crystalliz
tion! is in fact expressed in the higher background of dist
tions of the structure observed at 43 K in the hig
temperature existence region of theb-O2 phase~Figs. 1
and 2!.

The features described above are most likely a con
quence of the weakening effect of the impurities on the
termolecular interaction in the ordered intermediate phas
oxygen, ultimately leading to enhancement of the magne
striction effect. In view of this, the following argumen
seem reasonable. Ar and Kr atoms have diameters of 3.40
and 3.624 Å,25 noticeably larger than the minor axis of th
oxygen molecule, 3.174 Å.27–29 Because of this, when th
oxygen molecules are substituted by spherically symme
impurities, these inert elements locally weaken the cen
van der Waals forces and the noncentral orientational qu
rupole coupling forces in theb-O2 crystals~especially in the
close-packed basal planes!. As a result, the magnetoelast
interaction takes place in a ‘‘softer’’ lattice, and this pr
motes the formation of larger nonuniform microstrains th
in the case of pure oxygen. Naturally, this effect becom
stronger with decreasing temperature. In addition, inb-O2

the three-sublattice magnetic structure is disrupted at
sites of the Ar or Kr atoms. Here it could be the case tha
pseudomonoclinic symmetry, similar to that ofa-O2 , arises
in the orientation of the spins of the molecules surround
the impurity,13 and the magnetic interaction becom
stronger.

According to Ref. 30, the random strain fields caused
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substitutional impurities have a strong effect on the magn
subsystem of a crystal and cause a local change of symm
For example, in superconducting~lanthanum, yttrium, etc.!
ceramics, which are quasi-two-dimensional antiferromagn
with a weak interlayer exchange~between magnetically or
dered CuO2 planes!, the introduction of superstoichiometri
oxygen ions in the lattice leads to local rhomb
deformations.30 These ideas are confirmed by the experime
tally established facts reflected in Figs. 1 and 2. In so
solutions of oxygen with inert elements, as in pureb-O2 , an
increase in the nonuniform microstrains predominantly in
basal planes occurs with decreasing temperature on acc
of the enhancement of the magnetoelastic interaction for
reasons indicated above. It turned out that the value of th
strains and their change with temperature are possibly in
pendent of the impurity concentration in the samples over
range of concentrations studied. This fact in itself attests
the high stability of the magnetic structure of theb phase.
The steeper dependence of the half-widths of the reflect
on temperatureBhkl(T) in the case of solutions~Figs. 1 and
2! is due not only to a ‘‘softening’’ of the oxygen lattice o
doping by atomic impurities but possibly also to an enhan
ment of the spin–spin interaction of the O2 molecules with
decreasing temperature in local regions with a pseudomo
clinic magnetic structure.

MOLECULAR IMPURITIES

An impurity of molecular nitrogen has a completely di
ferent effect on the structure and properties of orientation
ordered phases of oxygen. O2–N2solid mixtures were first
studied by Prikhot’ko.31 Later the authors of Ref. 32 in a
study of the optical absorption spectra established that a
arrows
FIG. 3. Typical x-ray diffraction patterns from O211%N2 solutions and pure oxygen in the existence region of the rhombohedral phase of oxygen. The
indicate reflections not characteristic forb-O2 .
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trogen impurity had a strong weakening effect on the
change interaction ina-O2 , ultimately destroying the long
range magnetic order.

In the present study we have established the follow
features. First, when samples of a solid solution contain
1% nitrogen are cooled through theb –g transition, one ob-
serves not only reflections from the rhombohedral phaseb-
O2 but also some additional relatively weak lines~Fig. 3!.
The intensity of these reflections is practically independ
of the nitrogen concentration in the interval 1%–3% but d
creases noticeably as the temperature is lowered. This
fact suggests that they belong to some regions of superco
g-O2 . However, a comparison of the corresponding diffra
tion patterns~Fig. 3! shows that only two lines at sma
angles of reflection can be assigned tog-O2 , and then only
in a forced way, while the remaining lines have no relation
it whatsoever. According to their angular position, the ad
tional reflections most likely correspond to the diffractio
pattern from the previously observeda8 phase,33,34 the ap-
pearance of which has also been attributed to an impu
effect. However, as follows from the data of Ref. 26, in
nonequilibrium pass through the high-temperature transi
the diffraction patterns in theb-O2 region also contain x-ray
reflections that can be assigned toa8-O2 . In this case the
formation of the additional phase is apparently due to
presence of a high level of nonuniform elastic stresses a
ing in the crystal as a result of the large volume jump at
b –g transition.

A comparison of the diffraction patterns of pure a
nitrogen-doped oxygen at 37 K clearly demonstrates the s
stantial influence of even small impurities of N2 molecules
on the width of the x-ray reflections~Fig. 3!. For crystals
containing a nitrogen impurity we investigated the influen
on the width of the reflections not only of temperature b
also of heating and cooling cycles in the existence region
b-O2 .

We found that, unlike the cases of the pureb-O2 phase
and solutions of oxygen with inert elements, for solutions
N2 in oxygen there is almost no change of the half-width a
integrated intensities of the reflections with temperature
the entire existence region of the rhombohedral phase. A
example, Fig. 4 shows data for two lines, which inb-O2

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the half-widths of the x-ray reflect
Bhkl from different planes of the rhombohedral phase of O2–N2solutions.
The various symbols represent data obtained in regimes of heating
cooling at temperatures within the existence region ofb-O2 .
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have indices of~101! and ~012!. It should be noted that the
observed diffraction pattern is reproduced qualitatively a
quantitatively when the samples are heated from the e
tence region of the low-temperaturea phase. In addition, the
level of the nonuniform concentration shifts that occur wh
a nitrogen impurity is introduced into the oxygen is appro
mately the same as in the case of impurities of atomic im
rities of inert elements. This is evidenced by the fact that
T.40 K for all three forms of solutions, O2–Ar, O2–Kr, and
O2–N2, close values are obtained for the increase in
half-widths of the x-ray reflections over the typical values f
pure oxygen~Figs. 1, 2, and 4!.

The fact that the influence of N2 molecules on the struc
tural characteristics of the oxygen matrix was found to be
a qualitatively different character was to be expected, si
the N2 impurity molecules, having molecular paramete
very close to those of the host molecules~the transverse and
longitudinal electronic diameters of the N2 molecule are
3.386 Å and 4.339 Å, respectively, while those for the O2

molecule are 3.175 and 4.180 Å!,27,28are incorporated in the
b-O2 lattice without substantial deformational disruptions
the orientational subsystem, while in the translational s
system they are of approximately the same order as when
oxygen is substituted by Ar or Kr.

The absence~within the error limits! of temperature de-
pendence of the half-widths of the x-ray reflectionsBhkl

from the lattice of oxygen crystals containing a nitrogen i
purity may be due to two compensating factors. The N2 mol-
ecules, on the one hand, like atoms of inert elements, wea
the van der Waals interaction and act on the magnetic s
system, locally disrupting the three-sublattice spin structu
On the other hand, the nitrogen molecules present in
b-O2 lattice enhance the noncentral nonmagnetic interm
lecular interaction, since the impurity molecules introduc
in the crystals have a quadrupole moment considerably la
than that of O2 ~Refs. 2 and 25!. This, in turn, should act to
decrease the magnetostriction because of an increase i
‘‘stiffness’’ of the lattice. These effects cause microstrains
different sign in the lattice, and the net effect in the giv
system is close to zero. In contrast, the influence of nitro
impurity molecules on the magnetic subsystem of oxygen
actually so large that even small amounts (;1% or less! will
lead not only to a significant decrease of the magnetoela
interaction but also possibly to a partial destruction of t
three-sublattice quasi-two-dimensional structure ofb-O2 ,
which is accompanied, as we have said, by a lowering of
symmetry in part of the crystal and the formation of a ne
phase there. The presence of additional weak lines of a
ond phase in the diffraction pattern from such weak solutio
~Fig. 3! is apparently evidence of this. In had been conje
tured previously33 on the basis of the experimental resu
that this additional phase, which is called34 the a8 phase, is
paramagnetic and is formed in oxygen that conta
impurities—molecules of nitrogen in particular.

It follows from the data presented in Fig. 4 that the
mocycling of the samples between temperatures within
existence region ofb-O2 increasesBhkl somewhat. However
this effect is absent in pure oxygen.19 The growth of nonuni-
form local deformations during thermocycling in the we
solutions studied here is most likely due to the long rela
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ation time of concentration-related stresses in the impur
doped crystals.

a!E-mail: prokhvatilov@ilt.kharkov.ua
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On the non-Heisenberg contribution to the spin–spin interaction of an antiferromagnet
with SÄ3Õ2

V. M. Kalita and A. F. Lozenko*
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It is shown that the spin Hamiltonian of the spin–spin interactions, written with the use of
effective spinons defined on the two lowest doublets of magnetic ions with a partially frozen orbital
moment, has a non-Heisenberg form. The Heisenberg contribution is represented by
spin–spin terms containing three powers of ion spin projections and is anisotropic and comparable
to the bilinear spin–spin interaction. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
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The inter-ion spin–spin interactions in spin Hamilt
nians are specified using effective spins defined on
ground state functions of the atoms. Such Hamiltonians
used to calculate spin excitations, the temperature de
dence of the magnetization and magnetic susceptibility,
values of the sublattice collapse fields, etc. Most often
spin Hamiltonian is written phenomenologically in such
way as to conform to the symmetry of the crystal. As a ru
the spin Hamiltonian of an antiferromagnet contains sev
phenomenological parameters which are determined u
the data of various experiments. In their analysis it must
taken into account that the magnetization of the sublat
and the value of its average spin, defined as the averag
the sum of the effective spins, are not equal to each ot
Agreement between the magnetization and the average
is achieved by introducing ag factor. It can happen that th
values of theg factor determined from electron magnet
resonance, antiferromagnetic resonance, and the magne
tion data in a field are noticeably different.

For systems with a frozen orbital moment the sp
Hamiltonian has the form of a sum of scalar products
spins. For the two-sublattice antiferromagnet CoCl2 the spin
Hamiltonian1 calculated on the functions of the ground-sta
doublets of the Co11 ions, because of their partially froze
orbital moments, is bilinear in the spins and highly anis
tropic, with binary spin–spin anisotropy.

In this paper we construct the spin Hamiltonian of
two-sublattice antiferromagnet whose ion spins are defi
on their two lowest doublets, when the ions have an effec
spin s53/2. As an example we consider the CoCl2 crystal.
For CoCl2 the use of a spin Hamiltonian with effective io
spinss51/2 ~Ref. 1! does not give a satisfactory descriptio
of the temperature dependence of the antiferromagnetic r
nance frequencies2,3 and collapse field.2,4 The temperature
dependence of the collapse field in CoCl2 is similar to the
temperature dependence of the square of the average sp
the sublattice. Such a dependence of the collapse field
spin was explained in Ref. 2 using the approximation of
661063-777X/2002/28(1)/3/$22.00
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appreciable~comparable to the bilinear! biquadratic contri-
bution to the spin–spin interaction.

The temperature dependence of the spontaneous ma
tostriction anisotropic in the basal plane in CoCl2 ~Ref. 4! is
similar to the temperature dependence of the fourth powe
the average spin of the sublattice. A phenomenological
scription of such a temperature dependence of the magn
striction was given in Ref. 4 under the assumption that
non-Heisenberg interactions of fourth power in the spin g
the predominant contribution to the magnetoelasticity
CoCl2 .

The magnetostriction anisotropic in the basal plane
CoCl2 at T54.2 K has a value of 631024 ~Refs. 5 and 6!.
The authors of Ref. 7 attribute the formation of this lar
magnetostriction to a single-ion mechanism. Using an eff
tive spin Hamiltonian withs51/2, one cannot adopt a
single-ion mechanism7 for the magnetostriction of CoCl2 ,
since in that case one cannot introduce quadratic~or higher!
single-particle spin operators.

According to Hund’s rules, the free Co11 ion has an
orbital momentL53 and a spin momentS53/2. The pre-
dominance of the cubic contribution of the crystalline fie
over the trigonal allows one to carry out a single-partic
treatment of the ionic states of Co11 in CoCl2 with the aid
of a Hamiltonian1 written in the form

H5lI "S1d~ l z
222/3!, ~1!

wherel is the spin–orbit interaction constant,d is the pa-
rameter of the trigonal component of the crystalline fie
and l is the effective orbital moment operator written wi
allowance for the effect of a higher-than-cubic componen
the crystalline field8 ( l 51). The ratio of the parameters o
Hamiltonian ~1! in CoCl2 is d/l'1.6.1 The quantization
axis in ~1! is directed along the trigonal axis.

The wave functions of the ground-state doublet and
next doublet for the Co11 ion are1

uc16&5c1u71, 63/2&1c2u0, 61/2&1c3u61, 71/2&,
~2!
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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uc26&5b1u0, 63/2&1b2u61, 61/2&. ~3!

The matrices of the components of the spin moment, ca
lated only for the ground-state doublet~2!, are proportional
to the Pauli matrices,1 and the effective spin iss51/2. In
such a treatment spin–spin interaction Hamiltonian in Co2

is bilinear in the spins of neighboring ions and is anisotrop
In accordance with the level diagram of the Co11 ion in

the CoCl2 crystal9 the energy difference of the two lowe
ionic doublets is 699 GHz or of the order of 35 K. Th
paramagnetic temperature, proportional to the exchang
t

in
u-

l
.

is

equal to 38 K in CoCl2 ~Ref. 10!. We see that these value
are comparable. In CoCl2 a situation is realized in which the
exchange is much smaller than the parameters of Ha
tonian ~1!, while the energy difference of the two lowe
levels of Hamiltonian~1! is comparable to the exchang
Therefore the definition of the spin–spin interaction Ham
tonian in CoCl2 must be made with allowance for the tw
lowest doublets of the magnetic ion.

Using the wave functions~2! and ~3!, we write the ma-
trix elements of theSz projections of the ion spin:
In exactly the same way we calculate the matrix elements of theSx projections of the ion spin:
is

e
wo

the

the
The matrix for theSy projections is analogous in form to tha
for Sx .

Introducing the effective spins53/2, we can write these
matrices in the form

Sz5g1sz1g2sz
3, Sx,y5h1sx,y1h2~sx,ysz

21sz
2sx,y!,

~4!

wheresi ( i 5x,y,z) are the projections of the effective sp
with s53/2. The parametersg andh in ~4! are expressed in
terms of the parameters of the wave functions~2! and ~3!:

g15
1

24
@27~3c1

21c2
22c3

2!2~3b1
21b2

2!#,

g25
1

6
@3b1

21b2
223~3c1

21c2
22c3

2!#,

~5!

h15
1

4A3
@5A3~A3c1c31c2

2!2A3b1c222b2c3#,

h25
1

2 Fb1c21
2

A3
b2c32A3c1c32c2

2G .
The exchange interaction of a pair of neighboring ions
written as

Hi j 5JSi "Sj , ~6!

wherei , j specify the position of the neighboring ions, andJ
is the exchange parameter.

Using Eq.~4! and the results of Ref. 1, we find that th
spin–spin interaction Hamiltonian implemented on the t
lowest doublets of the Co11 ions has the form

Hi j 5J$g1
2sizsjz1g1g2~sizsjz

3 1siz
3 sjz!1g2

2siz
3 sjz

3

1h1
2sixsjx1h1h2@six~sjxsjz

2 1sjz
2 sjx!1sjx~sixsiz

2

1siz
2 six!#1h2

2~sixsiz
2 1siz

2 !~sjxsjz
2 1sjz

2 sjx!

1h1
2siysjy1h1h2@siy~sjysjz

2 1sjz
2 sjy!1sjy~siy~siz

2

1siz
2 siy!#1h2

2~siysiz
2 1siz

2 siy!~sjysjz
2 1sjz

2 sjy!%. ~7!

Hamiltonian~7! with the effective spins~4! contains bilinear
spin–spin terms and spin–spin terms which are cubic in
projections of the effective spin of the ions.

The spin representation of the two lowest doublets of
single-particle Hamiltonian~1! can be written in the form8
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DFsz
22

1

3
s~s11!G , ~8!

where the constantD is equal to the energy difference of th
lowest doubletsE1 andE2 and is comparable toJ:

D5
E22E1

2
. ~9!

Denoting the intrasublattice and intersublattice~inter-
layer! exchange parameters asJ11 andJ12, we write the spin
Hamiltonian for CoCl2 , with allowance for~4! and ~5!, as

H5
1

2 (
ab i j

Jab$g1
2sa izsb jz12g1g2sa izsb jz

3 1g2
2sa iz

3 sb jz
3

1h1
2~sa ixsb jx1sa iysb jy!12h1h2@sa ix~sb jxsb jz

2

1sb jz
2 sb jx!1sa iy~sb iysb jz

2 1sb jz
2 sb jy!#

1h2
2@~sa ixsa iz

2 1sa iz
2 sa ix!~sb jxsb jz

2 1sb jz
2 sb jx!

1~sa iysa iz
2 1sa iz

2 sa iy!~sb jysb jz
2 1sb jz

2 sb jy!#%

1(
a i

DS sa iz
2 2

1

3
s~s11! D , ~10!

wherea,b51, 2 is the number of the sublattice.
In writing Eq. ~10! we have assumed thatJ11 andJ12 are

much smaller than the parametersd andl. The level struc-
ture calculated for the Co11 ion in Ref. 1 is determined by
the value of the ratiod/l. It is similar to the structure given
in Ref. 9. Accepting the value of the ratiod/l used in Ref. 1
and substituting into~5! the values calculated in Ref. 1 fo
the parameters of the wave functions~2! and ~3!, viz., c1

50.59, c2520.70, c350.40, b150.88, b2520.47, we
obtain an estimate of the numerical values of the parame
of Hamiltonian ~10!: g151.440, g2520.263, h151.333,
h2520.649.

The anisotropy of the bilinear terms in Ref. 10, judgi
from the numerical values ofg1 and h1 , which are almost
equal to each other, is insignificant and is of the easy-a
type rather than the easy-plane type as in CoCl2 . The prod-
ucts of the parametersg1g2 and h1h2 are negative, with
h1h2,g1g2, and therefore the anisotropy of the terms co
taining the first and third powers of the operators of t
neighboring spins will be of the easy-axis type, provided t
the average of the cubic components of the spin opera
has the same sign as the average of the linear spin opera
When their signs are different, then this spin–spin anisotr
will be of the easy-plane type. The terms containing the th
powers of the spin operators of a pair of ions has anisotr
of the easy-plane type.
rs

is

-

t
rs
rs.
y
d
y

The spin Hamiltonian~10! contains single-ion anisot
ropy terms. It follows from the given numerical values of th
parameters of Hamiltonian~1! that the single-ion anisotropy
described by the parameterD in ~1! is predominant and re
sults in anisotropy of the easy-plane type in CoCl2 .

It follows from Eqs.~4! and~10! that the true spin of the
ion and, hence, the mean field in which the ion in the orde
state is found are nonlinear in the value of the effective s
of the ion. The problems discussed at the beginning of
paper regarding the magnetism of the CoCl2 crystal may
result from this nonlinearity. A study of the properties
Hamiltonian~10! will be the subject of future papers.

In closing we note that the non-Heisenberg contribut
to the spin Hamiltonian is ordinarily obtained using pertu
bation theory, and in general it cannot be very large. Here
are mainly talking about a biquadratic contribution11 to the
spin–spin interaction, of the type (s1•s2)2. The non-
Heisenberg contribution to the spin Hamiltonian obtained
this study is due to the partial freezing of the orbital mome
Such a non-Heisenberg effective spin Hamiltonian is
scribed by terms of the third power in projections of the sp
operators of the ions and is highly anisotropic. The contrib
tion of such a non-Heisenberg admixture is comparable
the contribution of the bilinear terms.

The authors thank Professor S. M. Ryabchenko fo
discussion in the course of this study.
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On the magnetic anisotropy of La 2CuO4 above the Né el temperature
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It is conjectured that, because of the orthorhombicity of the lattice, which is preserved above the
Néel temperatureTN , and the quasi-two-dimensional character of the magnetic interactions,
the destruction of the long-range antiferromagnetic order in La2CuO4 is brought about by the
thermal generation of kink–antikink pairs. An attempt is made to interpret qualitatively the
experiments of A. N. Lavrovet al., Phys. Rev. Lett.87, 017007~2001!, on the observation of
anisotropy of the magnetic susceptibility in the paraphase of this antiferromagnet. ©2002
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1449190#
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1. The question of the direct relation of the magnetic a
superconducting properties of copper oxides was raised
mediately after the discovery of the first high-Tc supercon-
ductor ~HTSC!, La–Ba–Cu–O, the parent~undoped! com-
pound of which, La2CuO4, is an antiferromagnetic~AFM!
insulator. In his now-famous paper,1 Anderson called atten
tion to two important physical features of HTSCs: the pr
ence of strong electronic correlations in the Cu21 ion, which
are described by the Hubbard model Hamiltonian, and
layered structure of the lattices, which often allows o
when calculating some characteristic or other of the HTS
to limit consideration to a single cuprate (CuO2) layer. The
first feature is due to the localized character of the char
~or, equivalently, in AFM phases, the spins! and the applica-
bility of the Hubbard model for describing the magnetism
undoped HTSCs; the second feature has become the ba
attempts to transfer to the two-dimensional~2D! case the
scenarios involving topological excitations—spinons a
holons—which are inherent to one-dimensional~1D! AFMs.
Later, the spin–holon and many other magnetic mechani
of pairing that can lead to a highTc have become the subjec
of intensive and never-ending studies, the results of wh
have been set forth in numerous review articles~see, e.g.,
Refs. 2–7!.

2. In spite of the fact that long-range magnetic order
absent in conducting HTSC compounds, understanding
physical, including superconducting, properties of cuprate
impossible without an understanding of the evolution of th
magnetism at the transition from the insulating~including the
lightly doped! state to the metallic state. Therefore, it is n
surprising that the study of HTSCs specifically as magn
materials is actively continuing. In particular, the recent p
per by Lavrovet al.8 reported the direct observation of ma
netic anisotropy~which had previously been less clear
manifested in neutron scattering9,10! of the insulating com-
pounds La22xSrxCuO4 (x&3%) and La2CuO41d (d&1%)
over a wide range of temperature~from 0 to '400 K!. The
static magnetic susceptibilityx j j (T) was measured, and it
691063-777X/2002/28(1)/3/$22.00
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anisotropy was found to be clearly preserved even at t
peratures above the Ne´el point TN(x), although it is usually
assumed~see Ref. 11! that after loss of the long-range mag
netic order the spin subsystem of the CuO2 layers will be-
come isotropic and can be described consistently by a
Heisenberg model~or by the nonlinears model, which is to
a certain degree analogous to it!. It is also important that the
experiments of Ref. 8 used single crystals containing pra
cally no twins, a fact which makes the results more reliab

For an analysis of the results let us turn to the Ham
tonian of the spin subsystem of La2CuO4. Of course, its
main term is the exchange interactionJ(n,rSn•Sn1r ~Sn are
the spins of the sites! with a large interaction constan
(;103 cm21; Ref. 11! between nearest neighborsn and
n1r.1! However, it is not the isotropic exchange interactio
which is common to all compounds, but the comparativ
weak anisotropic terms of relativistic and exchang
relativistic origin that determine the specifics of the magne
subsystem in each HTSC. We note here that because o
fact that the Cu21 spinS51/2, the magnetic anisotropy, lik
the exchange interaction, in cuprates has an inter-ionic c
acter, i.e., is defined by an operator of the for
( j ,k(n,rDJjkSn

j
•Sn1r

k . Its specific form requires knowledg
of the crystal structure. Then it is necessary to take i
account that atTT2O(x50)'530 K ~Ref. 11! La2CuO4 un-
dergoes a structural transition from the high-temperature
tragonal I4mmm(D4h

17) phase, whereuau5ubuÞc, to the
orthorhombicBmab(D2h

18) phase withuau,ubu,ucu, accompa-
nied by the rotation ('4°) of the stretched octahedra, whic
extend along the axisciY. As a result, on the one hand, the
arises a Dzyaloshinskii interactionDJYZ[D, with DiaiX
~Refs. 14–16!, and, on the other hand, the symmetry of t
local crystalline field acting on the Cu21 ion on the part of
the ligands is lowered to monoclinic, so that the magne
anisotropy of this crystal on the whole becomes biaxia16

this is usually ignored.
The Dzyaloshinskii interaction ‘‘lays’’ the vectorsSn

into bc plane; as to the other constantsDJj j , it is impossible
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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from general considerations to establish their values or e
their signs. It follows from the measurements, however, t
predominantly SnibiZ, from which we conclude tha
La2CuO4 has a magnetic anisotropy of the easy-plane~i.e.,
uniaxial! type.2! Indeed, a quantum-mechanical calculati
confirms this and gives for the correction to the exchan
interaction of theY components of the spin a valueDJYY

[DJab'4.231023 cm21 ~Ref. 19!. Here, however, in ac-
cordance with the biaxiality there is another, somew
larger quantityDJXX[DJbc'2.331022 cm21. Then, pro-
ceeding from the conditionDJab.DJbc , at least, we find
that the effect of these two anisotropic exchange interact
in La2CuO4 gives an easy axisb, as was pointed out by
Bar’yakhtaret al.16 from purely phenomenological conside
ations, and a hard axisa, which follows unambiguously from
the measurements.8 Thus it can be regarded as establish
that the magnetic anisotropy of La2CuO4 in the low-
temperature phase has an ‘‘Ising-like’’ character, in the p
lance of the day.

Now it is not hard to understand why the compone
xyy(T) andxzz(T) have a descending, ‘‘longitudinal,’’ tem
perature dependence. Whilexzz(T) is actually the longitudi-
nal component of the static magnetic susceptibility tens
since the magnetic fieldHiSn , the componentxyy(T) ac-
quires this quality only by virtue of the Dzyaloshinskii inte
actionDÞ0. Here its ‘‘longitudinal’’ character is due to th
AFM sequence of weak moments of the CuO2 planes along
c. It should be pointed out that the Dzyaloshinskii interacti
has been mentioned8 as one of the possible reasons for t
‘‘longitudinal’’ behavior of the transverse component of th
static susceptibility; we note only that this is one of the
sults that cannot be interpreted in the ‘‘one-plane’’ appro
mation.

3. It is more complicated to describe~and, to a certain
extent, understand! the anisotropy of the static magnetic su
ceptibility observed aboveTN(x), where, as we have said
there is no long-range magnetic order. Here, howeve
should be kept in mind that, because of the anomalou
large value ofJ (J@TN(x)) and the quasi-2D character o
all the exchange interactions, the average~in the proper ref-
erence frame! value of the site spin is nonzero even abo
TN(x), and the AFM order is preserved at all distancesr
within the correlation lengthjAFM(x,T)[jAFM ~Refs. 5 and
11!. The low symmetry of the lattice due toTN(x)
,TT2O(x) also remains unchanged; consequently, des
the rather high temperature~but, of course, forT,TT2O) the
directionsb anda remain ‘‘easy’’ and ‘‘hard,’’ respectively,
for the spins in the crystal. Under these conditions a nat
source of suppression of the long-range magnetic order
be the thermal generation of kink–antikink pairs or dom
walls of width dDW;J/ADJbcJ1D2, which separate re
gions with opposite directions of the AFM vectors3! and in
which rotations of the latter occur in the easy planesbc. The
dynamic structure that arises should have a characteristic
modulation alonga ~with walls of the Bloch type! or b ~Néel
type!. On the whole, forr @jAFM this system is similar to a
paramagnet, while forr &jAFM it manifests many signs~in-
cluding magnetic anisotropy! of antiferromagnetism with
long-range magnetic order; this is most likely what was o
served in Ref. 8. For example, excitations withuku.jAFM
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are weakly damped in a fluctuating system of this kind. H
it should also be mentioned that the 1D modulation, wh
was ascribed in Ref. 8 to the formation of spin-dens
waves, was observed in the experiments of Refs. 9 and
which can also have a different interpretation, as set fo
above, not involving the use of thes model or the presence
of stripes.

4. Our stated goal was a qualitative analysis of the te
perature dependence of the static magnetic susceptibilit
pure La2CuO4. It can be achieved by invoking the feature
of the magnetocrystalline structure of this cuprate in the
tire volume. However, even here a consistent quantita
description of the static susceptibility cannot be given wi
out information about the spectra of magnetic~linear and
nonlinear! excitations. In particular, there are essentially
experimental data on the antiferromagnetic resonance,
investigation of which for differentx would be extremely
desirable.

Do the arguments about the role of magnetic anisotro
extend to doped systems? This apparently depends on
controls jAFM—temperature or doping5—and the contribu-
tion of the latter~like that of the carriers! to the formation of
the domain structure is unclear at the present time. Twin
crystals are on average isotropic, and the magnetic an
ropy of metallic phases should be measured in the absenc
stripes; this requires specially grown samples. All of the
aspects of the problem are also interesting and importan
study both experimentally and theoretically.

This report was supported by the grant SCOPEC~Project
7UKPJ 062150.00/1! of the Swiss Science Foundation an
was prepared during a stay at the Institute of Physics of
University of Neuchaˆtel, Switzerland. I would like to thank
the Director of the Institute, Prof. H. Beck, for his hospita
ity, attention, and care.
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1!Recently evidence has appeared which indicates that it is necessary to

into account the observability of the exchange interaction between n
nearest neighbors and also the four-spin cyclic exchange interaction12,13

They are much less thanJ, but most importantly, are isotropic, i.e., the
cannot affect the investigated anisotropic magnetic properties of the
thanum system.

2!The fact that the corresponding valueDJYY[DJab.0 is, generally speak-
ing, nonstandard, since the anisotropy of theg factor of the Cu21 ion in a
stretched octahedron is such17 that gi.g' ~in La2CuO4 , gi52.3 andg'

.2.06).18 This type of inequality is usually accompanied by magne
anisotropy of the easy-axis type.

3!In essence these are identical AFM domains, differing only by a perm
tion of the magnetic sublattices. This permutation ‘‘occurs’’ in the wal
and as long asdDW!jAFM , the domains are well defined. One can al
assume that it isjAFM that specifies their average size, and the spins of
walls contribute to the ‘‘longitudinal’’ character of the static magnetic su
ceptibility for HiY.
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